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ABSTRACT 

 

Over recent years the International Association of Athletics Federations (the ‘IAAF’ - 

now World Athletics) has been seeking a solution to address a difficult problem; how 

to deal with the possibility that legally female athletes with differences in sexual 

development might benefit from a performance advantage due to increased levels of 

endogenous testosterone and consequent physiological and athletic advantages that 

are typically associated with men.  Its current solution is to try and ‘compensate’ for 

such perceived advantages by excluding some legally female athletes from some 

events unless they are prepared to take medication to suppress natural testosterone 

levels below a certain, pre-determined figure. The relevant regulations (the Eligibility 

Regulations for Female Classification 2018 – or the ‘DSD Regulations’) have been 

approved by international sport’s highest judicial body, the Court of Arbitration for 

Sport, yet both the IAAF’s general approach to the problem and the Regulations 

themselves remain controversial and subject to significant criticism. In particular, there 

has been criticism of the value of the scientific research that underpins the Regulations 

(Franklin et al., 2018; Karkazis et al., 2017, 2012; Koh et al., 2018; Pielke et al., 2019; 

Sonkson, 2015; Tucker, 2017), from those in the ethical and human rights fields seeking 

to insure that the rights of individual athletes are protected (Adair, 2011; Buzuvis, 2016, 

2010; Koh et al., 2018; Krech, 2019, 2017) and in relation to the normative justification 

on which they are based (Camporesi, 2019, 2020). 

This thesis recognizes the controversy and the criticisms and attempts to evaluate the 

legal and ethical legitimacy of the Regulations and the IAAF’s approach by adopting a 

rationalist perspective. It thereby seeks to evaluate the validity and strength of the 

IAAF’s given reasons for introducing the DSD Regulations against fundamental 

requirements of rationality and the IAAF’s formal constitutional purposes.  In doing so 

the thesis also considers the wider value of legal approval by the Court of Arbitration 

for Sport and, in this regard, questions the intensity of the legal review that the court 

undertook.   
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Chapter 1 - Introduction, background and aims 

 

In 2011 the International Association of Athletic Federations (the ‘IAAF’ – now World 

Athletics) introduced the Hyperandrogenism Regulations in an attempt to deal with 

what it perceived to be a problem; that of ensuring ‘fair’ competition in female athletics 

as a result of athletes with ‘differences in sexual development’ (DSD)1 competing 

against women without such conditions. The concern was that athletes who were 

legally female2 but had a DSD may have physiological and, therefore, performance 

advantages typically associated with men. The IAAF’s belief was that since increased 

levels of testosterone from puberty appeared to be the principal cause of the ‘male 

athletic advantage’, legally female athletes who had higher levels of testosterone than 

was typical had an unfair advantage over female athletes who did not.  The IAAF’s 

solution was to compensate for such advantages by making eligibility to compete in 

the female category subject to athletes demonstrating levels of naturally occurring 

(endogenous) testosterone that were below a pre-determined level.3  

In 2015, these regulations4 were successfully challenged by Indian athlete, Dutee 

Chand on the basis that they were discriminatory. The challenge was upheld by the 

Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) in Chand v IAAF (2015),5 primarily on the grounds 

that the scientific evidence of the performance advantage that testosterone provided 

was insufficiently conclusive to justify the discrimination. The IAAF commissioned 

further research (Bermon and Garnier, 2017) and introduced amended regulations (the 

 

1 Hereafter, the term ‘DSD’ will be used.   
2 It is recognised that ‘legally female’ is not a straightforward concept since sovereign states will have 
different legal rules for determining male and female and may have additional, legally recognised sex or 
gender categories. However, since the male and female categorisations in international athletics are 
primarily built around legal status in the country of representation, legally female will be used to 
distinguish females in this broader sense from both legal males and athletes with the subset of legal 
female athletes who have a DSD and are directly affected by the IAAF’s regulations on eligibility to 
compete in the female category.   
3 Or by demonstrating that such testosterone was not ‘useable’ as is the case for women who have 
Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome (AIS) or Partial Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome (PAIS).  
4 The Hyperandrogenism Regulations 2011. 
5 Hereafter the case will be referred to simply as Chand. 
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DSD Regulations 2018)6, which are now applicable to only certain types of DSD, restrict 

eligibility to only certain events and reduce the permitted level of testosterone to 

5nmol/L. In 2019, following a legal challenge by Caster Semenya7 the validity of the 

Regulations was upheld by the CAS, albeit by only a majority of the panel who 

harboured significant reservations about the practicality and legality of their 

application and about the evidence relied on in relation to some of the regulated 

events.  

Despite the (qualified) legal approval and support from some athletes, former athletes8 

and scientists,9 the IAAF has faced significant and on-going criticism about its approach 

to the problem. In particular, there has been criticism of the value of the scientific 

research on which the Regulations are based10 and also criticism from those in the 

ethical and human rights fields who have highlighted various rights infringements that 

result from the Regulations.11  

Although there has been some recent consideration of the normative assumptions on 

which the Regulations are based,12 it is suggested that the ethical and legal legitimacy 

of the decision still appears under-examined. In particular, there seems to be no 

significant attempt to consider the IAAF’s decision making from a rationalist 

perspective, considering not only the value of the scientific evidence, the human rights 

implications and the normative assumptions on which fair competition in sport could 

be said to be based, but also the IAAF’s self-asserted purposes and its values as an 

organization. 

 

6 The full title of the Regulations being the IAAF Eligibility Regulations for the Female Classification 
(Athletes with Differences in Sexual Development) 2018 (International  Association of Athletics 
Federations, 2019). Any references to the ‘Regulations’ will be a reference to the DSD Regulations unless 
otherwise stated. 
7 Mokgadi Caster Semenya v IAAF CAS 2018/O/5794. Hereafter, the case will be referred to simply as 
Semenya. 
8 Lyndsey Sharp and Paula Radcliffe have been high profile advocates in the UK as has the IAAF president 
Sebastian Coe. 
9  For example, Auchus, 2018; Bermon, 2017; Bermon et al., 2018; Handelsman et al., 2018.  
10 For example, Franklin et al., 2018; Karkazis, 2018; Karkazis et al., 2012; Koh et al., 2018; Pielke et al., 
2019; Sonkson, 2015; Tucker, 2017. 
11 For example, Adair, 2011; Buzuvis, 2010; Koh et al., 2018; Krech, 2019, 2017. 
12 Anderson and Knox, 2020; Camporesi, 2020, 2019; Loland, 2020. 
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As private organizations, international sporting federations (ISFs) seem to enjoy a 

significant degree of legal autonomy13 yet are subject to relatively little direct 

democratic accountability when compared with other institutions that wield similar 

regulatory power.14 As such, subjecting decisions of organisations like the IAAF to legal, 

ethical and rational scrutiny seems important as an additional check against the 

arbitrary use of power.  It also speaks to the growing acceptance of ‘good’ sporting 

governance as a set of values to which sports governing bodies should adhere in order 

to ensure that sport continues to be valued as a public good.15  

Consideration of the IAAF’s approach to rule creation in a wider legal and ethical 

context will also highlight some of the problematic aspects of the legal decision in 

Semenya (and of its subsequent approval by the Swiss Federal Court), something that 

is important given the rights and livelihoods of current and future athletes with DSDs 

might well be defined by it. 

In the light of these observations, the aim of this thesis is to evaluate the ethical and 

legal legitimacy of the IAAF’s decision to implement the Regulations from a rationalist 

perspective. This will require identification and clarification of the IAAF’s stated reasons 

for implementation of the Regulations and an evaluation of those reasons against 

certain substantive requirements, it will be argued, are placed on decision makers to 

be rationally and legally justified. In making such an evaluation it will also be necessary 

to identify the self-asserted purposes of the IAAF as well as considering the relevance 

and influence of external legal and scientific norms on the rule making process.  

As an evaluation of the rationality of the decision to implement what are essentially a 

set of private regulations that potentially impact the exercise of individual freedoms 

and impede the wider legal rights of individuals, the thesis is primarily a socio-legal one 

since it is concerned with the justification of rule creation in a particular social context. 

 

13 An observation made by several commentators. See for example, Gardiner, 2012, p90-93; Lewis & 
Taylor, 2014, p52; although the actual extend of such autonomy remains much debated (Ryall et al., 2019, 
p. 5). 
14 For example, Geeraert refers to athletes having a ‘lack of direct control options’ and notes that the 
creation of regulations by sporting bodies are not subject to any real control by public authorities ( 
Geeraert, 2015, pp. 26-27). See also Alm, 2013, pp. 14-16. 
15 Geeraert, 2015 pp. 18-20; Mrkonjic, 2016, pp. 3-4.   
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In doing so it not only considers the rational justification for the introduction of the 

regulations but also appropriateness of the legal scrutiny of it by the CAS in Semenya.  

Before proceeding further, it should be acknowledged that the author has published 

an article that evaluates the extent to which the Regulations (and the process behind 

their implementation) adhere to principles of good sporting governance, and some of 

what is said in this thesis draws on the work from that article.16 However, this thesis 

takes a different perspective to the question of legal and ethical legitimacy and 

undertakes a more detailed analysis.   

In order to provide context for what follows, a more detailed overview of the 

background to (and evolution of) the Regulations will be provided before explaining 

the methodology to be employed.   

Evolution of the Regulations 

For virtually as long as women have been allowed to compete in Athletics (and indeed 

other sports) there have been rules to segregate competition into male and female 

categories. The rationale for segregation, initially, was likely based on observations, 

assumptions and generalizations about the athletic ability of men and women, the 

perceived ‘weakness’ of the feminine form and cultural stereotypes about the role of 

women.17 Over time there has been scientific flesh added to the assumption of ‘male 

athletic advantage’.18 According to experts relied on by the IAAF the advantage is due 

to physiological advantages that are likely to stem from testosterone, such as increased 

lean body mass, larger bones, greater numbers of red blood cells and, also, ‘possible’ 

psychological advantages through increased aggression.19 There also seems to have 

been increasing reference to the need to ensure equality of opportunity for women. 

As a result, there seems to be little historical dispute about the purposes of 

classification by sex in most sports, particularly where natural biological advantages 

play a significant role and where there is a perceived risk of injury to female athletes if 

 

16 Cooper, 2019. 
17 Adair, 2011. p. 130; McDonagh and Pappano, 2008, pp. 7-8 in particular.  
18 The oft-quoted statistic is that an average male has a 10-12% athletic advantage over an average female 
(IAAF Explanatory Notes 2019, p. 1 – see Appendix). 
19 Professors Ritzen and Hirschberg in Chand, para. 184; Auchus, 2018, p. 131; Handelsman et al., 2018, 
p. 805. 
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competition was not segregated. In the context of athletics, where the risk of injury is 

not a concern and success depends heavily on maximization of natural biological 

advantages linked to strength, power endurance and spatial awareness, the rationale 

of ensuring fairness has loomed large20  and continues to underpin the ongoing use of 

classification by sex.21    

Whilst the primary purpose of sex segregation in athletics might have remained largely 

constant, the methods of verification and policing the divide have been subject to 

regular change. Before arriving at the current Regulations, various methods have been 

tried and discarded, including ‘nude parades’, chromosomal testing of saliva, full 

medical examinations and functional testosterone levels (the Hyperandrogenism 

Regulations).22  These changes seem to have been prompted by a combination of 

factors, but key ones would appear to be advances in scientific understanding of sexual 

status, the role of hormones in physiological development, the reasons why sex 

verification is thought necessary23 and also the need to align with external legal and 

ethical norms around the determination of sexual status. 

It was not until the 1960’s that sex verification in any formal sense was introduced and 

this was ostensibly to deal with the perceived risk of intentional cheating  by men 

disguising themselves as women.24 Verification was initially through a physical 

inspection of external genitalia.25 However, the demeaning nature of such a process 

undoubtedly prompted the fairly rapid adoption of a more objective and scientific 

solution and in 1968 laboratory based testing of saliva for chromosomal sex became 

mandatory.26 Whilst such mandatory chromosomal testing lasted for several years,  the 

decision of the IAAF to abandon it in 1991 seems to have reflected a growing 

recognition of the difficulty of categorising some individuals as either male or female 

 

20 Krech, 2017, p. 264; McDonagh and Pappano, 2008, p. 8.  
21 As will be seen, and as has been advocated by the IAAF, the purpose of ensuring fairness quite clearly 
remains the central purpose of the DSD Regulations today. 
22 Ha et al., 2014, pp. 1036-1037; Krech, 2017, pp. 266-268. 
23 The reasons for adopting methods of verifying the sexual status of individuals should be contrasted 
from the reasons and purpose of having segregation in the first place.   
24  A point made clear by Ljungqvist who was later the chair of the IAAF Medical Commission (Ljungqvist, 
2006, p. 227, Ljungqvist 2006, 184). See also Adair, 2017, pp. 132-133; Krech, 2017, p. 266; Xavier and 
McGill, 2012. 
25 The so called ‘nude parades’. 
26 Ljungqvist, 2006, p. 227, Ha, p. 1036. 
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given the existence and increasing visibility of individuals born ‘intersex’.27 The 

infamous case of Maria Patino serves as a high profile example of the problems of 

making a determination of sexual status on the basis of a single metric such as 

chromosomal constitution.28  

It seems reasonable to conclude the IAAF ultimately recognised that the benefit (to the 

goal of ensuring fairness) was outweighed by the potential unfairness caused by the 

method used to verify sex.29  Furthermore, given the number of criteria seemingly 

accepted by the medical community as relevant in determining a person’s sexual 

status,30 the change of approach also seemed to acknowledge the potential futility of 

trying to find a single scientific test (and a single metric) capable of categorically 

determining an individuals’ sex.31  

Following the abandonment of chromosomal testing, the IAAF’s policy  on sex 

verification can be described as ‘ad-hoc’, with each competition’s medical officer being 

given the authority and discretion to determine if any athlete’s sexual status needed 

verifying and, seemingly, what examinations might be required to do so.32 Seemingly, 

such discretion could be exercised  on the basis of general observations or ‘tip offs’.33 

This ‘ad-hoc’ process largely remained until the introduction of the Hyperandrogenism 

Regulations in 2011.34  

Before turning to the Hyperandrogenism Regulations, it is worth noting that between 

1991 and their introduction in 2011,  the original  reason for policing the female 

 

27 Eisenstadt, p 795. The term individuals with a DSD will be used in preference to ‘intersex’.  
28 Patino, 2005, section 38, Adair 2011, p. 135. 
29 For example, Ljunqvist, the then IAAF Medical Officer, thought the rationale for implementing sex 
verification was no longer relevant and the procedure that remained was discriminatory for athletes with 
a DSD (Ljungqvist, 2006, p. 227). 
30 Ljungqvist suggested there were eight criteria to be taken into account to ascertain a person’s sexual 
status: (1) sex chromosome constitution; (2) sex hormonal pattern; (3) gonadal sex; (4) internal sex organs; 
(5) external genitalia (6) secondary sexual characteristics (7) apparent sex, as presumed by others (8) 
psychological sex (the identity which a person sees themselves as) (Ljungqvist, 2000, p. 188).  
Whilst those who adhere to a clear distinction between sex and gender may point to the last two criteria 
as being concerned with gender, not sex, the underlying point remains true; there are seemingly several 
factors that are relevant in determining sex, however one understands that term.   
31 Ljungqvist, 2000, p. 190. 
32 Ljungqvist, 2006, p. 229. 
33 Ha et al., 2014, p. 1037. 
34 Seemingly there were guidelines for medical officers set out in the IAAF’s ‘policy on gender verification’ 
that were in place from 2006 (Krech, 2017, p. 267).  
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category (the fear of men masquerading as women to gain an intentional advantage) 

had seemingly been replaced by a growing concern around the potential performance 

advantage unintentionally enjoyed by athletes with a DSD, a concern which resulted in 

investigations of individual athletes such as Santhi Soundarajan and Caster Semenya.35 

The key catalyst for new regulations was, no doubt, the mess of the investigation into 

Caster Semenya and her participation and ultimate victory in the 2009 World 

Championships. The reality of the very public investigation and the catalogue of 

potential ethical and human rights concerns that it raised shone a spotlight on the 

unsuitability of such an ad-hoc procedure.  Ostensibly, the Hyperandrogenism 

Regulations recognized competition is built around the division of athletes by their 

legal status as male or female.36 However, the regulations made an athlete ineligible 

for the female category if they had endogenous (and useable) testosterone levels 

above 10nmol/L, a figure that was seen as the lower end of typical male testosterone 

levels. In essence, the new regulations superimposed on the external legal framework, 

an internal and more reductive basis for determining who was male and female for the 

purpose of athletics. 

Importantly, the Hyperandrogenism Regulations also sought to avoid the classification 

of athletes by reference to sexual status as determined by an external agent, a point 

stressed by professors Ritzen and Hirschberg in giving evidence for the IAAF in Chand.37 

At least on the face of it, by focusing on testosterone levels, the regulations relied on 

the underlying reasons for the male performance advantage and, in so doing, 

presented an objectively measurable variable as a determiner of eligibility.38 The result 

seemed to be a more direct engagement with the primary purpose of having 

segregation at all; unfair performance advantage. However, the implementation and 

application of the regulations appeared to result in the marginalisation and 

discriminatory treatment of some athletes with a DSD.  

 

35 Adair, p. 135. It should be acknowledged that there is, of course, also a concern about the participation 
of transgender female athletes, something that it is not possible to consider in this thesis.   
36 Now Rule 141.3, IAAF Competition Rules 2018-2019. 
37 Prof. Ritzen and Hirschberg, para. 183. 
38 See, for example, Handelsman et al., 2018, p. 807.    
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In Chand the validity of the Hyperandrogenism Regulations was duly challenged on the 

grounds of discrimination as to sex and/or gender and in relation to individual 

physiological traits. Despite ultimately suspending the regulations, the CAS did accept 

the basic idea that it might be lawful and justified to discriminate against legally female 

athletes with DSDs in the interests of fairness in female athletics. The problem with the 

Hyperandrogenism Regulations was that they were not supported by sufficiently clear    

evidence that female athletes with levels of testosterone above the IAAF’s cut-off point 

(10nmol/L) did, in fact, have a competitive advantage ‘of the same order’ as male 

athletes.39 Accordingly, the CAS suspended the Hyperandrogenism Regulations but left 

the door open for the IAAF to furnish further evidence and/or alter the regulations.  

The IAAF duly commissioned further research40 the results of which were clearly 

insufficient, even on the IAAF’s own interpretation, to convince the CAS that the 

performance advantage was of the same magnitude as male athletes or significant 

across all athletic events. Accordingly, the Hyperandrogenism Regulations were 

dropped, and the DSD Regulations were drafted to focus on a narrower range of 

athletes in only a selection of events where the risk of unfair advantage was deemed 

by the IAAF to be ‘significant’. In summary, the DSD Regulations only restrict eligibility 

for legally female athletes with certain DSDs that result in levels of circulating 

testosterone greater than 5nmol/L who also have functioning androgen receptors;41 

the ‘restricted’ events being the 400m, 400m hurdles, 800m, 1500m, and the mile.  

 

 

39 Chand, para. 519. Whilst this thesis is not a critique of the decision in Chand, it is worth recognising that 
in determining there was insufficient evidence that performance advantage was of the same order as 
males, the CAS decision seems to miss the point that what might matter is simply whether there was an 
unfair performance advantage; which does not necessarily require it to be as large as the performance 
advantage enjoyed by typical males. This is a point also recognised by Tucker (Tucker, 2017 
<https://sportsscientists.com/2017/07/testosterone-performance-intersex-athletes-will-iaaf-evidence-
enough/> accessed 15/3/2019).  
40 Bermon, 2017; Bermon et al., 2018. These studies will be referred to hereafter, jointly, as the ‘Bermon 
Studies’.  
41 IAAF Explanatory Notes, p. 3. Following alterations to the DSD Regulations during the course of 
Semenya, the Regulations only apply to athletes with certain 46 XY DSDs who the IAAF thought could 
benefit from additional useable testosterone and require suppression of endogenous testosterone to a 
level 5nmol/L.  Any DSD which the Regulations now cover will simply be referred to as a ‘relevant DSD’.  

https://sportsscientists.com/2017/07/testosterone-performance-intersex-athletes-will-iaaf-evidence-enough/
https://sportsscientists.com/2017/07/testosterone-performance-intersex-athletes-will-iaaf-evidence-enough/
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Observations on segregation by sex and methods of sex verification  

 

Before considering the legitimacy of the DSD Regulations (and to help clarify the 

arguments that follow) some observations will made about the evolution of sex 

verification methods in athletics and the potential ambiguity associated with the terms 

such as male, female and ‘sex’. 

First, it is argued that the abandonment of mandatory chromosomal testing marked a 

significant juncture in the IAAF’s approach to sex verification since, at some level, the 

IAAF was acknowledging a level of complexity in the determination of sexual status. 

Furthermore, in doing so, it is argued that the IAAF was implicitly recognising the reality 

that sexual status is not a simple binary fact and that categorising individuals as either 

male or female was, therefore, imposing a model on reality.42  As Dreger observes 

‘humans like their sex categories neat, but nature doesn’t care. Nature doesn’t actually 

have a line between the sexes. If we want a line, we have to draw it on nature’.43 That 

is not to say that it is not possible or justifiable to draw the line,44 or to accept 

arguments that sexual status lies on some sort of continuum.45 However, the 

observation does encapsulate two important  assumptions of this thesis: (1) that the 

sexual status of any individual is not a completely objective fact that can be simply 

discovered; at some level it is a construction dependent upon the purpose of the 

categorisation and the factors considered relevant in making the determination;46 and 

(2)  that a binary classification of sexual status is an imperfect model of reality since 

some individuals with a DSD demonstrate markers of both typical males and females.47 

Accordingly, it is argued that in order to justify drawing the line, it needs to be clear 

 

42 Crasnow argues that viewing sexual status as binary is like any other scientific theory; just a model of 
how the world is. Crasnow, 2001, pp. 244-245. 
43 Dreger, 2010, p. 23.  
44 After all the model may represent the real world very closely. Crasnow refers to how well a scientific 
model represents the real world its ‘fit’ (Crasnow, 2001, p143). Crasnow also makes the point that ‘two-
sex models’ may, ultimately, be useful, but this will depend very much on what the models are to be used 
for (Crasnow, 2001, p. 145). 
45 As the arguments of some, such as Fausto-Sterling, have perhaps suggested in the past. 
46 The distinction between sexual status for legal purposes and the purposes of competing in sport makes 
the point.   
47 It is also a model which has the potential to be unfair, to exclude and to marginalise some individuals 
as a result (Amy-Chinn, 2012, p. 1295). 
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that the method of verifying sexual status (and applying the binary model) does 

actually achieve the underlying purpose of ensuring fairness.48  The Patino case stands 

as a warning of the consequences of sticking to the model and having an inappropriate 

method of imposing it. 

Second, in applying a binary classification to individuals with a DSD, what seems 

undeniable is that there is the potential for confusion with regard to language and 

terminology.49 As alluded to above, it would be intelligible to say that an individual with 

a DSD was both male and female depending on the purpose of the categorisation and 

the factors taken into account in making the determination; an individual could be 

‘chromosomally male’, but visibly female in phenotype (with typically female hormone 

levels).  To label that person as ‘biologically female’ does not tell the full story and has 

the potential to obfuscate; it paints a simplified picture to fit with a binary model but 

says little of the purpose of the categorisation and the reality that a choice has been 

made about what factor or factors have been valued in making the determination.50 In 

short, it seems perfectly possible to take different senses of male and female 

dependent upon the purpose of the classification, the range of factors that are taken 

into account and the weight attached to each factor. Furthermore, if choices are made 

in adopting a particular understanding of sexual status, it is important to make clear 

what factors have been valued and the purpose of making the classification. If those 

choices are not clear then there is the potential for a dissonance between the senses 

in which male, female and sex are used.  

Coming back to the sporting context, from an individual athletes’ perspective, their 

legal status and their ‘psychological sex’ may, understandably, be of most significance. 

However, from the perspective of an SGB (and given the primary purpose of 

segregation), what might matter is whether an individual has a typical male phenotype 

or has the benefit of hormones typically associated with men and development of a 

male phenotype.  

 

48 As will be argued, it is the writer’s view that proper consideration of the other purposes of the IAAF 
should also be relevant to continued use of the binary model and the mechanism for implementing it.  
49 Amy-Chinn, 2012, p. 1295 
50 The IAAF itself recognises in the DSD regulations that ‘biological sex’ is an umbrella term which 
incorporates more distinct ‘aspects’ (DSD Regs, para 1.1, (b)). 
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Whilst recognising the potential for such dissonance in terminology, it needs to be 

appreciated that in context of sport, it is ultimately the SGB that has the power to 

determine which factors are relevant (and therefore what the SGB means by male and 

female). However, it is also important not to overlook what choices have been made 

and whether those factors can be rationally justified given the purpose of having the 

binary classification.  

When the Hyperandrogenism Regulations were introduced, it is argued that the IAAF 

adopted a specific meaning of male and female (and therefore how to determine sexual 

status) for the purposes of athletics. This meaning was essentially based on one factor; 

whether individuals did or did not have typically male levels of functional endogenous 

testosterone. Although legally female athletes caught by the regulations could still 

compete in the female category, to do so they needed, in effect, to make themselves 

‘athletically female’. However, one consequence of such a position, is that the IAAF was 

advocating an understanding of male and female (based on a single factor) that was at 

odds with external medical and legal norms, as well as (potentially) an athlete’s own 

understanding of their sexual status and gender identity. Accordingly, whilst it seems 

within the IAAF’s power to adopt a specific meaning of male and female for the purpose 

of athletics (whatever factors it chooses to consider relevant and whatever label is 

ascribed to those who fall within each category),51 it is argued that it still needed to 

justify the adoption of such a meaning as contributing towards fair competition. 

However, as highlighted by the decision in Chand, it simply did not have the evidence 

of actual performance advantage to do so.     

 

51 For clarity this thesis will use the terms ‘athletically male/female’ to describe the meaning of 
male/female which the IAAF has adopted by implementing the Hyperandrogenism Regulations and the 
subsequent DSD Regulations. It is used in preference to (and should be contrasted from) ‘biologically 
male/female’, a term which seems unhelpful since it does not reflect the distinction that the IAAF has 
sought to make. For example, the IAAF made clear in Semenya, it is not actually suggesting that athletes 
with a relevant DSD (such as 5-ARD) are biologically identical to typical male athletes (or are ‘biologically 
male’), rather it is suggesting that they are biologically identical to typical male athletes in all respects that 
are relevant to athletics (Semenya, para. 289 & 296). Accordingly, what matters to the IAAF is whether a 
legally female athlete with a DSD is athletically male or athletically female. 
As a further point of clarity, the thesis will also refer to the term ‘legally female’ to make a clear contrast 
between the senses of ‘athletic female’ that the Hyperandrogenism and DSD Regulations embrace and a 
wider meaning of female that takes into account a wider set of factors in determining sexual status.  
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Finally, it should be appreciated that by introducing the DSD Regulations, the IAAF did 

not alter its basic approach. It still sought to apply a particular understanding of male 

and female and a way of determining sexual status that is arguably unique to 

athletics.52 However, by focussing only on certain DSDs and thereby accounting for 

factors in addition to testosterone levels,53 the IAAF has seemingly refined the meaning 

of ‘athletic female’. In doing so, it has sought to make the mechanism of determining 

sex align better with the ultimate purpose of having segregation at all; that of ensuring 

fair competition. One key question, which will form a central part of the thesis, is 

whether the DSD regulations actually achieve a better alignment.    

  

 

52 Krech, 2019, p. 71. 
53 Such as chromosomal constitution, which has become relevant again.  
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Chapter 2 - Methodology  

 

The underlying question for this thesis is a normative one; whether the IAAF ought to 

have taken the decision that it did. In attempting to answer this question the thesis 

uses rationalism as the evaluative tool and accepts reason to be the only relevant 

means by which the IAAF should determine how it acts.54 Of course, it is acknowledged 

that other ethical perspectives could be taken, but it will be argued that a rationalist 

perspective is the most appropriate one from which to evaluate a specific decision of a 

formal organisation.   Accordingly, the dominant methodology to be employed is a 

philosophical analysis of the reasoning processes behind the IAAF’s decision to 

introduce the Regulations. Such an approach will also provide a platform for the 

subsequent legal analysis of the decision in Semenya.   

In order to identify the IAAF’s reasons and to evaluate them, it will also be necessary 

to provide a justified interpretation of the IAAF’s reasons and its constitutional 

purposes, which will require a hermeneutic approach to be adopted, an outline of 

which will be provided towards the end of the methodology. 

What immediately follows is an attempt to explain and justify the rationalist 

perspective. However, it would seem helpful at the outset to summarise some key 

assumptions.  

First, if an agent55 is committed to rationality, then that commitment places some 

requirements on that agent’s decision-making processes. Second, that although what 

rationality ‘demands’ is not easily definable, there are some requirements that it would 

be difficult for rational agents to reject. Third, that although agents do not have to be 

rational, there is reason to strive to be rational if you want to be an ‘effective agent’ or 

 

54 Audi recognises the different senses in which rationalism is used including the ‘strong’ position put 
forward here; that it is the ‘unique path to knowledge’ (Audi, 1995, p. 673). 
55 ‘Agent’ is used to indicate that an entity is capable of being rational, so could include humans or 
organisations. 
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if you want to be able to explain and justify your actions to others.56 Fourth, that formal 

organisations57 have particular reasons to act rationally.   

Before attempting to justify these underlying assumptions, it is important to set out 

the different senses in which the terms ‘reason’, ‘rational’ and ‘rationality’ will be used 

and in doing so, engage with some of questions around the nature of ‘reasons and 

‘rationality’. 

 

Rationality, reason and reasons 

There seems to be a number of senses in which both ‘reason’ and ‘rationality’ are used 

in everyday language and in philosophical discussion. 

Broome identifies a ‘traditional’ sense of rationality (and a corresponding sense of 

reason) that describes a property to consider and judge both the relevant 

considerations for and against forming an intention (practical reasoning) or belief 

(theoretical reasoning)58 and whether the result of that cognitive exercise provides a 

sufficient or conclusive reason for doing something or forming a belief about 

something.59 This is typically a property which is associated with human actors but is 

also one that can be ascribed to things or non-human actors, such as an organisation.60 

Broome describes rationality as a property, rather than a capacity, because it 

incorporates the idea of whether that capacity has been exercised, and how well it has 

been. You do not act rationally if you have a capacity to reason but fail to do so. You 

act more or less rationally depending on how well you have exercised the capacity to 

reason.61 Whilst some expressionist accounts doubt that action could genuinely 

 

56 Raz, 2005, p. 17. 
57 a term that will be explained below at page 19. 
58 Wallace, 2018, section 1; Broome, 2019, p. 2; Scanlon, 2014, p. 54. 
59 Raz and Scanlon use the term sufficient or conclusive reasons in this way (Raz, 2005, p. 4; Scanlon, 2014, 
p.54). 
60 Broome, 2019, p. 3. 
61 Broome, 2019, p5&6. Raz touches on a similar idea and talks of the degree to which our deliberative 
processes conform to normative standards (Raz 2005, p. 25). Scanlon talks of a perfectly rational agent 
always taking appropriate actions in accordance with judgements about reasons she accepts, but 
recognises we cannot be perfectly rational (Scanlon, 2014, pp. 54-55).  
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emanate from such a cognitive process without some other motivational influence,62 

there seems a broad consensus that humans do possess the property of rationality.   

Broome suggests that reason and rationality used in this sense are non-normative.63 To 

recognise an agent has the property of rationality is merely descriptive of an attribute 

that agents may or may not display and may or may not have any interest in displaying.  

However, it is important to recognise that, in addition to being used descriptively, 

rationality is also used in a ‘reified’ sense, which sees rationality as an objective ‘thing’ 

that can make demands about how we exercise our capability to reason.64 It is 

suggested that this reified sense recognises some objective norms against which any 

individual can be judged as more or less rational. Although an agent does not have to 

act rationally, the normative force of such requirements should be felt by those who 

have a cause to act rationally. This is key to the approach of this thesis, since it is these 

norms against which the IAAF’s reasoning will be assessed as more or less rational.   

A product of recognising that an agent has the property of rationality is an assumption 

that there are pre-existing considerations (such as beliefs, intentions, laws and social 

norms) that are taken into account and cognitively ‘weighed’ in determining whether 

to take an action or form a belief.  These considerations are generally described as 

reasons.  For clarity such reasons will be described as ‘contributory reasons’ and are 

distinguished from the product of the deliberation, which will be described as an ‘all-

things-considered reason’.65   

When discussing contributory reasons or all-things-considered reasons, it seems ‘a 

reason’ can be used in a predominantly subjective and explanatory sense or a more 

objective and normative one.  For example, if a serious concern for the planet 

influences a person’s decision to eat less meat, that might be described as a reason for 

that person since it influences her decision. However, describing it as a reason in this 

subjective sense appears to be just an explanation (in the sense of cause and effect) 

and carries no evaluative connotations about whether the reason was good or bad or 

 

62 Wallace, 2018, section 3.  
63 Broome, 2019, pp. 1-2. 
64 Broome, 2019, p. 6. 
65 Or sometimes, a ‘sufficient’ or ‘conclusive’ reason dependent upon the context. 
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if it justified the action.   By contrast, if a person has a concern for saving the planet 

(and believes that eating meat is bad for the planet) it might also be argued that saving 

the planet ought to influence their decision whether to buy meat and ought to be a 

reason that guides their actions (whether or not it actually does). In other words, what 

is a relevant reason for any agent can be objectively evaluated and can, therefore, carry 

normative force.  

The recognition of the normativity of reasons and the idea that that any individual’s 

reasons can be the subject of objective scrutiny is of central importance to this thesis 

and accordingly, it is important to consider the main objections to such a view.   

 

Are there such things as normative reasons in practical decision making? 

Hume famously stated, ‘reason is perfectly inert and can never prevent or produce 

action…’ and that ‘reason was slave to the passions’66. Such statements encapsulate 

the scepticism about the ‘reality’ of the normativity of reasons in a practical context 

and the suspicion that something non-cognitive, such as a feeling, desire or a passion 

bridges the ‘motivation gap’ between thought and action.67  From this perspective 

‘reasons’ for action are simply ways of expressing our most pressing desires. Put 

another way, we will always have an undefeated reason to do whatever our most 

immediate and pressing desires dictate68. If this is correct, then there is very little room 

for rational, objective scrutiny of reasons beyond whether they align with an agent’s 

desires. Furthermore, it seems to suggest that although we have a cognitive capacity 

to be rational, we do not really use it when making practical decisions since the 

outcome is pre-ordained by our desires or other non-cognitive states of mind.  

Thankfully, it is unnecessary to consider the arguments for and against desire-based 

theories for the purposes of this thesis if one accepts Aristotle’s distinction between 

natural and rational desires. According to Aristotle, desires can arise from a natural 

 

66 Hume, 1978, pp. 457-458 & p. 415. 
67 Scanlon, 2014, pp. 53-55. 
68 Wallace suggests a sceptical attitude about practical reasons might doubt the normative force of 
reasons and merely recognise them as giving expression to desires, sentiments and other non-cognitive 
states of mind (Wallace, 2018, Section 2). 
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source (for example, sensory experience or feelings) or as a result of rational, cognitive 

deliberation.69 Whilst rational, cognitive based desires might be a term that has some 

relevance to an organisation which has existing organisational purposes and values, it 

is difficult to see how natural desires can influence a non-human agent with no natural 

desires, feelings or senses of its own. Accordingly, it is assumed that any sense of desire 

relevant to organisations arises from cognitive deliberation.  

The normative force of reasons 

Having rejected the relevance of a non-cognitive source of motivation for 

organisations, a second objection might be raised. If contributory reasons influence 

practical decisions, that does not necessarily mean that the objective reality (and the 

normativity) of them should be accepted. In other words, why should an agent take 

notice of certain considerations and not others? A rational agent could decide to buy a 

steak because she desires to eat it and fail to consider, on that particular occasion, that 

she has a belief that eating meat is bad for the environment.  The desire to eat meat 

could still be considered as influencing the decision of that agent in a purely subjective 

sense, but on what basis can it be said that she ought to have considered her concern 

for the environment? In words attributed to Korsgaard, how can it be said that some 

considerations ‘get a grip’70 on a particular agent in a particular set of circumstances?  

One answer is to appeal to the shared objective norms and standards of rationality 

itself, which one necessarily embraces if one wants to appear rational71. For example, 

one such norm provides that it is irrational to hold contradictory beliefs or intentions.72 

Accordingly, if an agent adopts an intention do to something (such as buying a steak) 

that contradicts established beliefs or existing intentions (such as an intention not to 

eat meat), they are behaving irrationally. Accordingly, a need to be consistent (and 

avoid contradictions) is what makes some considerations identifiable as objective 

 

69 Irwin, 1975, pp. 573-575. 
70 This is the phrase that Scanlon attributes to Korsgaard (Scanlon, 2014, p. 9) and provides a simple 
representation of her concern for what makes people feel the weight that reasons or moral claims have 
on us (Korsgaard, pp. 9-10). 
71 Broome recognises the possibility but is unsure whether rationality itself can be normative (Broome, 
2005, pp 321-325); Korsgaard seems to appeal to the agents existing 'will' (Korsgaard, 1996, pp.19 & 20); 
Scanlon recognises broad appeal of the view that reason gain their normative force from something 'that 
is already true' of that agent (such as a belief), Scanlon,2014, p. 11) 
72 The basis of other rational requirements and their content will be expanded on below at page 28. 
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reasons, with which it can be said that one ought to comply. It is the pre-existing beliefs 

and intentions of an agent (combined with a need to act rationally) which generates 

‘normative force’. At the extreme, the initial desire may no longer be seen as an 

objectively ‘valid’ reason for her to buy some steak; she will be seen as acting 

irrationally if she does. The rational course of action is not to buy the steak. An 

alternative, less extreme position, might be that the contradiction makes the reason 

less compelling, and the action seem less rational.73 

Either way, if objective reasons (or the strength of them) are determined by reference 

to norms of rationality, then it follows that an objective assessment of an agent’s 

reasons can be made against those standards as a ‘first step’ in evaluating the 

rationality of a particular decision.  

It should be made clear that accepting the reality of objective, normative reasons also 

means that a single contributory reason cannot automatically provide an objectively 

conclusive or sufficient reason to take a particular action; rationality requires that all 

relevant objective reasons are considered to reach an all-things-considered reason for 

taking action. 74  

For the purpose of this thesis, whether requirements of rationality disqualify 

considerations from being reasons or merely impact their strength as a contributory 

reason seems relatively unimportant since on either count, for those who want to act 

rationally, the requirements of rationality provide a mechanism by which to evaluate 

how, more or less, justified their decisions are.  Accordingly, the thesis will proceed on 

the basis that: (1) there are such things as objective reasons that carry normative force 

for particular agents in particular circumstances,75 (2) that there are objective 

requirements of rationality that may either restrict what can count as a contributory 

reason or effect its normative strength, (3) that other objective requirements of 

rationality might make demands on how an all-things-considered reason is reached.   

 

73 Raz, 2005, p. 23. 
74 Raz, 2005, p.4 & p. 24; Wallace, 2018, section 4. 
75 Consequently, a reason or a contributory reason will be used in this ‘normative’ sense unless otherwise 
stated. 
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One final point; despite talk of objective reasons, none of what has been said removes 

completely the risk of subjectivity from an evaluation of an agents’ reasons. In 

identifying what an agent’s existing beliefs and intentions are, there is clearly a danger 

of projecting the evaluator’s assumptions on to the individual whose decision is being 

scrutinised. These are risks that are recognised and will be minimised by the approach 

taken to interpretation referred to later in the methodology. 

     

Why should anyone act rationally? 

It has been suggested above that individuals do not have to act rationally and that the 

normative force of reasons relies on agents having cause to do so. One issue, therefore, 

is why any agent might have cause to act rationally and why, in particular, the IAAF 

might.  

There are two reasons highlighted by Raz that seem important to all agents but have 

particular relevance for formal organisations like the IAAF. The first is about being an 

effective agent. Whilst failing to adhere to standards of rationality (such as non-

contradiction) is not a terrible problem most of the time, it can be a problem when 

contradictory positions become contributory, counter-balancing reasons in making a 

specific practical decision; it can lead to dithering, making no decision at all or 

preferring one belief or intention to another without proper scrutiny or justification. 

Any of these results may ultimately be a bad decision in terms of fulfilling whatever 

ultimate goal is valued by that individual.76 For example, if an agent has an existing 

intention never to fly again due to environmental concerns and then formed an 

intention to fly to Scotland for a wedding, she cannot act on both intentions. If she is 

aware of the contradiction and dithers, then she may miss booking the flight; 

alternatively she might decide not to fly and then later regret it because she realised 

attending her friend’s wedding was important to her. In either example, if what she 

does results in not achieving what she values most (attending the wedding or 

protecting the environment) then she is a less effective agent. To be a more effective 

agent it is necessary for her to ‘iron out’ the contradiction, considering the reasons 

 

76 Raz, 2005, pp. 17-18 & p. 22. 
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behind her intentions and to identify what her values or goals are.  This might be 

described as a need for subjective or ‘internal’ rationality since it is concerned with 

increasing the likelihood of achieving an agent’s ultimate goals, desires and ends.   

The second reason relates to the difficulty in explaining and justifying decisions to the 

outside world.77 Whilst in general individuals are free to ignore rational demands, if an 

individual has a need to explain or justify her decisions to others, then a shared 

framework (or ‘language’) for decision making is needed.78 Norms of rationality provide 

such a framework. In the flying example, if the agent has previously sought to convince 

others not to fly, it becomes very difficult to justify flying to those same external agents 

since you will be viewed as irrational and hypocritical. Although this may not matter to 

the agent on that occasion, it could have consequences for explaining and justifying 

decisions to others in the future. This might be described as a need to be ‘externally’ 

or ‘objectively’ rational.79   

Of course, for some agents being an effective agent or justifying decisions externally 

may not be important, but for formal organisations like the IAAF, as will be explained, 

it seems extremely important.  

 

The significance of rationality to formal organisations 

Those who study organisational theory recognise the difficulty of defining ‘an 

organisation’ due to the ambiguity and vagueness with which the term is used.80 

However, it seems that there are core aspects implicit in our every-day use of the term 

and which are well accepted. In particular, fairly fundamental to our understanding is 

the idea that an organization comprises a collection of actors who work together to 

pursue shared aims and purposes and have shared values. The Oxford English 

Dictionary, for example, describes an organization as ‘a group of people who form a 

 

77 Raz suggests that one value of considering and scrutinising reasons for action  is that they (potentially) 
make intentions and actions intelligible to others (Raz, 2005, pp. 8-9). 
78 A legal context being a good example of where it is important to be able to justify decisions externally.  
79 Incidentally, an issue which desire based theories of practical reasoning do not seem to address very 
clearly.  
80 For example, Buchanan and Huczynski, 2016, pp. 5-6; Clegg et al., 2006, p. 114. 
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business, club, etc. together in order to achieve a particular aim’81. Whilst a common 

purpose or common aim is probably not a sufficient requirement of any definition,82 it 

seems to be generally accepted as a necessary one; whatever else, organisations exist 

to achieve collective purposes or aims. The dictionary definition reflects the basic 

‘rational system’ analysis of organizations that is significant in organizational theory 

and sees an organization as a ‘tool’ to achieve a goal or set of related goals.83   

Of course, on an extremely wide interpretation, it might be possible to identify 

exceptions to the principle (for example, very informal collectives with vague and 

unspecified aims, such as a street gang), but they are so far removed from typical 

entities that we intuitively think of as organisations84, that it seems unnecessary to 

consider such exceptions. Accordingly, ‘organisation’ will be used to refer to a formal 

organisation in the sense of having clearly defined, publicly stated, self-asserted aims, 

purposes and values, a separate legal personality and about which questions of 

governance and authority are significant to a large number of people. Indeed, 

organisational theorists recognise the distinction themselves and are primarily 

concerned with such formal organisations.85  

It follows that if organisations are viewed as existing to achieve self-asserted purposes, 

then one appropriate way of scrutinising the legitimacy of an organisation (and the 

decisions it makes) is the extent to which it achieves those self-asserted purposes, 

whatever they are at any given point in time.  If an organisation is not furthering its 

stated purposes, it raises a question of ‘output legitimacy’,86, a problem that might be 

particularly significant for organisations having some sort of democratic mandate 

 

81 Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary. 
82 For example, Buchanan and Huczynski suggest that an important aspect is a mechanism for controlling 
performance in pursuit of collective goals) (Buchanan and Huczynski, 2016, pp. 5-6). 
83 Bryman, 1984, p. 392. 
84 Such as companies, governments, charities or sporting federations. 
85 Buchanan and Huczynski, 2016 p6; Scott, 1998, pp. 25-26.   
86 A phrase used by Geeraert in considering legitimacy questions around sports governing bodies 
(Geeraert, 2015; p15) and also Zaum in a wider organisational context (Zaum, 2013, p. 7)) 
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underpinning their authority87 since ‘output legitimacy’ will be key to maintaining that 

authority and justifying its continued existence88.  

That such organisations need to be ‘effective’ at achieving their purposes seems 

intuitive and also seems to explain why the concept of rationality and, in particular, 

instrumental rationality are seen as key principles with which organisations should 

strive to adhere. Indeed Clegg et al. suggest that the concept of instrumental rationality 

is so intertwined with the concept of an organisation that ‘it is difficult to appreciate 

the phenomenon in any other terms.89 

Zaum & Geeraart’s concept of ‘output legitimacy’ is slightly more nuanced than already 

alluded to; it incorporates a notion of whether the organisation achieves aims and 

purposes that are shared by those who recognise its authority, which also raises a 

question about shared values.   In the context of ISFs, those whose recognition is 

required includes, most obviously, athletes, players, cubs and national governing 

bodies, but will also include other stakeholders such as commercial organisations, fans, 

governments, other international organisations (including courts and UN agencies) and 

society generally, all of whom need, to some extent, to recognise its authority for its 

continued existence.  This view of output legitimacy is significant as it suggests that, in 

addition to being a subjectively rational and effective agent, any organisation which 

has any sort of democratic mandate also needs to be able to explain and justify 

decisions to external stakeholders; requiring a common ‘language’ in practical decision 

making. It also suggests that there is a need for organisations regularly to review their 

purposes and to take account of relevant external norms (such as laws or societal 

norms) in its decision making to ensure that its values remain ‘shared’ with the values 

of those from whom it seeks legitimacy.   

Of course, viewing organisations as rational systems working towards the achievement 

of aims and purposes is not the only possible perspective and there is 

acknowledgement amongst organisational theorists that, in reality, organisations often 

 

87 Either directly (as many governments have through elections) or through the voluntary nature of 
membership of the organisation (such as is typical of sporting organisations and federations). 
88 This may be less significant for commercial organisations. Even public companies have somewhat 
limited democratic accountability to shareholders and some entities. 
89 Clegg et al., 2006, p. 115. 
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do not operate rationally, instead acting as ‘natural systems’; adapting to survive, 

shifting purposes to remain economically viable or to grow90. Whilst recognising such 

views, it is suggested that a rational system perspective remains a perfectly valid one 

and, furthermore, seems a particularly appropriate one given the purpose of this thesis. 

After all, the focus of this study is primarily on the legitimacy of a decision of the IAAF, 

not on the behaviours and actions of individual agents within the organisation or the 

exercise of power within it. The focus is on what the organisation ‘ought’ not what the 

organisation ‘is’.91 Although, in reality, organisations may well act irrationally, that does 

not mean they should not strive to act  rationally in order to best achieve the goals they 

exist to fulfil.92  

 

Constraints of rationality on practical decision making 

To summarise, it has been suggested that any agent ought to be guided by rational 

requirements in making practical decisions if they want to be effective agents and/or 

they want to explain and justify decisions to those external to them, something that a 

formal organisation like the IAAF has clear reason to do.  

Having sought to justify the basis for the approach taken, the thesis will now outline 

the substantive principles of rationality that will be relied on in the evaluation of the 

IAAF’s decision.  In doing so, rather than try to identify a complete list of rational 

requirements that might be subject of contention, the thesis will instead follow 

Broome’s approach and merely identify some rational requirements that those who 

hold that rationality is a human attribute, might intuitively accept.93 

 

Evaluation of objective reasons 

As has been highlighted, it seems clear that one objective demand of rationality is that 

agents are required to exercise their cognitive capacity to be rational and weigh up 

 

90 Clegg et al., 2006, pp. 118-119; Scott, 1998, pp. 56-60 
91 Scott, 1998, p. 26  
92 Clegg et al. note that, although organizations strive to be rational, they rarely achieve such rationality 
(Clegg et al., 2006, p. 118).   
93 Broome, 2005, p. 322. 
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objective, contributory reasons for and against a particular action or belief. Only then 

can they be justified in determining if there is an all-things-considered reason for taking 

an action or forming a belief.    

 

Non-contradiction 

That rationality requires agents to avoid holding contradictory ‘positions’94  is, perhaps, 

the most fundamental requirement of rationality since it seems to be the foundation 

for other requirements such as the need to be instrumentally rational and of the 

maximisation of expected utility.95 Since the relevance of non-contradiction has 

already been discussed,96 the arguments won’t be repeated here.  

 

Instrumental rationality 

The concept of instrumental rationality is based on the premise that once an agent has 

set upon something as and end or a goal then one ought to intend to take means to 

achieve that end (or at least that one ought to take the means one believes to be 

necessary). This basic premise involves no evaluation of the objective value of the ends 

themselves and taken as such, has been labelled one of the ‘least controversial’ 

substantive norms of practical reason.97 Its potential relevance and importance to 

justifying the actions of any formal organisation has already been noted. However, 

despite being such an apparently simple premise, there is significant debate about the 

extent to which ends do actually create a reason to take a means.98 As a consequence, 

some clarification about the role of instrumental rationality seems necessary. 

 

 

94 ‘Position’ will be used to describe both an intention and/or a belief. 
95 For example, it seems that at its simplest, instrumental rationality can be described as taking the means 
necessary to fulfil given ends.  Not do to so is some kind of rational failure, suggesting inconsistency or 
contradiction (Raz, 2005. pp. 1-2; Wallace, 2018, section 4). 
96 pp. 21-22. 
97 Wallace, 2018, section 4. 
98 Kolodny and Brunero, 2018, section 2; Raz, 2005, p1. 
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Do ends generate a reason for taking the means to that end? 

Raz provides the example of a person who decides upon an ‘end’ of murdering an 

innocent person. If you ignore the morality of the end, then there is, intuitively, 

something ‘instrumentally’ rational about forming an intention to kill someone and 

then buying poison to facilitate the end.99 That ‘something’ would appear to be that 

buying poison (poison being a suitable way of achieving the end), helps the intending 

murderer be effective in realising her end. If the intending murderer fails to take any 

suitable means to effect the murder, then it would be intelligible to say that she was, 

in some sense, acting irrationally.  It would also be intelligible to suggest that the end 

of murder generated an ‘instrumental’ reason for buying the poison, at least in a 

subjective sense.   

Yet it seems that several philosophers argue that ends, of themselves, cannot generate 

reasons to take the means.100 The arguments underpinning such views are 

complicated101 but one key argument is that where a means is seen as necessary to 

further an end (such as getting hold of a weapon) one could equally comply with the 

principle of instrumental rationality by dropping the end as well as by taking the 

means.102 For example, when it came to buying the poison one might review the 

reasons for intending to commit the murder and, rationally, decide to change one’s 

mind.103 If rational agents are free to change their ends, then it cannot be said that the 

end itself provides a reason to pursue any particular course of action; each new 

intention to do something depends on fresh rational deliberation about the reasons 

for or against forming the intention.104  

However, in the context of organisations, there are distinctions which make it is easier 

to justify the argument that ends in themselves do generate instrumental reasons.  As 

has already been explained, unlike human agents, formal organisations have a set of 

fixed, (usually) publicly declared ends (or purposes) which cannot be dropped, altered 

 

99 Raz, 2005, pp. 3 & 10. 
100  Wallace, 2018, section 4,  Raz, 2005, p 10. 
101 And it is beyond the scope of this thesis to consider them here. 
102 Raz, 2005, p. 19; Wallace, 2018, section 4. 
103 Perhaps because the intending murdered realises she has a strong belief in the sanctity of life. 
104 Or as Raz advocates, there is no special set of deliberative standards that are applied once we have 
adopted an end (Raz, 2005, pp. 25-26). 
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or clarified in the context of a specific decision; the end remains unchanged until it is 

formally (and publicly) altered. It follows that there is a much stronger argument that 

the formal ends of organisations can generate instrumental reasons for action. That 

‘instrumental reasons’ are crucial to organisational decision making has already been 

commented on in noting that the very idea of an organisation is tied up with the 

principle of instrumental rationality.105  

Accordingly, it will be assumed that an organisation’s ends can generate instrumental 

reasons. However, it should be appreciated from what has been said above that an 

individual instrumental reason is not automatically a sufficient or conclusive reason to 

take the means in question. It is a reason, amongst other objective reasons, which 

ought to contribute to the all-things-considered decision, therefore, something also 

needs to be said about the strength of such reasons. 

 

The strength of instrumental reasons  

If instrumental rationality is partly about being an effective agent and there are 

alternative means of achieving an end, then the extent to which the means chosen 

achieves the end necessarily affects the strength of the reason to take it. If obtaining a 

weapon is necessary to the end of murder, the end of murder would seem to provide 

a reason to buy anything that would be suitable to cause someone’s death.  If poison 

is a less sure means of murdering someone than shooting them at point blank range, 

then there would seem to be a stronger reason to buy a gun, than to buy poison. Of 

course, we are dealing here with a fairly ‘wide’ end and, therefore, the possibility of a 

number of different suitable means of it being of achieved. Other principles of 

rationality (such as bounded rationality)106 may limit the extent to which alternatives 

means need to be considered, but the underlying point still seems to hold true; where 

there are alternative means, the strength of the reason to take a particular action 

should depend on how effective that action is in achieving the end. 

 

105 Clegg et al., 2006, p. 114.  
106 The concept of bounded rationality is outlined below when considering the ‘maximising’ principle of 
rationality. 
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The strength of any instrumental reason will also depend on how the end is defined. If 

the end is to murder someone quietly without creating a scene, such an end might 

generate a stronger reason to buy poison than a shotgun. In the context of 

organisations, who have publicly stated, ‘settled’ purposes, there should be far more 

objective clarity about the end to be achieved than in the context of human agents and, 

accordingly, those ends should provide a much more objective basis from which to 

assess the strength of the reason to take a particular means.107  

It should also be pointed out that a consequence of assuming organisations exist only 

to pursue their self-asserted purposes is that instrumental reasons are assumed to be 

the only type of reasons that support a prospective action. Non-instrumental reasons 

(for example adherence to legal requirements, societal norms or resource limitations) 

are relevant, but only in a negative sense; they are reasons against taking a particular 

means (e.g., if the action is illegal and this would impact on the achievement of its 

stated purposes). In other words, such norms are relevant when the consequences of 

a particular course of action that furthers an end is considered.  It would be odd to 

suggest that complying with legal norms (for example) is a reason for action itself since 

organisations do not exist to follow laws; legal (and societal norms) are external 

obligations that restrict and limit what they can do.  

Accordingly, this thesis takes the position that the requirement of instrumental 

rationality as applied to organisations means: (1) the self-asserted ends (or purposes) 

of organisations such as the IAAF do create instrumental reasons for taking means to 

achieve those ends, (2) having an end does not provide a sufficient or conclusive reason 

for taking any means (other non-instrumental reasons will potentially count against a 

particular means), and (3) the strength of the instrumental reason to take a particular 

means depends on how well the means achieves the end (the end may generate a 

stronger reason to take a more suitable means).  

 

 

107 Determining what a human agents ends are is a difficulty noted by Raz (Raz, 2005, p. 28). 
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The concept of maximisation 

The idea of a maximisation ‘demand’ of practical rationality seems to be an extension 

of the principle of instrumental rationality to situations where an agent has a set of 

competing ends and uses utilitarian principles to determine what is the most rational 

action in such situations. It seems a useful addition because it is at least arguable that 

implementing means in the pursuit of any end that an organisation has could be 

rationally coherent, even if it conflicts with other ends of that organization.108 

The essence of the theory is that the consequence of an act can be useful (or not) as a 

step towards fulfilling a set of ends or an ultimate desire or ‘good’.109 Those who 

support the theory claim that choices should be guided by which act provides 

maximum ‘utility’ and, where there is a choice between acts, the correct choice is the 

one whose utility is at least as good as any of the alternatives and, conversely, a bad 

choice is one whose utility is less than other alternatives.110 Of course, assessing utility 

where outcomes are uncertain is difficult since it is quite possible that whatever one’s 

choice, the consequences may not be the most beneficial.111 One solution is to suggest 

that decisions should be guided by ‘expected’ utility.112  This requires an agent to 

consider the probability of different outcomes and the usefulness of those outcomes 

(in terms of the furtherance of his set of ends) in order to determine whether that 

action is likely to be most beneficial.113  

In the context of this thesis, the concept of maximisation of expected utility provides a 

further requirement of rationality relevant to assessing how rational the achievement 

of one particular purpose is if it appears to come at the expense of other self-asserted 

purposes in the IAAF’s ‘set’. 

There are, of course, criticisms of the theory. One predominant criticism is being that 

ruminations about the probability of uncertain outcomes dependent on taking a 

particular action are, in the real world, impossibly complex and if you can’t do 

 

108 Kolodny & Brunero explain discuss the issue of instrumental transmission and the potential problem 
justifying action that would otherwise be ‘objectionable’ (Kolodny and Brunero, 2018, section 2). 
109 Wallace, 2018, section 5.  
110 Bales, 1971, p. 257. 
111 Feldman, 2006 pp. 49-50, 56.  
112 Feldman, 2006 pp. 49-50; Wallace, 2008, section 5. 
113 Briggs, 2019, section 1 
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something then nor ought you.114 Perhaps even more problematic is the criticism that 

even if one did attempt such deliberations it would lead to infinite regress115  and, 

presumably, dithering and impractical delay.  

However, even if we accept such criticisms, it does not mean that considering the 

expected utility of actions is worthless as a rational requirement. Consistent with what 

has been said already, if rationality is about more than achieving ends and is also about 

being able to explain and justify decisions to others, then it does not seem necessary 

that actions must actually turn out to be more useful than other alternatives or that 

‘perfect’ calculations about the consequences of actions need to be made. If an agent 

needs to be seen as rational by others, then there is still value in a normative principle 

that helps makes decisions intelligible to others.116 A requirement that asks for an 

objectively reasonable survey of the ‘expected utility’ of outcomes against overall aims 

or desires, might be sufficient.  What is ‘reasonable’ will inevitably depend on the 

context of the decision and the resources and time available. It has been argued that 

‘an act is rational if it is the action which is, on the evidence available to the agent, likely 

to produce the best results’.117 It might be added that an act is more likely to appear 

rational to others if (1) the likely utility of outcomes has been considered against the 

agent’s set of ends, and (2) the evidence from which the likely utility of outcomes is 

considered is appropriate, given the context. In some contexts, what is appropriate 

might be the evidence that is immediately to hand. In others it might mean 

considerably more in terms of what evidence should be surveyed. This type of 

limitation on what maximising utility requires resembles what is described as ‘bounded 

rationality’ in economic theory. Whilst this may well be perceived to weaken the 

requirements of the principle of maximisation, and consequently reduce it to a 

‘decision procedure’,118 this is presumably exactly the sort of reflective limitation we 

might expect that rational people would recognise.  

 

114 Feldman, 2006, p 56 & 72   
115 Bales, 1971, p. 257.  
116 Just as the value of reasons (in general) is something that Raz suggests is important to making actions 
and intentions intelligible to others (Raz, 2005). 
117 Smart and Williams, 1973, pp. 46-47. 
118 Bales distinguishes two possible purposes of a theory of act-utilitarianism; to provide an account of 
right making characteristics or to provide a decision-making procedure (Bales, 1971, p. 257).  
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Hermeneutics - identifying the IAAFs aims 

To analyse the rationality of the IAAF’s decision it is necessary to review some of the 

IAAF’s texts or ‘communications’ to identify its general self-asserted purposes (its set 

of ultimate ends) and the specific reasons it has given for introducing the Regulations. 

In order to reach justified interpretations of such texts and communications the general 

methodology of hermeneutics will be utilised.  

The problem of ascribing meaning to any communication is, of course, that it will 

potentially have a range or ‘nexus’ of meanings that may be justified depending on a 

number of variables related to the interpreter, such as the perceived purpose of the 

communication, the knowledge and experiences of the interpreter and, perhaps most 

importantly, the purpose of the interpretation.119  

What hermeneutic methodology provides is a framework for the justification of posited 

interpretations based on a general hypothetico-deductive approach. In short, possible 

interpretations (relevant to the purpose of the interpretation) are posited taking into 

account general principles (such as hermeneutic charity),120  which are then considered 

and weighed against relevant evidence (such as the claims made by the author about 

their work or other works of the author) in order to determine the justification and 

relative truth of each hypothesis.121  

It should also be pointed out that the framework seems to rely on rationality122  in the 

sense that rational requirements and rules of logic (deductive and inferential) are basic 

requirements of any language and therefore limit what are reasonable interpretations. 

In other words, in using a shared language to communicate, there are some shared 

norms that constrain what are reasonable interpretations.123  This thesis takes 

 

119 Mantzavinos, 2016, section 4.  
120  i.e. permitting for generous interpretations within rational limits Mantzavinos, 2016, section 3 
121 Mantzavinos, 2016, section 5.  
122 Fish, 2008, p. 1133; Barak, 2007, p. 3; Mantzavinos, 2016, sections 3 & 5. 
123 For example, shared norms about the core meaning of words and about the appropriate ‘tools’ for 
interpretation (Barak, 2007, p. 24; Fish, 2008, p. 1117).   
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‘language’ to incorporate sub-sets of language, such as legal language, which might 

embrace a particular sub-set of norms.  

This is, perhaps, an oversimplified view of the approach but is sufficient in providing a 

general background to the interpretative approach to be taken.  

 

A legal hermeneutical approach 

In recognition of the variety of interpretive aims that may be pursued and the variety 

of purposes with which communications are made, more context specific approaches 

appear to have developed that embrace their own particular norms and requirements; 

one such example being an approach to legal interpretation. Whilst this thesis is not a 

typical exercise in legal interpretation, some of the norms of legal interpretation will 

be relevant given the nature of the primary sources, which are, it is suggested, legal or 

quasi-legal.124 With regard to the Regulations, their function is to place restrictions on 

the rights of athletes to compete and, as such, it seems reasonable to view them as a 

statement of private laws binding on those who recognise the IAAFs authority.  With 

regard to the IAAF’s constitution, then its purpose is to create a self-asserted statement 

of the reasons for its existence and to set out binding obligations and limitations on the 

exercise of its power.125 Accordingly, the legal nature of the key relevant texts suggests 

a legal hermeneutical approach. 

 

The aim of interpreting legal texts  

Despite what has been said above, one aspect of interpreting legal texts is that there 

is, potentially at least, a ‘right’ answer: that which is determined by a court or other 

judicial body. This background necessarily influences the aim of any interpretation, 

which is arguably a search to find the meaning that would be determined by those with 

the authority to determine it (the court or arbitrator).  How to find such a meaning, 

 

124 Although the Regulations are not laws in the sense that they apply to citizens of a state, they are what 
might be described as a ‘private’ law since they set out (and impact) the rights and duties of athletes to 
compete, have mechanisms of enforcement and are subject to mechanisms for adjudication.  
125 Clause 5 of the IAAF’s Constitution makes this clear (IAAF Constitution, 2019). See appendix) 
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however, is subject to an underlying debate about the significance of the author’s 

intention (Fish, 2008). This thesis is not the place for a detailed consideration of these 

competing arguments. Instead, it will simply be made clear that the communicative 

intention of the author is taken to be a necessary constraint on the nexus of meaning 

of legal texts. 

Accordingly, with this assumption in mind, there are some relevant legal norms about 

the approach to interpretation (in addition to those general norms of the hermeneutic 

approach) that will be relied on.  

First, a rational starting point (or presumption) is to assume that the author of a legal 

text intended to give words their semantic or ‘everyday’, contextual meaning at the 

time of interpretation since that is likely to reflect the author’s communicative 

intention to create rules that are clear, accessible and understandable to those whose 

rights and duties are affected by them. 126 Second, it must be appreciated that this is 

only a starting point and the semantic meaning may not be what was intended by the 

author, who is free to ascribe whatever meaning it wants to the words or phrases it 

uses, unlike the recipient.127 Third, in determining if the communicative intention 

diverges from the ‘semantic’ meaning, any express statements in the text (such as 

definitions or other parts of the text) will be particularly important to consider, as will 

the author’s underlying purposes for creating the legal text.   

 

126 Indeed, this is a common technique of interpretation that is used in legal decision making. For example, 
in Mehta v J Pereira Fernandes SA [2006] WLR 1543, it was accepted that the communicative intention 
was to convey a meaning of signature that could change to reflect advances in technology.   
 In short, the starting point is that the ‘semantic’ and ‘pragmatic’ meanings are the same.  The terms 
‘semantic’ and ‘pragmatic’ are used to distinguish between the common or everyday meaning that a 
reasonable recipient would likely take and the meaning that encapsulates the communicative intentions 
of the author (Poscher, 2017, p.4).  
127 Fish, 2008, p. 1142. 
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Chapter 3 - Assessing the Rationality of the IAAF’s decision  

 

As alluded to, the analysis of the IAAF’s decision-making proceeds on the basis that 

there are certain requirements of rationality that the IAAF ought to follow if it wants 

to be an effective agent and in order that it can justify its decisions to those from whom 

it seeks legitimacy, including legal institutions.  

To provide the analysis with a structure, a three-step approach will be taken. First, the 

contributory reasons given by the IAAF for the implementation of the Regulations will 

be identified and clarified. Second, the validity and strength of these contributory 

reasons will be considered by reference to the demands of non-contradiction and of 

instrumental rationality. Third, the ‘set’ of purposes for which the IAAF exists to achieve 

will be considered in order to identify any likely negative impacts of the Regulations on 

the pursuit of its other self-asserted purposes. The second and third steps represent 

the objective evaluation of the IAAF’s reasons. 

 

The IAAF’s stated reasons for introducing the Regulations  

In this initial step of the analysis, all that is aimed at is to identify, on a charitable 

interpretation of the relevant sources (the Regulations, the explanatory notes that 

accompany them128 and the CAS decisions in Semenya and Chand) what reasons the 

IAAF appear to have given for implementing the Regulations. At this stage no attempt 

is made to evaluate the reasons; it is simply a search for the IAAF’s subjective reasons. 

In determining the ‘relevant sources’ it is appreciated that a subjective choice has been 

made as to what sources are considered relevant.  A wider range of sources could have 

been referred to (for example media statements or interviews with IAAF 

representatives) but given the focus of the thesis is on the rationality of the decision of 

an organisation measured against its formal constitutional purposes, they key sources 

were felt to be the organisation’s formal statements of its reasons. The Regulations, 

 

128 Hereafter, the accompanying explanatory notes will just be referred to as the ‘Explanatory Notes’. 
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Explanatory Notes and the decision of the CAS panel in Semenya decision (as well as 

the IAAF constitutional purposes) have been included in the Appendix.  

Helpfully, the IAAF seems to identify its reasons in the Regulations and the Explanatory 

Notes, which state that the Regulations ‘solely exist to ensure fair and meaningful 

competition within the female category’.129  

Noting the observations already made about potential ambiguities surrounding the 

terms male and female, it should be made clear that reference to ‘the female category’ 

here appears to be based on a broad, ‘legal’ understanding of female.130 Accordingly, 

the Regulations are aiming for fair competition amongst all legally female athletes.  

Whether the IAAF view ‘fair’ and ‘meaningful’ as the same thing is not made clear in 

Regulations or Explanatory Notes, but it seems rational that the IAAF viewed them as 

two separate reasons since the semantic meanings are different and the inclusion of 

‘meaningful’, will, as a matter of legal interpretation, be presumed to add something. 

Accordingly, ensuring fair competition and ensuring meaningful competition will be 

treated as separate reasons that the IAAF believe supports the implementation of the 

Regulations.  

Despite the suggestion that these were the only reasons for the Regulations, reference 

was also made in Semenya to the Regulations enabling female athletes to have “an 

equal opportunity to excel”131  and the need, therefore, to protect female athletes from 

male athletes in order that they are able to compete for medals at the elite level.132 

This is clearly not concerned with equality of opportunity within the female class. 

Instead (and if it adds anything)  it appears to be a reason that reflects external social 

and legal norms concerning sexual equality (and non-discrimination). 133   Whilst Krech 

rightly doubts that such equality has always been a concern of the IAAF (Krech, 

2019),134 that does not preclude it from being a relevant concern of the IAAF in recent 

 

129 DSD Regulations, p 2. 
130 DSD Regulations, para. 2.3 
131 Semenya, para. 278 & 305. 
132 Semenya, at para. 562.  
133 External here is used to identify these as a non-sporting norms. 
134 Krech refers to ‘gender’ equality, which perhaps does not accurately reflect the IAAF’s concern.  
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years. Accordingly, it is arguable that ensuring ‘sexual equality’ is, potentially, a further 

reason that the IAAF believes supports the Regulations. 135    

The Explanatory Notes also refer to the Regulations being necessary to ensure and 

encourage participation in athletics; suggesting that ‘females’ will be less likely to 

participate if the Regulations were not in place.136 The sense of ‘female’ intended here 

is not immediately clear; presumably the IAAF cannot have expected or intended the 

Regulations to encourage participation of athletes with relevant DSDs, so the logical 

assumption is that the concern was only for those the IAAF’s views as athletic females. 

Regardless, this seems like a different reason from ensuring fair or meaningful 

competition.137 

Finally, reference is made in the Explanatory notes (and in Semenya) to additional 

benefits that the IAAF believe the Regulations bring. One such benefit is helping 

athletes affected by a DSD receive treatment and help for a medical condition of which 

they might otherwise have been unaware.138  Another benefit is the ‘social good’ that 

results from women excelling in sport.139 Although the reference to additional benefits 

may suggest a minor role in supporting the Regulations, they may well have been 

contributory reasons.  

In summary, there are, potentially, six contributory reasons that the IAAF believe 

support implementation of Regulations; fair competition, meaningful competition, 

participation, sexual equality, health and social goods.  The strength and validity of 

these reasons will now be considered.  

 

The validity and strength of the IAAF’s reasons  

One assumption of this thesis is that, as an organisation, the IAAF should be striving to 

achieve the self-asserted purposes for which it exists to achieve. Therefore, the 

 

135 Of course, striving for sexual equality based on an understanding of people as either male or female, 
ignores claims for sexual equality of the minority who do not fit within the binary model.  
136 Explanatory Notes, p. 1.  
137 Although it is acknowledged that the perception of the fairness and closeness of competitions may 
well be linked to participation. 
138 Explanatory Notes, p5, Semenya, para. 306. 
139 Semenya, para. 305. 
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normative force of any reasons in support of taking a particular action should come 

from those purposes.  Action (or indeed in-action) must facilitate those overall 

purposes and the reasons justifying action must, therefore, be instrumental ones. 

It has also been suggested that the validity and/or strength of such instrumental 

reasons depends upon the extent to which the action (or means) achieves those 

purposes and also adheres to the rational requirement of non-contradiction in doing 

so.  

However, as the IAAF has not expressly identified the constitutional purposes that the 

Regulations seek to further, it is first necessary to carry out a relational analysis of the 

IAAF’s reasons and its self-asserted, constitutional purposes.140   

 

Fair competition in the female category 

The first thing that is noticeable from the IAAF’s constitution is that it contains no 

specific purposes which relate to ensuring fair competition in only female athletics or 

to ensure a male/female categorisation is retained in order to ‘protect’ female athletes, 

or for that matter, to protect ‘athletic females. Article 4.1(j) states that one of the 

IAAF’s purposes is ‘to preserve the right of every individual to participate in Athletics 

without unlawful discrimination of any kind and to ensure that Athletics is undertaken 

in a spirit of friendship, solidarity and fair play’141. Accordingly, if the sense of ‘fair 

competition’ which the Regulations achieve can be equated to, or at least seen as part 

of, what is meant by fair play, then it follows that athletics being undertaken in the 

spirit of fair play will provide a valid instrumental reason for introducing the 

Regulations. 

 

140 The general purposes of the IAAF that will be referred to are those set out in the current version of its 
constitution, which was published in 2019. It should be pointed out that since the introduction of the 
Hyperandrogenism Regulations in 2011 there has been more than one version of the IAAF’s constitution. 
However, an analysis of the 2011 version against the current version reveals little significant change, save 
perhaps, for historic use of ‘objects’ in place of ‘purposes’ and the recent development of an express 
recognition of the need for good governance. Accordingly, the focus will be on the latest incarnation of 
the IAAF’s self-asserted purposes, not least because that is what should justify the IAAF’s current 
approach. Any references to the IAAF constitution will therefore be to the 2019 version. 
141 Emphasis added. 
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Of course, to assess the strength of ‘fair competition’ as an instrumental reason, it is 

also necessary to consider just how well the two concepts resonate. The more that the 

sense of ‘fair competition’ achieved by the Regulations contradicts or fails to align with 

what the IAAF appears to mean by ‘fair play’ in its constitution, the less strength ‘fair 

competition’ has a reason that justifies the Regulations. 

 ‘Fair play’ in sport 

As the International Fair Play Committee (IFPC) recognizes, fair play is a complex 

concept and incorporates a number of different values that are integral to sport but 

are also important in a wider context (IFPC, 2020).142  Such contextual statements are 

helpful but suffer from being vague. They neither fully identify or justify the values nor 

seek to explain what fair play means in a practical context when these values clash with 

interests of those that participate in sport.  Academic writing on the subject has 

attempted to better describe the concept and to justify its place as a guide to sporting 

conduct. However, in her analysis of the literature Sheridan identifies no less than 

seven different conceptualisations.143  

Applying the interpretative methodology previously described, it is argued that an 

appropriate starting point is to consider a contextually enriched semantic meaning of 

fair play in sport. However, the aim here is realistic given the nexus of meaning seems 

potentially so large; to find a rational meaning that encapsulates core aspects of the 

concept about which it would be difficult for participants in sport to reject. Such an 

approach adopts Loland’s assumption that fair play is a normative concept and also his 

basis for identifying its substantive norms.144 

Before identifying these core aspects, a few observations will be made to clarify the 

discussion. First, it is suggested that the different conceptions of fair play touch on 

three key underpinning concerns; (1) why participants should follow the formal rules 

and informal norms of any sport (2) whether the formal rules have been interpreted in 

 

142 IFPC Website, <http://www.fairplayinternational.org/what-is-fair-play-> accessed 19/5/2020. 
143 Fair play as formalism, fair play as ‘play’, fair play as ‘respect,  fair play as a contract, fair play as a 
system of rational norms, fair play as virtue and fair play as an ethos (Sheridan, 2003, pp. 163-164). 
144 The aim of Loland’s work is to develop a moral norm system to guide participation in sport (Loland, 
2002, p. 17). Loland suggests that in determining what norms should form part of his framework, he will 
choose ones that no-one can reasonably reject as a basis for unforced, informed general agreement, 
(Loland, 2002, p. 31). 

http://www.fairplayinternational.org/what-is-fair-play-
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a way that is appropriate in the context of the sport (3) whether participants in the 

sport have demonstrated characteristics or virtues which ‘the sport’ values, regardless 

of the formal rules.   Second, fair play is often treated as having two separate aspects; 

formal fair play and informal fair play.145 Although the writer finds the distinction hard 

to maintain, it provides a helpful structure by which to evaluate the concept.  

 

Formal fair play 

Most obviously, fair play would seem to incorporate a direction to adhere to the 

constitutive and administrative rules of the game.146  After all, without formal rules and 

adherence to them, identifying and differentiating one sport from another or 

differentiating a sport from general acts of leisure becomes impossible;147 constitutive 

rules make the social practice of sport what it is and create the sport specific, structural 

goal of any sport.148  Provided the rules are well considered, ensuring adherence to 

them also increases the likelihood that all those who participate have equality of 

opportunity to be successful by demonstrating the skills and attributes deemed 

relevant in that sport by virtue of the structural goal identified.149 For example, if we 

assume swimming values the athletic and technical ability of the swimmers but not the 

technical quality of swimsuits, then rules about what is permissible to wear will be 

needed to better define the sport specific goal and also to ensure that there is equality 

of opportunity for participants to win by demonstrating the valued attributes. 

Accordingly, it seems that a simple normative direction that participants ought to 

follow the rules is one that any rational participant in sport would have to accept as 

part of what is meant by fair play. Of course, the extent to which participants in sport 

actually follow the rules is another question, the answer to which depends on rational 

consideration of the reasons for and against doing so by individual participants. It is 

argued, therefore, that fair play understood as a normative direction to follow the 

 

145 Loland and McNamee, 2000, p. 64; Ryall, 2016, p. 161; Sheridan, 2003, p. 165) 
146 Ryall, 2016, pp. 162-163; Sheridan, 2003, p. 165. 
147 Pearson, 1973, p. 116. 
148 Loland and McNamee, 2000, p. 65. 
149 Sheridan refers to a definition of cheating which recognises that cheating exists where one side changes 
the latent or manifestly agreed upon conditions for winning and gains an advantage beyond that of skill 
or strategy (Sheridan, 2003, p. 165). 
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formal rules also implies that participants ought to respect the reasons why it is 

important to do so. After all, if there is no reason to follow the rules then a direction to 

do so is largely empty.  

 

Why follow the rules? 

The explanation of why people ought to follow the formal rules of a sport seems to rest 

on recognizing the nature of sport as a social practice that necessarily requires the 

reciprocation and cooperation of others.150 This realization provides a basis for two 

moral reasons that ought to weigh on all participants.  

First, if there is a significant number of participants who do not follow the rules then 

there will be no recognizable ‘social practice’. This is essentially a utilitarian reason; one 

should follow the rules since that will result in the most benefit to all those who want 

to partake in the sport (i.e., it ensures the social practice will continue to exist). This 

reason seems to be, fundamentally, about respecting the value of the social practice 

for what it is, and in terms of a particular sport, the structural goals that the sports rules 

articulate.151  The problem is that this utilitarian explanation tends to ignore the free 

will of individuals and the reality that individuals have different interests, reasons and 

purposes for participating in sport, which are not necessarily about maintaining it as a 

social practice.152 Furthermore, the extinction of the sport seems like an abstract 

danger and, therefore, a reason that is likely to provide minimal normative pressure 

for individual participants.  

In addition to (or instead of) this utilitarian reason, most conceptualizations of fair play 

rely on some variant of a social contract theory that recognizes the significance of sport 

being a voluntary activity that involves the exercise of free will in choosing to 

participate.153 Such a perspective appears to provide a more immediately compelling 

moral reason for adhering to the rules and the restrictions on freedoms that they 

 

150 Loland, 2002, p. 15, 25 & 41-42; McNamee, 1995 pp. 62-63. 
151 Butcher and Schneider consider fair play as ‘respect for the game’. (Butcher and Schneider, 1998, pp. 
9-10, 18-19). 
152 Loland both identifies the underlying problems with traditional utilitarian perspectives and speculates 
on a variety of different motivations for participating in sport (Loland, 2002, pp. 26-28, 109-110). 
153 Loland, 2002, p. 22; Sheridan, 2003, pp. 170-171. 
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entail. In outline, the argument seems to be that if an individual (1) voluntarily 

participates on the understanding that the rules and norms of a sport will be adhered 

to by others, (2) appreciates that the co-operation of others is needed to participate at 

all, (3) recognises other participants also participate on the same basis, and (4) respects 

others as equally free moral agents, then they have a moral obligation to abide by those 

rules and norms.  Not following the rules ignores the fact that other participants have 

also voluntarily entered the agreement as free moral agents and have, therefore, also 

agreed to restrict their freedoms on the basis of legitimate expectations about 

adherence to the rules by all participants. Ignoring the rules might provide an 

advantage in achieving the structural goal (i.e. winning) but the cost is a failure to 

respect other participants as equally free moral agents with equally valid interests and 

preferences that deserve an equal opportunity to benefit from the sporting rewards on 

offer.154 In simple terms, not adhering to the rules appears to offend a fundamental 

value of any sport; that you should treat others as you would wish to be treated.155  

One ought to follow the rules because it is, fair, just and respects the idea of equality 

and empathy for other participants. Accordingly, such non-consequentialist principles 

about what is morally right and just seem crucial to explaining why participants in sport 

should follow the rules. 

If formal fair play is about respecting the rules and respecting the rules is concerned 

both with respecting the sport as a social practice and respecting the principle of 

equality of opportunity, then it follows that formal fair play is fundamentally a norm 

about both respecting the sport156  and the principle of equality of opportunity. Exactly 

what is meant by ‘equality of sporting opportunity’ will be returned to, but for now it 

is sufficient to recognise it (and the values it represents) as a core aspect of any 

understanding of fair play.    

 

 

154 What will be referred to hereafter as the principle of equality of sporting opportunity. 
155 Butcher & Schneider recognises the importance of respecting or honouring the values, rights and 
preferences of others as if they are your own (Butcher and Schneider, 1998, p. 9) 
156 In the sense of its value as a continuing social practice. 
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Interpreting the formal rules 

Although it has been said that rules cannot interpret themselves,157 that does not mean 

that rules can be left to be interpreted without constraint by those subjected to them. 

If they were then, arguably, the result would be complete relativism and, ultimately, a 

set of rules that was unenforceable and meaningless.158  In the context of sport, it might 

lead to a collection of different rules and no obvious game or at least a lack of equality 

of opportunity. Accordingly, in any rule-based practice, it is argued that there needs to 

be other ‘secondary’ norms or principles that are relevant in narrowing the reasonable 

interpretations.  In other words, whilst different interpretations are inevitable, rational 

and reasonable ones should accord with general ‘principles’ that assist in the 

interpretation and application of rules in specific situations.159 In sport, it is suggested 

that the notion of ‘fair play’ and the values it represents provides just such a source of 

general principles that constrain reasonable interpretations. Whilst such a proposition 

is one that those involved in sport might find difficult to rationally argue against, there 

is, perhaps, less universal acceptance of what those principles are.  

In outlining such principles, it is important to recognize that there seem to be two 

different levels of principle. At a general level there are principles which seem common 

across all sports such as the reasons for adhering to the formal rules already outlined 

(i.e., respect for the sport and respect for equality of sporting opportunity). By contrast, 

there are also principles that might apply only to individual sports, generally 

encapsulated by the idea of the ‘ethos’ of a particular sport.  It will be suggested that 

both have their place in guiding the interpretation of the rules, despite potential 

tensions between them.   

 

General principles of interpretation required by ‘fair play’ 

In addition to the reasons for adhering to the formal rules, there appear to be other 

general principles of interpretation, which derive from recognising that participating in 

 

157  Loland and McNamee, 2000. p. 67 
158 This point reflects Fish’s argument about the need for legal interpretations to be constrained by 
reference to the communicative intention of the author (Fish, 2008, pp. 6-7).  
159 Ryall et al., 2019, pp. 4-5. 
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sport is not only about achieving the structural goal (i.e., winning according to the 

rules), but is also about the demonstration and development of non-sport specific, 

‘external’ values and the achievement of ‘non-sport specific’, external goals.  Of 

particular relevance here are the arguments that sport is, fundamentally, a type of play 

and that sport is a forum for the development and display of virtuous characteristics. 

 

Sport as play  

In Huizinga’s explanation of play, play is any voluntary activity of leisure. As such, play 

is an unessential activity and has its own internal value; the fun and pleasure derived 

from simply participating.160 Whilst play can help develop skills and values for external 

contexts, it is the fact that play it is undertaken for its own sake that makes it distinct. 

If participation in sport is also seen as a voluntary, unnecessary and an enjoyable 

‘distraction’ from the rest of life161 then there is a compelling argument that sport, at 

its heart, is a formalised type of play. If this is true, then there would appear to be 

consequences for how rules ought to be interpreted. Before considering such 

consequences, however, it is important to consider a common objection, which is that 

the idea of sport being undertaken purely for ‘immediate’ pleasure and fun is overly 

idealistic and, as Sheridan suggests, anathema to modern elite sport.162. 

The criticism seems to be based on empirical observations about the importance of 

winning and of achieving certain external goals (such as earning money) in professional, 

elite sport, which leaves little room for viewing sport as play. Even at an ‘amateur’ level, 

such idealistic notions seem to ignore that winning and external goals (such as 

socializing) may well play a significant role in the decision to participate. There is also 

criticism that sport as play seems to ignore the element of seriousness and 

commitment to improving oneself and one’s skills that, even those at lower levels of 

sport, can demonstrate.163  However, the limits of such criticisms need to be made 

clear. As Loland recognizes, people participate in sport for a range of different reasons, 

 

160 Huizinga, 1949, pp. 7-8. 
161  Keating, 2003, p. 65. 
162 Sheridan, 2003 
163 Butcher and Schneider, 1998, pp. 4-5. 
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which will vary in strength between individuals. Some may participate mainly to win 

and pursue external values, some may do so primarily for the internal value of the 

activity, and some may do so for both internal and external reasons.164 Accordingly, it 

is suggested that enjoyment of the activity is likely to account for at least some of the 

rationale for participating in a particular sport, otherwise why choose to participate in 

the first place? After all nobody starts as a professional or at an elite level.  Other 

avenues are available to pursue external values such as money, social interaction or 

bettering yourself,165 some of which are arguably more easily achieved in other walks 

of life.  Second, the criticism that sport as play does not reflect the reality of elite and 

professional sport would seem to view fair play as a purely descriptive concept, not a 

normative one. Whether players and athletes at any level actually do undertake the 

game in a way that recognizes the internal value of sport as a ‘fun distraction’ is a 

different question to whether they ought to. 

In terms of the relevance to norms for interpreting rules, then accepting the idea of 

sport as a form of play would seem to suggest that the internal value of playing should 

be respected and valued when interpreting rules in preference to self-interested 

interpretations that further the pursuit of victory and external goals such as money or 

fame. Consequently, it is argued that any reasonable interpretation of fair play 

articulates the underlying internal value of any sport as a playful activity, which 

participants undertake for enjoyment, even if, practically, that is just to counterbalance 

a tendency towards interpreting rules to maximise self-interest.     

 

Virtue and sport 

Sport has long been seen as a forum for the display and development of characteristics 

that are widely seen as morally good. In ancient Greece, Aristotle suggested that living 

a ‘good life’ meant striving to flourish by maximizing the abilities that each individual 

has in a way that is virtuous,166 displaying externally valued characteristics such as 

 

164 Loland, 2002, pp. 109-110. 
165 A point made by McNamee (McNamee, 1995, p62). 
166 Loland, 2002, p. 19. 
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courage, self-discipline, fairness, wisdom and determination.167 The events that 

resulted in the awarding of the IFPC’s first fair play trophy to Eugenio Monti serve as a 

demonstration of the sorts of characteristics which it would be difficult to argue are 

not highly valued within and outside of sport. Standing in first place after completing 

his final run in the two-man bobsleigh at the 1964 winter Olympics, Monti realised that 

one component of the sleigh belonging to his only remaining challenger, Tony Nash, 

was damaged. The culmination of years of training and dedication came down one 

decision, but rather than staying quiet and increasing his chances of a victory, Monti 

removed the component on his own sleigh and gave it to Nash, resulting in Nash 

winning the gold.168 Even in the context of modern-day professional sport, such acts of 

empathy, generosity and friendship are evident and, it is suggested, valued. The very 

existence of the IFPC and its role in highlighting and rewarding examples of fair play 

provides some evidence of the value of such characteristics within and beyond sport.  

In common with sport as play, seeing sport as a forum for the display and development 

of valued characteristics emphasizes the structural goal of any sport is not the only, or 

perhaps not even the main, reason for participation. In the infamous words of Baron 

de Coubertaine which now stand as the Olympic Creed ‘The most important thing in 

the Olympic Games is not to win but to take part, just as the most important thing in 

life is not the triumph but the struggle’.169 As with sport as play, criticisms could be 

made about such ideals not reflecting the increasing professionalism and 

commercialization of sport. However, the same responses to the criticism would 

appear to apply. Unlike sport as play, however, sport as a forum for the display of 

virtuous characteristics does not view sport as a fun distraction, but as an opportunity 

to demonstrate courage, discipline, commitment and skill in order to perform to the 

best of one’s ability whilst simultaneously displaying other virtues such as empathy, 

generosity and kindness. Such a view is clearly relevant at all levels of sport.  

 

167 Lunt and Dyreson, 2014, p. 18. 
168 International Fair Play Committee Website, 2020, <http://www.fairplayinternational.org/award-
winners-search 
169 IOC, 2020, <https://olympics.com/ioc/faq/olympic-rings-and-other-olympic-marks/what-is-the-
olympic-creed> 
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In terms of interpreting the rules of any sport, recognition that sport is at least, in part, 

a forum for demonstrating and developing virtuous characteristics would seem to have 

a similar influence as recognising sport as a formal type of play; the characteristics it 

embraces should act to counterbalance self-interested interpretations.  

 

Norms of fair play relevant to specific sports 

When it comes to interpreting formal rules, explanations of fair play as the ethos of a 

sport and the idea of respect for the game170 seem to accept a common position that 

there is some flexibility for individual sports to interpret rules in a way that is 

appropriate given their own individual culture, history, institutions and values.171 

Whilst this flexibility allows for organic development of a sport and provides scope for 

different sports to focus on emphasising slightly different values, there is a danger that 

too much flexibility could lead to conflicts with the general principles of interpretation 

already outlined and even with the idea of fair play as a normative concept. For 

example, if ‘respecting the ethos’ becomes about recognising and re-enforcing historic 

conventions of how the rules have been interpreted in a particular sporting context, 

rather than how they ought to be, it is possible that any rule interpretations become 

acceptable as long as those that participate accept it.172 The fact that in football 

grappling in the penalty area is generally ignored, or that in ice hockey, fighting seems 

to be minimally penalised (if not encouraged) does not mean that it ought to be.  

Ultimately, in the same way that ignoring the formal rules would lead to the sport or 

game losing its ‘identity’ completely, so would permitting completely subjective 

interpretations of those rules. The role of sporting institutions is important here, since 

they are the ones charged with protecting, nurturing and developing the sport.173 They 

must ensure that rules are interpreted in a way that balances flexibility in rule 

interpretation with the provision of normative guidance about how the rules ought to 

 

170 As advocated by Butcher & Schneider , (Butcher and Schneider, 1998) 
171 Butcher and Schneider, for example, suggest intimidation of opponents needs a ‘sport-by-sport’ 
analysis (Butcher and Schneider, 1998, p. 17). Sheridan clearly considers that the ethos of different sports 
will lead to different understandings of what is permissible and impermissible (Sheridan, 2003, pp. 177-
178) 
172 Loland recognises the problem of relativism and the potential for acceptance of rule interpretations 
and violations based simply on common acceptance (Loland, 2002, pp. 8-9).  
173 McNamee, 1995, pp. 67-68. 
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be interpreted. Such a balance should aim to protect the values of individual sports, 

but also recognise the general principles that underpin sport as a whole. For example, 

that a high degree of physical contact is valued in a sport like ice hockey, does not mean 

that rules should be interpreted in a way that allows a very skilful player to be hounded 

out of the game by an overly aggressive, but less skilful player. If technical skills such as 

skating, stick handling and spatial awareness are valued more highly than the ability to 

hit an opponent and that is a value shared between participants, then the rules of ice 

hockey should reflect those values and should be interpreted by referees and 

participants with them in mind. If the ethos of the game or respect for the game is 

viewed in this way, then norms of fair play specific to a sport can be seen as simply 

refining, rather than contradicting the general principles applicable to all sports.   

 

Informal fair play 

The idea of ‘informal’ fair play is useful for distinguishing between the concern for 

following and interpreting the formal rules of sport and a required attitude towards 

playing sport, which potentially goes above and beyond merely following or 

interpreting the rules. However, it is suggested that the norms that any sport 

recognises by embracing informal fair play very much overlap with the norms already 

articulated as core to the concept of formal fair play. The Eugenio Monti example is a 

good one. In acting as he did, Monti’s conduct went over and above merely adhering 

to the rules or interpreting them, but he was still demonstrating the same values and 

valued characteristics that have been proposed as norms of formal fair play in a 

situation where there were no rules to guide his conduct. 

However, it has also been suggested that informal fair play embraces something 

further. Loland argues that it incorporates a norm about participating in a way that is 

most likely to achieve ‘good’ competitions and not just ‘fair ones’.174 Butcher & 

Schneider similarly talk of participating in a way that respects ‘the interests’ of the 

sport.175 Loland’s perspective, in particular, appeals overtly to utilitarian principles and 

the idea that a ‘good’ competition is one that provides the most preference satisfaction 

 

174 Loland, 2002, p. 107. 
175 Butcher and Schneider, 1998, pp. 10-11. 
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to the most parties engaged in the sport.176 After considering the likely preferences of 

the main categories of people engaged in sport and the extent to which they are 

satisfied by various attitudes with which the game might be approached, his conclusion 

is that maximum preference satisfaction is achieved by demonstrating a ‘play to win’ 

attitude. Such an attitude, he argues, does not mean winning at any cost but, instead, 

means engaging to the maximum of one’s ability, demonstrating effort and devotion 

whilst also respecting other participants and their choices and preferences.177 This is 

an attitude that clearly resonates with the idea of sport as a forum for demonstrating 

and developing virtuous characteristics and sees informal fair play as an attitude that 

recognises achieving one’s best as the end and competing against the best as a means 

to doing so; victory (and any external values that it satisfies) are merely a consequence. 

In other words, that fair play may embrace utilitarian notions about what constitutes a 

‘good’ competition and respecting the interests of the sport, only seems to re-inforce 

some of the core norms already articulated.   

 

Summary of the meaning of fair play 

It has been suggested that fair play is fundamentally a normative concept, one that 

directs participants in sport not only to play by the rules but also guides them how to 

interpret them and to approach participation when there are no rules. Although it is a 

flexible concept that can take on board the ‘ethos’ of any particular sport, it is not 

completely relative. Any rational, semantic meaning recognises that ‘fair play’ is a 

direction to interpret and act in a way that accords with the values of both the 

individual sport concerned but also within the context of general norms that come from 

values central to all sports. Perhaps most importantly, fair play appears to be a limiting 

consideration against self-interested interpretations (or deliberately ignoring rules) by 

‘reminding’ participants of both the fundamental nature of sport as a co-operative and 

playful activity and of its role as a forum for the demonstration and development of 

virtuous characteristics.  

 

176 By ‘engaged’ in the sport, what is meant is something wider than participants and incorporates those 
who play the sport, those who officiate it and those who watch it (Loland, 2002. pp. 114-115).  
177 Loland, 2002, pp. 138-141. 
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The IAAF’s intended meaning 

Given the essence of the ‘semantic’ meaning of fair play just articulated, if the IAAF 

meant something different in its stated purposes, then it ought to have made that 

clear. However, fair play is actually raised within the context of the ‘wider’ purpose of 

preserving ‘the right of every individual to participate in Athletics as a sport, without 

unlawful discrimination of any kind undertaken in the spirit of friendship, solidarity and 

fair play’ (Clause 4(j), IAAF Constitution 2019). The references to protecting rights to 

participate, ensuring non-discrimination, solidarity and friendship all seem to 

demonstrate the intention was to emphasis aspects such as respect for equality, 

empathy for others and the value of participating with maximum dedication (rather 

than participating to win).  

 

Do the Regulations further the IAAF’s constitutional purpose of ensuring ‘fair play’  

Having articulated a conception of what the IAAF means by fair play, the question 

becomes to what extent the Regulations help ensuring athletics is undertaken in the 

spirit of fair play. To answer this, it is necessary to consider in more detail the notion 

of ‘fair competition’ in sport and the extent to which the Regulations seem to align with 

this concept before then considering how this resonates with the core aspects of fair 

play.  

 

Fair Competition and the meaning of equality of opportunity in sport 

As a meritocracy, sport measures and ranks performance in order to distribute its 

‘rewards’. Such measuring and ranking rely on inequality in the demonstration of the 

attributes that are relevant and valued in contributing towards the performance. 

Loland summarizes this as ranking by reference to ‘relevant inequalities.178 For 

example, in swimming, technique, stamina, determination, speed and power may all 

be attributes that are relevant and valued in contributing to the performance, but if 

 

178 Loland, 2002, p. 43. 
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there was absolute equality in these basic attributes then it would be difficult to 

differentiate between the performances. Accordingly, such ‘valued’ inequalities (and 

the performance advantages they give) are accepted as ‘fair’ and those that are not so 

valued are deemed unfair and, as a consequence, need regulating and compensating 

for.  Exactly what inequalities are valued (and which need to be compensated for) will 

differ from sport to sport. Consequently, it is suggested that ensuring ‘fair competition’ 

is about regulating to compensate, in some way, for those inequalities that are 

unvalued. However, it is also argued that determining which inequalities are unvalued 

(and ‘unfair’) should not be a completely subjective or an arbitrary exercise. Rationally, 

the existing values of a sport and the general norms of fair play provide an existing 

framework from which the valuing of inequalities can be considered, objectively, more 

or less rational. For example, it may not be very rational or objectively fair to 

compensate for one genetic inequality that influences performance if other known 

genetic inequalities that influence performance to a similar extent are not 

compensated for.  There is a clear danger of contradiction about what is valued and, 

therefore, a failure to treat like cases alike, the fundamental basis of any objective 

understanding of fairness.    

Rawls’ basic ideas about fair and just distribution amongst a society179 will be relied on 

here as they build on what has been already said about the nature of sport as a co-

operative activity that necessarily embraces fairness, justice and equality. He argues 

that a fair and just system for allocating rights and the distribution of rewards should 

be determined by those who make up the society. To do so, Rawls suggests a 

hypothetical ‘original position’ where free, rational and equal individuals would 

determine what justice looks like.  Those in the original position would select how to 

determine rights and duties and on what basis resources would be allocated.180 In order 

to ensure against self-interest, those in the original position would have no knowledge 

of any inherent advantages that were likely to increase an individual’s share of the 

resource (such as her natural abilities or assets).181  On this basis, an agreement would 

 

179 Rawls, 1971. 
180 Rawls, 1971, pp. 11-12. Rawls described those asked to determine the rules for distribution as being in 
the ‘original position’ and that term will be used in this thesis in the same sense.  
181 Rawls describes this as being ‘behind the veil of ignorance’ (Rawls, 1971, pp.136-137).  
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be reached about the way to distribute the resource that was based on a just reward 

for the effort put in and respected the equal opportunity each individual has to benefit 

from the resource and the legitimate expectations thereby created.182 If such ideals are 

applied to sport, then the constitutive rules of any sport should be based on what 

participants in Rawls’ ‘original position’ would rationally agree on as a fair and just 

means to distribute the sporting rewards.183 In other words, what constitutes valued 

inequalities and the rules that define how to ‘fairly’ distribute rewards accordingly (i.e. 

how to ‘win’) would need to be those rationally agreed upon by participants without 

knowledge of the level of their own or other’s inherent abilities. 

Where the inequality is clearly of no value, like the swimming suit example, it poses 

little difficulty; in such a ‘soft’ case all those in the original position would likely agree 

that rewards should not be influenced by who has the best swimsuit. Consequently, all 

would rationally agree that regulation is required to prevent, or compensate for, such 

an advantage.  

A more difficult case is presented by endogenous testosterone and athletics. If we 

apply Rawls’ original position, then it seems very likely that the just and fair distribution 

of rewards would be based primarily on ranking how well participants display naturally 

produced athletic attributes such as speed, power, stamina and spatial awareness; 

these being the primary attributes (the relevant inequalities) that the sport of athletics 

has always valued and measured. However, the effect of the Regulations seems to be 

to mark the demonstration of these attributes as unfair simply because they are 

derived from a particular, inherent, genetic pre-disposition. On the face of it, it seems 

that the very inequalities that are valued and measured (natural athletic performance) 

also appear irrelevant and unvalued at the same time. It also seems that inherent 

abilities, about which those in the original position would not know, are being 

compensated for.  

 

182 This seems implicit in what Rawls says about fair equality of opportunity (Rawls, 1971, p. 84) 
183 To be clear, what those in the original position ‘would rationally agree on’ is taken to align with Loland’s 
justification for accepting any social norms; that norms should be chosen that cannot be reasonably 
rejected as forming the basis for unforced, informed general agreement (Loland, 2002, p. 38).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
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Rawls does allow those in the original position to have knowledge of some general facts 

about the world and ‘human society’,184 so it might be argued that any just and fair 

distribution of rewards would take into account the reality that science and society 

recognizes the distinction between men and women and that men have a physiological 

and athletic advantage over women. The consequent result being that segregation into 

male and female categories was a necessary starting point for distribution of sporting 

rewards. Although such an argument might seem initially compelling (since it reflects 

commonly held views about sexual status and expectations about how sport is typically 

administered) it seems to ignore the general fact that there are individuals who have 

DSDs.185  Such a perspective, therefore, seems contradictory; it accepts as relevant the 

fact that there are men and women and yet not that there are some individuals who 

are ‘other’.  As already suggested,186 viewing sexual status in a binary way reflects an 

imperfect model of reality and, as such, it is not clear why it should be accepted as a 

relevant general fact that those in the original position should have knowledge of.  A 

binary model might be a useful one to adopt to ensure fair and just distribution, but it 

should not be a pre-condition to it.  

It should also be pointed out that once there is recognition of the existence individuals 

with DSDs and of their equal moral worth, then it follows that such individuals would 

form part of the participants in Rawls’ original position. Consequently, it seems unlikely 

that a just distribution of sporting rewards could be predicated on a binary model of 

sexual status that marginalizes their interests. In short, it is putting the cart before the 

horses to suggest that those in the original position would first accept the need for a 

male and female category in athletics. 

To reiterate, the argument being advocated is not that a binary classification system 

should necessarily be rejected, since it may be perfectly rational and justifiable to apply 

it to athletics as a means of achieving fairness. However, it should be recognized as a 

means to an end and not accepted as a non-negotiable pre-condition before the rules 

for just distribution of rewards are made. This should be true of any sport.   

 

184 Rawls, 1971, p. 137-138. 
185 And do not, therefore, fit easily within a binary classification system.  
186 See p. 13. 
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If we consider fair equality of opportunity in sport from a perspective unclouded by a 

requirement to fit within a binary model of sexual status, then we are able to see a 

more fundamental question about which inequalities are fair or unfair. In this vein, 

Loland has suggested distinguishing between ‘dynamic inequalities’ and ‘stable 

inequalities’.187 Dynamic inequalities are those that can be influenced by the 

participants after the rules for distribution have been agreed and would include the 

natural athletic attributes referred to above188 and, perhaps, also such performance 

influencing factors such strategy, psychology, technique and diet. As, in theory, these 

are factors within the control of all participants, they do not need compensating for. 

By contrast, stable inequalities are inherent and cannot be influenced subsequently 

(such as genetic predispositions). Such stable inequalities may need compensating for 

if, as Loland puts it, they ‘significantly’ influence the distribution of the sporting 

rewards. It has been argued that this is necessary to ensure that those with similar 

talents have an equal opportunity of reward.189   

It seems that what is being advocating is that those in Rawls’ original position would 

agree that, whilst the genetic lottery should have some influence in the distribution of 

sporting rewards, its role should not be too influential. Therefore, if any genetic pre-

disposition creates too great a performance advantage, then the means of distribution 

needs to take this into account. It is possible that the stable inequality might be one 

that provides an advantage across all sports or one that is sport specific190  but it is 

important to stress that the emphasis is on the magnitude of the performance 

advantage being too great in any particular sport, not on the specific genetic origin of 

the advantage, which on its own appears irrelevant.  

Of course, there would need to be an agreement about what constitutes ‘significant’ 

influence or what constitutes ‘too great’ a performance advantage. Accordingly, if 

those in the ‘original position’ are to agree to compensate for a stable inequality then 

they need to have sufficient information about the actual magnitude of advantage 

 

187 Loland, 2020, p. 588 
188 i.e. strength, speed, power, stamina and special awareness which can be improved through training. 
189 For example, see Anderson & Knox (Anderson and Knox, 2020, p. 595) 
190 Camporesi, 2019, p. 702 
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provided and also something objective to compare it against.191 Most obviously this 

might be another, similar stable inequality that is valued and not compensated for or, 

possibly, a similar inequality that is. Either way, it is suggested that it should have some 

reference to an existing value or norm of the sport.   

Consequently, it is argued that if a genetic pre-disposition is to be compensated for, 

then to comply with the principle of fair equality of opportunity (in the ‘non-binary’ 

Rawlsian sense outlined above), both the actual magnitude of performance advantage 

and the relative magnitude of performance advantage (when compared against the 

advantage provided by other genetic pre-dispositions) needs to be known. 

Furthermore, if minimizing the effect of the genetic lottery provides a justification for 

compensating for genetic pre-dispositions, then it is arguable that all genetic pre-

dispositions which provide an advantage of similar scale need compensating for as do 

combinations of genetic pre-dispositions.192  To compensate for one genetic pre-

disposition but not another that provides a similar scale of advantage would seem to 

be contradictory and represent an arbitrary choice. Very simply, without such 

comparison it is very difficult to conclude rationally that like cases are being treated 

alike.   

The issue of the magnitude of the advantage that testosterone produces will be 

returned to, but for now it is important to recognise that the IAAF do not appear to 

have considered (or investigated) evidence about the comparative advantage 

produced by having higher levels of testosterone as against any other genetic factors 

or combinations of them.193 In this context one only has to consider Usain Bolt as a case 

that underlines the potential inconsistency. Both Semenya and Bolt dominated their 

respective athletic events for a substantial period of recent history, yet only in 

Semenya’s case has there been concern expressed about the genetic factors that 

 

191 This is a similar idea to Rawls’ argument concerning the nature of ‘perfect’ procedural justice, where 
he argues that there is a fundamental requirement for an ‘independent criterion’ for what constitutes a 
fair division (Rawls, 1971, p. 85). 
192 If the argument is based on the existence of a genetic lottery, then there it is conceivable that someone 
might win the lottery by having several different advantageous genetic pre-dispositions and there seems 
no reason why this would not also be within the ‘sights’ of those in the original position.  
193 Seemingly a point confirmed by Dr Bermon in Semenya, para. 346. 
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underpin her athletic performance. Whilst dynamic factors194 were, of course, part of 

Usain Bolt’s success, it would be difficult to maintain that his recent domination of 

sprinting was not due, in part, to natural genetic pre-dispositions (i.e., stable 

inequalities) he enjoys. It has been suggested that Bolt, like many other top sprinters, 

has the ‘sprinting gene’, meaning he may have particularly fast-twitch muscle 

reflexes and longer muscle fibers than most. In Semenya, Dr Williams suggested that 

‘ACTN3’gene was so important in events like sprinting that it would be impossible to 

compete without it.195 Unlike a lot of sprinters, however, Bolt is 6ft 5 inches tall.196 A 

combination of these genetic advantages almost certainly contributed to what makes 

him especially adept at sprinting. Yet there appears to have been no consideration of 

whether he had an unfair advantage from one, or indeed, a combination of these 

genetic factors or the size of advantage that such genetic factors might 

create.  Furthermore, no compensatory regulations seem to be in place for dealing with 

other genetic pre-dispositions that are known to provide significant physiological and 

performance advantages, such as a defective EPOR gene.197 

Bolt’s success seems to be ascribed to ‘talent’, with the incumbent suggestion of a 

‘positive’ and fair advantage, whilst Ms Semenya’s advantage is labelled unfair, yet it is 

difficult to see how those in the original position, at least on the argument put forward 

above, would agree that one genetic pre-disposition (or a combination of them) is valid 

and one not without comparison between the magnitude of performance advantage 

provided by each.  

It is worth noting the submissions of Prof. Tucker in Semenya which analysed the 

margins of victory in various Olympic and World Championship track finals from 1983 

– 2017. He found that the average margin between first and second place was between 

0.57% and 0.60%.  Six athletes were identified as having margins of victory large 

enough to be considered ‘outliers’, these included Usain Bolt (2.9%-3.42% margin of 

 

194 For example, factors such as dedication and training. 
195 Semenya, para. 149. 
196 Thomas, 2016, <https://www.telegraph.co.uk/usain-bolt-worlds-fastest-man/0/built-for-speed-what-
makes-usain-bolt-so-fast/> Accessed 2/6/2019. 
197  A mutation in the EPOR gene can lead to a 30% increase in haemoglobin levels (Dr Williams in Semenya, 
para. 147). This is the condition that affected Finish cross-country skier Eero Mäntyranta and helped him 
win several Olympic medals. 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/usain-bolt-worlds-fastest-man/0/built-for-speed-what-makes-usain-bolt-so-fast/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/usain-bolt-worlds-fastest-man/0/built-for-speed-what-makes-usain-bolt-so-fast/
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victory in the 200m), Genezebe Debaba (2.6% in the 1500m), Michael Johnson (2.57% 

in the 400m) and Alison Felix (2.43% in the 200m) but not Ms Semenya, whose average 

margin of victory was only 1%.198 

Accordingly, without considering the influence of other genetic pre-dispositions as a 

basis for making an objective judgment about what is a fair advantage (or at least 

having some objective reference point for saying the advantage provided to athletes 

with relevant DSDs is too large), there would appear to be a dissonance between the 

Rawlsian sense of equal of opportunity that the notion of fair play seems to suggest 

and the sense of fair competition and equality of opportunity that the Regulations 

actually seem to embrace.  

Furthermore, if what really matters is the relative magnitude of performance 

advantage, then it might be argued that any secondary factor (whether genetic or 

environmental), that results in too great a performance advantage needs 

compensating for. After all the unequal impact of access to resources, coaching, diet 

etc. are unarguably factors that impact athletic performance, yet are ones that do not 

appear to be compensated for in the distribution of rewards.199  The theoretical 

distinction between genetic and environmental (or stable and dynamic) factors has 

already been outlined, but it is hard to see the practical difference between someone 

who gains an advantage due to a genetic factor and one who gains a similar advantage 

due to the fact they have had long-term access to the best diet, coaching and resources; 

both may have won the lottery.    

Of course, even if the non-binary understanding of Rawlsian equality of opportunity 

advocated above is accepted, then the potential inconsistency of the Regulations might 

still be justified. For example, it might be pointed out that rationality has practical limits 

where resources are limited.200 An organization like the IAAF does not have the time or 

resources to consider the relative advantage provided by testosterone against other 

genetic or environmental factors; testosterone is the only ‘apparent’ problem so it 

should be dealt with. However, it is suggested that such an argument still requires a 

 

198 Semenya, para. 274. 
199 Krech, 2019, p. 69-70. 
200 The idea of ‘bounded rationality’.  
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rational justification of the belief that testosterone is the only apparent problem. It still 

requires sufficient certainty about the magnitude of performance advantage that 

endogenous testosterone produces and that the advantage is so large that those in the 

original position would have to agree it should be compensated for. The fundamental 

problem remains the same; a rational determination of what factors are fair or unfair 

necessarily requires some objective reference point against which performance 

advantages can be compared, even if it is not the impact of other genetic pre-

dispositions but by reference to something like historic margins of victory.   

In summary, the writers view is that binary segregation by sex is not a pre-condition of 

sporting fairness, and as such it is argued that the Regulations can only be justified as 

contributing towards fair competition (and therefore furthering the aim of fair play) if 

there is sufficiently clear evidence about both the actual magnitude of advantage that 

endogenous testosterone provides to those individuals with relevant DSDs and that such 

advantage is relatively too large by reference to some objective measure.  

If one rejects the argument put forward above (and is wedded to binary segregation as 

a precondition to the distribution of sporting rewards), it is still argued that those in 

Rawls’ original position cannot ignore the reality that some individuals do have a DSD.  

Therefore, a decision about whether to compensate for any performance advantages 

associated with DSDs still requires sufficiently compelling evidence that those 

individuals have the same advantage as typical males or have a disproportionately large 

advantage compared to some objective reference point (such as other genetic 

advantages enjoyed by other females or margins of victory). Either way, it is argued that 

any rational justification for the Regulations as furthering fair play requires sufficient 

clarity of evidence about the magnitude of performance advantage.  

Evidence about the magnitude of advantage that testosterone provides  

The IAAF’s primary evidence concerning the quantification of performance advantage 

provided to athletes with relevant DSDs are found in three papers. One is a paper by 

Handelsman, which reviews previous studies on the effects of endogenous 

testosterone.201 The second and third are the Bermon Studies which use performance 

 

201 Handelsman et al., 2018. 
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data from the Daegu and Moscow IAAF World Championships together with the 

medical records of the athletes participating to provide a relational analysis of ‘free’ 

testosterone levels and athletic performance.202 All the papers have been subjected to 

significant criticism. Indeed, the 2018 Bermon study was actually published in response 

to criticism of the 2017 study and to account for various, acknowledged, problems with 

the underlying data.203 However, the 2018 study did not alleviate all concerns and there 

are still those that argue the central planks of the IAAF’s evidence are scientifically 

flawed, both in terms of what they are capable of showing (only correlation not cause) 

and in terms of the methodology lacking the level of integrity required of a scientific 

study.204 Such views were re-iterated and expanded on in Semenya.  

Due to their importance as a basis for the IAAF’s belief that the Regulations were a 

necessary means to further fair competition, it is important to provide an overview of 

key criticisms.  

 

The Handelsman paper 

Perhaps the most important is the fact that the Handelsman paper provides very little 

empirical evidence about the actual performance advantage that testosterone gives 

athletes with relevant DSDs205 and, instead, relies on the theory that endogenous 

testosterone would work in exactly the same way in individuals with relevant DSDs as 

it does in typical men so that those who have been exposed to ‘male’ levels of 

testosterone since puberty have the exactly the same physiological advantages that 

typical males have over those the IAAF sees as athletic females. The importance of this 

assumption to the IAAF’s position is made clear in Semenya by repeated suggestions 

 

202 That these form the primary evidence of performance advantage is clear from DSD Regulations 
themselves (DSD Regulations, 2019, p. 1) and from the evidence given in Semenya. 
203 For example, see Pielke et al., 2019, pp. 3-6.  
204 For example, Franklin et al., 2018; Karkazis et al., 2017, pp. 126-127; Pielke et al., 2019, pp. 7-8. 
205 The only studies that seem to refer directly to athletic performance of athletes with relevant DSDs are  
the Bermon Studies, which, as will be discussed, demonstrate, at best, a small (2-3%) performance 
advantage in a handful of events and another paper by Bermond (Bermond, 2017 (2)), which suggested 
an average 5.7 % decrease in performance of elite athletes with relevant DSDs who had been required to 
undertake testosterone suppression treatment (although the study related to only three athletes one of 
whom (that can only be Caster Semenya) is highlighted as an example of the effects of suppression 
medication on performance in competition).  A lack of direct evidence on this point was highlighted by 
Prof Bohning in Semenya (Semenya, para. 171). 
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that those with relevant DSDs (other than, perhaps, PAIS) are ‘biologically identical’ to 

men ‘in all relevant respects’.206 The paper also assumes that the physiological 

advantages enjoyed by athletes with relevant DSDs translates directly into the 10-12% 

‘male’ performance advantage so that the performance advantages enjoyed are 

‘indistinguishable from the advantages derived by male athletes’.207 

In Semenya Prof. Handelsman referred to the ‘striking correlation’ between rising 

testosterone in males after puberty and increased athletic performance when 

compared to females. In his view the only plausible explanation is that one is the cause 

of the other or there is another unknown variable that causes both.208  Yet this seems 

to ignore the possibility of another variable contributing alongside testosterone to 

produce the male performance advantage and in doing so seems to imply that 

testosterone is the cause (despite acknowledging that it is not).  That the impact of 

another variable has been discounted without further research seems rationally 

questionable for a number of reasons.  

First, in one study relied on in the Handelsman paper (and in Semenya), there is 

evidence of a positive correlation between another androgen (DHT) and athletic 

performance (Eklund et al., 2017).209 A possible role for DHT in contributing to 

physiological advantages has also been observed in four other studies (Prof. Hackney, 

Semenya).210 Indeed DHT was described as a ‘more potent’ metabolite of testosterone 

in the Handelsman paper.211 The possible role of DHT was also raised in Semenya by 

Professors Holt, Gomez-Lobo, Dr Williams and Prof. Dave. Although there is clearly 

limited empirical research on the role of DHT in athletic performance advantage (as 

seemingly there is with testosterone), there appears to be some evidence which 

suggests a degree of influence alongside testosterone and, as such, seems a factor 

which, rationally, needs further explanation. DHT, after all, is clearly a hormone that 

the IAAF recognizes as having performance enhancing capabilities since it is designated 

 

206 Semenya, para. 289 
207 Semenya, para. 296. 
208 Semenya, para. 357. 
209 A study which did identified no positive correlation between levels of testosterone and athletic 
performance.  
210 Semenya, para. 166. 
211 Handelsman et al., 2018, p. 4 
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as a prohibitive substance on the WADA list.212 Furthermore, it was suggested in 

Semenya (Professor Holt, Dr Gomez-Lobo, Professor Hackney, and Prof. Dave) that one 

reason why fully androgen sensitive women with relevant DSDs are not   ‘biologically 

identical in all relevant respects’213 to males was that women with some relevant DSDs 

cannot convert testosterone to DHT, a point acknowledged by professor 

Handelsman.214  Accordingly, the possibility that some other factor, such as DHT, may 

contribute to the male athletic advantage seems plausible. Nor is DHT the only 

possibility. For example, suggestions were also made about roles of other biological 

factors such as growth hormone and the Y chromosome itself. What is, arguably, 

significant is that, in Semenya, Prof. Handelsman pointed out that there was very little 

evidence to support speculative theories about the role of growth hormone or the Y 

chromosome, but no such response was made in relation to DHT.  

Second, the assumption that endogenous testosterone has the same androgenizing 

effect in all legal females with a relevant DSD and the consequential assumption that it 

has the same effect in individuals with different DSDs seems at least questionable in 

light of existence of PAIS215 and the suggestions of the variable impact of particular 

DSDs on particular individuals.  This was a point emphasized by Dr Gomez-Lobo who 

stated that androgens are unlikely to have the same virilising effect in those with DSDs 

as they do in males or transgender women and nor are they likely to have the same 

effect in individuals with the same DSD.216 Whilst the individualized effect of  PAIS is 

recognized in the Handelsman Paper217 and identified as a difficulty, it does not 

acknowledge Dr Gomez-Lobo’s point that this individualized effect may well be present 

in relation to other complex DSD conditions such as 5-ARD, which can result in a 

‘significant difference in phenotype’ between individuals.218 This was not a point 

addressed by Professor Handelsman in his paper or in evidence before the CAS.  

 

212  WADA, prohibited list, p. 5 <2021list_en.pdf (wada-ama.org)> Accessed 26/07/2021.  
213 Semenya, para. 289. 
214 In fact, Dr Gomez-Lobo highlighted that one way of testing for 5-ARD (one of the relevant DSDs and 
the one that Miss Semenya has) is measuring the ratio of testosterone to DHT (Semenya, para. 180).  
215 PAIS refers to ‘partial androgen insensitivity syndrome’ and is a condition where the androgen 
receptors can make use of some circulating androgens, but not all.  
216 Semenya, paras.179-183. 
217 Handelsman, 2018, p. 11. 
218 Semenya, paras.185. 

https://www.wada-ama.org/sites/default/files/resources/files/2021list_en.pdf
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Third, the possibility of a factor other than testosterone contributing to the male 

advantage seems reinforced by the (limited) extent of the IAAF’s evidence on the actual 

performance advantage afforded by testosterone, since it does not suggest that 

athletes with relevant DSDs actually benefit from the 10-12% ‘male’ advantage. At their 

highest, the results from the Bermon studies suggested a performance advantage of 

between 2-3% in only a handful of events. The reason for this discrepancy was 

explained in the Bermon 2018 as being due to the design of the paper;219 all the study 

could do was to provide a basis from which to make an inference that some athletes 

with DSDs and typically male levels of testosterone have more like a 10-12% advantage. 

The Bermon 2018 paper went on to suggest that the 10-12% performance advantage 

would be ‘established’ by the Handelsman paper.220 However, the Handelsman paper, 

as discussed above, does not seem to do this; the only evidence of actual athletic 

performance advantage in androgen sensitive women with high levels of testosterone 

is provided by the Bermon studies and an additional study by Dr Bermon of athletes 

whose testosterone levels were suppressed by medication (Bermon, 2017 (2));  a study 

which Professor Bohning pointed out had a ‘statistically insignificant’ sample size and 

lacked a control group.221  

Nor does the historic evidence about Ms Semenya’s typical margin of victory suggest 

that she actually enjoys an advantage of 10-12%.  Although Prof. Handelsman did not 

deal with this point directly in Semenya, the IAAF suggested that the only reason that 

a DSD athlete has not run male times is because they have not been ‘good’ enough,222 

whilst Dr Bermon seems to have inferred that they might run deliberately slowly.223 

However, a view which suggests athletes with DSDs can run 10-12% faster if they are 

‘good’, seems to accept the very premise that ought to be proved with evidence (i.e. 

that they do). Furthermore, it seems to place the risk of any uncertainty in the science 

 

219 Since the study compared tertiles and did not focus on the advantage of ‘outlying’ athletes with male 
levels of circulating testosterone, it would not have been expected to demonstrate a 10-12% advantage 
(Bermon et al., 2018, p. 1532).  
220 Bermon et al., 2018, p. 1532. 
221 The lack of control group meant that it could not discount for the impact of other variables including 
the side effects of the medication (which, as mentioned already was acknowledged by the IAAF’s medical 
experts as being something that would be subject dependent) (Professor Bohning, Semenya, para. 171). 
222 Semenya, para. 289. 
223 The was seemingly alleged by Ms Semenya (Semenya, para. 19). 
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on the individual athlete224 and require the athlete prove that they can’t run 10-12% 

faster. 

Fourth, the Bermon studies suggests that there is no positive correlation between 

testosterone and performance in men. If the Handelsman paper is correct and 

testosterone works in the same way in athletes with relevant DSDs as it does in men 

and there are large differences in testosterone levels in men,225 then that there are no 

observed performance advantages in male athletics seems to raise the possibility of a 

contradiction.   

There are other criticisms about the methodology of the Handelsman paper, including 

failing to consider papers that showed no correlation between testosterone and 

ergogenic/athletic performance.  There have also been concerns expressed about the 

independence of the author as a paid consultant to the IAAF and as a result of the draft 

version of the paper acknowledging input from the IAAF’s legal representatives.226  

 

The Bermon studies 

As the only sizeable study on the relationship between endogenous testosterone and 

actual athletic performance in female athletes, the Bermon studies are central to the 

evidence presented about the magnitude of advantage. The Bermon studies are 

observational studies considering the correlation of performance between three 

categories of athlete for each athletic event; those with the highest and lowest levels 

of testosterone and those with average levels.227  

Taken at face value, the 2018 Bermon paper suggests that there was a positive 

correlation between testosterone levels in female and athletic performance in four 

events; the 400m (2.1% increased performance between lowest and highest tertile), 

400 m hurdles (2.9%), 800 m (2.1%) and the hammer throw (7.35%).228 The 2017 paper 

 

224 A point also recognised by Krech (Krech, 2019, p. 71) 
225 The Handelsman paper recognises the normal male range of testosterone as being between 7.7 and 
29.4 nmol/L (Handelsman et al., 2018). 
226 An observation made by Prof. Pielke (Semenya, para. 134). 
227 The focus of the analysis being on the performance of those in the highest and lowest ‘tertiles’. 
228 Bermon, 2018, p. 1531. 
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also identified the Pole Vault (2.9%).229 However, the studies also suggest that there 

were several events in which there was zero advantage for athletes in the highest 

tertile over those in the lowest, and even some which suggested a negative correlation 

(i.e. where higher testosterone appeared to be a disadvantage).230  

Despite the acknowledgement in Bermon 2018 of some 220 data errors in the earlier 

paper231 and the revisions made, there remain some significant criticisms of the 

conclusions and the underlying data. In particular, Pielke et al. sought to recreate the 

analysis of Bermon 2018 having removed the 220 problematic data points, and 

observed that the corrected data suggests: (1) that the low tertile of athletes was faster 

in more events than the high tertile (6 of 11) (2) in relation to the events covered by 

the DSD regulations, only one event met the study’s own threshold for statistical 

significance; (3) the performance advantage decreased for three of the 4 events 

covered by the DSD Regulations (400m from 2.1% to 1.5%; 800m from 2.1% to 1.6%, 

1500m from 0.8% to 0.5%) with only the 400m hurdles being revised upwards (2.9% to 

3.1%) (4) in the 100m, the advantage of the low tertile of athletes was greater than any 

other of the observed advantages in the track events (3.4%).232  Furthermore, the 

Pielke study thought it likely that were additional errors in the underlying data (Pielke 

et al., 2019) a view that was re-asserted in Semenya when further data was provided.233 

Professor Bohning also sought to use the underlying data to conduct both a re-creation 

of the correlation analysis and a regression analysis. His results suggested, at best, a 

borderline statistical significance in three events (400m hurdles, 800m and the hammer 

throw) which suggested a ‘very minor’ correlation between testosterone and 

performance.234   

Accordingly, at best, the Bermon studies suggest a possible average advantage in the 

region of 2.1%-2.9% in 4 of the 5 events currently regulated. If Pielke et al are correct, 

 

229 Bermon and Garnier, 2017, p. 3. 
230 For examples see Bermon and Garnier, 2017, p. 4. 
231 Representing an error rate of almost a third for some events (Pielke et al., 2019, p. 5).  
232 Pielke et al., 2019, pp. 6-7. 
233 Professor Pielke thought once this data was corrected the average performance advantage in the 800m 
reduced from 1.7% to 1.2% (Semenya, para. 136). 
234 Semenya, para. 176. 
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then the possible average advantage is in the range of 1.5%-2.1% for events other than 

the 400m hurdles (3.1%).  

As alluded to, one important question raised by the Bermon studies relates to the 

impact of testosterone levels on male performance. The study concluded that there is 

no positive correlation between testosterone and performance advantage in elite male 

athletes across any events.235 Since any justification for the magnitude of performance 

advantage being greater than that suggested by the Bermon studies is largely based on 

the observance of a dose response relationship between testosterone and increased 

physiological advantages it creates in men,236 the fact Bermon 2017 suggests no 

correlation between increased testosterone and athletic performance in men seems 

extremely surprising. Given the large variation in average male testosterone levels (7.7 

nmol/L – 29.4 nmol/L),237 we might expect some positive correlation, particularly in 

events where the physiological advantages suggested in the Handelsman paper may 

be most useful. Alternatively, we may have expected some observations about the 

number of athletes with higher testosterone in certain events since such observations 

are made in relation to athletes with relevant DSDs in the Explanatory Notes and in 

Semenya.238 No explanation seems to have been given for this. Perhaps male athletes 

with high levels of testosterone were also not ‘good’ enough. At the very least, from a 

rational perspective, we might expect that further research would be seen as necessary 

to justify a conclusion that testosterone is the only relevant factor in male performance 

advantage. However, this does not appear to have happened.  

There is also strong criticism of the methodology and robustness of the Bermon 

studies, including criticisms about the choice and use of tertiles being statistically 

inappropriate,239 the inability of other scientists to reproduce and test the results due 

problems of accessing the data.240  There was criticism of the lack of uniformity in the 

 

235 Bermon and Garnier, 2017, p. 6 
236 Auchus, 2018, p. 131; Handelsman et al., 2018, p.15. 
237 Handelsman et al., 2018. 
238 For example, see Explanatory Notes, p. 3. 
239 Franklin et al., 2018; Menier, 2018. In Semenya, Prof. Holt and Prof. Bohning also criticised the 
statistical analysis in Semenya. 
240 Pielke et al., 2019. In fact, it seems that when the IAAF did provide more of the underlying data in the 
context of Semenya, professor Pielke was unable to reproduce almost one third of the results (Semenya, 
at para. 137). 
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sampling procedure given the number of variables (such as time of day when samples 

were taken) that can influence levels.241 From an ethical perspective, there was also 

concern about whether athletes had given effective consent for the use of their data 

in the study242 and also about the independence of Dr Bermon, who acknowledged a 

conflict of interest given his employment with the IAAF243 and his involvement in the 

development of the Regulations.244 

Although several of the responses that were given to these criticisms in Semenya seem 

to demonstrate acceptably rational choices in the design and implementation of the 

study (for example the choice to measure free testosterone), there are some responses 

that seem less convincing. In particular, the suggestion that variation in individual 

testosterone levels due to the time when a sample was taken would have had negligible 

impact, without evidence to support this beyond an assertion that it would even itself 

out. The problems associated with data not being available to other scientists, an 

inability for other scientists to recreate the results and the ethical concerns about 

consent also seem to linger.  

From the perspective of someone who does not have scientific expertise it is difficult 

to reach conclusions about which of the experts’ views are to be preferred on several 

matters, however it would seem to this non-expert writer that the responses to the 

criticisms are often no more rationally justifiable than the criticisms themselves; which 

perhaps just highlights the uncertainty of the current science.  

 

Magnitude of advantage - summary 

There seems to be a strong and relatively undisputed scientific basis for believing that 

testosterone plays a significant role, through and after puberty, in physiological 

development and the performance ‘advantages’ that typical men have over typical 

women. By contrast, it is argued there still appears to be a significant degree of 

 

241 Prof. Dave (Semenya, para. 247-248). 
242 Prof. Blockman, Semenya. This point will be picked up when considering the consequences of the 
Regulations on Human Rights (Semenya, para. 243). 
243 As director of its science and health department. 
244 Semenya, para 346.  
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scientific uncertainty surrounding the quantification of performance advantage 

enjoyed by legal females with relevant DSDs.   In particular, there appears to be 

significant differences in expert opinion about whether endogenous testosterone 

impacts the physiological development of women with relevant DSDs differently to 

typical men, how increased testosterone might impact individual with DSDs differently, 

whether DHT might play a role in performance advantage and whether and how any 

resultant physiological advantages actually influence athletic performance in both men 

and women.  

Professor Handelsman rightly pointed out in Semenya that necessary evidence might 

be virtually impossible to obtain as it would require administering large doses of 

testosterone to elite athletes. However, it does not follow that such evidence that 

there is becomes a conclusive or sufficient reason to justify a belief that the Regulations 

would achieve fair competition. The magnitude of performance advantage which 

elevated levels of testosterone actually provide athletes with relevant DSDs seems very 

much an issue on which opinions may (and do) legitimately differ in absence of better 

evidence.245 The question is where scientific opinions may legitimately differ, does this 

provide a justifiable basis for believing the Regulations will ensure equality of sporting 

opportunity? One view (seemingly held by the IAAF) is that it does. The opposing view 

is that such a belief involves ignoring conventional scientific norms relating to 

integrity.246  

It was the paucity of scientific evidence concerning the magnitude of actual 

performance advantage that caused the Hyperandrogenism Regulations to be 

suspended in Chand and yet that uncertainty does not seem to have gone away.247 The 

Handelsman paper still does not demonstrate that athletes with relevant DSDs have 

the same advantage as typical men, just theorizes that they do. The Bermon papers do 

 

245 A point that the CAS panel also recognizes (Semenya, para. 469). 
246 Pielke et al., 2019, pp. 7-9 
247 In fact, the CAS panel in Semenya recognized that the evidence on the magnitude of advantage is still 
relatively weak (Semenya, para. 582). 
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not demonstrate this either, nor do they demonstrate that the magnitude of advantage 

is disproportionately large.248  

That the DSD Regulations were introduced despite these underlying evidential 

problems perhaps explains why the choice of events to which they apply seems to have 

little rational basis. For example, given the evidence of performance advantage 

provided by the Bermon studies, the Regulations seem to both regulate events that 

showed no statistically significant performance advantage (1500m, 1 mile) and yet do 

not regulate events that do (pole vault, hammer throw). There is little explanation for 

this in the DSD Regulations or the Explanatory Notes other than observations about the 

over-representation of athletes with relevant DSDs in the regulated events. The issue 

was touched on in Semenya, where appeal was made to the idea that DSD athletes are 

likely to benefit from bigger performance advantages in some events because of the 

nature of those events (the combination of attributes is such that they utilize the 

physiological advantages that increased testosterone may give).249 For example, Dr 

Bermon explained why testosterone is unlikely to provide an advantage in long 

distance running, due to the contrary effect of increased body mass.250 However,  such 

reasoning does not explain why power events such as the sprints, jumping and 

throwing are not included when the benefits in muscle size and strength would not be 

removed. The exclusion of the hammer and the pole vault seems particularly 

contradictory given the suggestion in Bermon 2017 that those events rely the most on 

spatial awareness and that androgens may also play a role in spatial awareness (as well 

as power), indicating an even greater role for testosterone influencing the performance 

advantage in such events.251 Accordingly, the Regulations neither apply to all events 

where the male physiological advantage would, theoretically, seem likely to provide a 

significant advantage nor only to the events where there is some empirical evidence of 

actual performance advantage. Given these observations it is hard to see any kind of 

 

248 As argued already, even if fairness in athletics is built upon a binary segregation as a pre-condition, 
then there still needs to be evidence that athletes with relevant DSDs have the same advantage as men 
or that the advantage they do enjoy is disproportionately large when considered against some objective 
measure such as another genetic pre-disposition (that is valued and permitted) or by reference to margins 
of victory. 
249 IAAF submissions in Semenya, Semenya, para. 301. 
250 Semenya, para. 339. 
251 Bermon 2017, p. 5 
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objective or rational basis for selecting the events in which the advantage of 

endogenous testosterone is or is not compensated for. 

The IAAF refers to a ‘very broad’ scientific consensus252 but for reasons highlighted 

above, that would seem to somewhat overstate the position. Given the gaps and 

inconsistencies within the scientific evidence on which the IAAF relies, some doubt 

must be cast on the IAAFs belief that the Regulations can rationally further the goal of 

ensuring equality of opportunity or its constitutional purpose of ensuring fair play.  

 

Relative magnitude of performance advantage 

As already suggested, if there is an absence of evidence that athletes with relevant 

DSDs actually do have the same advantage as typical men (10-12%), then it still seems 

possible that the Regulations could be justified if the size of advantage actually enjoyed 

is disproportionately large.  

Accordingly, even if the evidence provided by the Bermon studies is accepted, then it 

remains to be shown that the suggested 2.1-2.9% advantage is too large, which, it has 

been argued, requires a comparison against some objective measure. The most rational 

comparison would be against other ‘stable’ genetic factors that influence performance, 

but which are valued and deemed ‘acceptable’. However, such comparisons do not 

appear to have been attempted. 

An alternative might be to compare the size of advantage against typical margins of 

victory. In Semenya, Dr Bermon does appear to do this by referring to the difference in 

performance between first and fourth (1.5%) and first and last (3.7%) in the 800m at 

the 2016 Olympics and the potential magnitude of advantage that a relevant DSD 

athlete might have.253 This observation is raised in the context of Dr Bermon’s study of 

four relevant DSD athletes whose testosterone had been suppressed (Bermon, 2017), 

the purpose of which seems to be to demonstrate that the magnitude of the advantage 

for such athletes would be ‘unfair’ since it elevates athletes who would otherwise not 

be reaching finals to winning. However, evidence from that study should be treated 

 

252 For example, see the IAAF’s submissions in Semenya (Semenya, para. 304). 
253 Semenya, para. 325 
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with caution given the criticisms already identified.254 Furthermore, if Bermon 2018 is 

taken as the indicator of actual performance advantage, then 2.1-3.1% seems broadly 

comparable to the margins of victory identified by Dr Bermon in Semenya. This might 

suggest that an athlete with a relevant DSD could be ‘elevated’ from the middle of the 

pack runner to one who is likely to win. However, it does not seem to suggest that the 

outcome is a foregone conclusion or that the advantage is so large that those in the 

‘original position’ would necessarily agree to discount it.   What is more, those in the 

original position would surely have to have some knowledge of typical margins of 

victory across athletics events to be able to deem 2.1%-3.1% too large. Little evidence 

has been provided about historic margins of victory by the IAAF. Some evidence about 

historic margins of victory was provided by Prof. Tucker in Semenya, but, as has been 

noted, this suggests Ms Semenya’s margins of victory in the 800m were not outliers.255 

The lack of evidence about the relative magnitude of advantage provides a further 

reason for scepticism about the justification for a belief that the Regulations are a 

rational means to ensure fair play since it appears to require adopting a strained, 

subjective and inconsistent meaning of fair competition and equality of sporting 

opportunity; one  that appears at odds with the ‘Rawlsian sense’ of fairness and justice 

that has been advocated as central to the notion of sporting fairness.256  

Given the importance of the scientific evidence, it should be acknowledged that if the 

scientific evidence becomes clearer (or if one is minded to accept the IAAF’s evidence 

as sufficient despite the concerns identified), then the conception of fair competition 

achieved by the Regulations may appear to resonate better with the conception of fair 

play in the IAAF’s constitution.  

 

254 The very small ample size and the failure to take account of other variables (such as the side-effects of 
any medication). 
255 The 800m is used as an example of the sort of event where, according to the IAAF’s evidence, athletes 
with relevant DSDs would be expected to perform the best and margins of victory would, therefore, be 
expected to be greatest.  
256 It should be highlighted that, regardless of whether a ‘Rawlsian’ sense of fairness is premised on a 

binary sexual classification as a pre-condition for the distribution of sporting rewards,   the reasons for 
skepticism that arise from the uncertainty of the scientific evidence remain the same since it is surely 
still necessary to establish with sufficient scientific certainty that women with a relevant DSD actually do 
have a disproportionately large advantage over those the IAAF view as athletically female.  
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Accordingly, it seems appropriate to consider this possibility and, therefore, to analyse 

how well the Regulations would further the purpose of ensuring fair play on the 

assumption that evidence of a disproportionately large advantage was clear.  This 

requires an evaluation of the impacts of the Regulations against the characteristics and 

ideals that fair play encapsulates and, also, of just how suitable the method of 

compensation (exclusion or medication) is to ensuring fair play.  

 

The Regulations and virtuous characteristics  

The question here is whether the Regulations can be said to embrace or encourage the 

characteristics and values that have been suggested as central to the notion of fair play, 

which include respecting the rights, interests and equality of all those engaged in the 

sport and the value in producing one’s best, rather than winning.     

This presents a significant problem when the impacts on athletes with relevant DSDs 

are considered.  Such impacts are potentially numerous, including implications for the 

athletes physical and mental health as well as for the exercise of the individual’s legal 

rights and freedoms.  

 

Impacts of the Regulations  

In Semenya, the CAS was presented with evidence about the actual and potential 

physiological effects of requiring elite athletes to medicate to enable them to compete, 

evidence which suggested potentially severe and unpredictable side effects even 

where suppression was through oral contraceptives. Although the IAAF medical 

experts pointed to the relative safety and common use of oral contraceptives amongst 

the general population,257 it was also acknowledged that effects (and side-effects) are 

personal and that the IAAF had little evidence about the effects on elite athletes or 

women with a relevant DSD.258 Consequently, for some individuals it seems quite 

possible that the effect of medication could go beyond simply compensating for any 

 

257  Oral contraceptives seemingly being as the most likely and safest means of athletes suppressing their 
natural Testosterone.  
258 Semenya, para. 593. 
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performance advantage and the side-effects could even increase the risk of serious 

general health conditions such as stroke, high blood pressure, liver dysfunction and 

tumors.259 In considering the evidence, the CAS panel accepted the reality of the 

possible impacts on individual athletes and noted the lack of specific evidence that the 

IAAF provided on this point. Consequently, the concern is that the IAAF have 

implemented the Regulations despite a significant element of uncertainty about the 

effects of medication on individual athletes, suggesting an approach that might have 

undervalued the concerns, interests and health of those most affected.   

The CAS was also presented with evidence of the psychological harm likely to be caused 

by the procedures required to enforce the Regulations and the consequences of being 

required to take medication.  Harms arising from the need for athletes to undergo 

intimate, intrusive medical examinations, from the likely public nature of any 

investigation and from the reality of being labelled as having a DSD were all accepted 

by the CAS,260 but other causes of psychological harm (or the extent of those harms) 

were not acknowledged. Intuitively, the psychological harm arising from being told that 

your own understanding of your sexual identity is wrong (or even having that 

questioned), seems likely to be fairly severe.261 This seems true even if, such labelling 

is only in the context of athletics given that athletics will almost certainly be of central 

importance to that individual’s sense of identity.   Similarly, it seems intuitive that there 

would be significant psychological harm resulting from being forced to take 

medication, from the prospect of having one’s means of economic subsistence taken 

away and from the inevitable feelings of discrimination and victimization.  

Whilst it might be argued that an athlete is acting freely in choosing to medicate and 

to continue to participate, the meaning of ‘free choice’ that this entails seems pretty 

thin; essentially coming down to a choice between taking medication and accepting 

the possibility of significant side-effects (and a potentially significant reduction in 

athletic performance)262 or not competing. It is arguable that the Regulations blur the 

 

259 Prof. Dave and Dr Gomez-Lobo in Semenya( para. 251 & 184 respectively). 
260 Semenya, para. 601 & 602. 
261 Dr. Mitra in Semenya (para. 192). 
262 That, as has been suggested, may go beyond simply compensating for any advantage. 
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line between consent and coercion in this regard.263 It should be remembered the 

potential impacts result from the implementation of the Regulations on athletes to 

whom there can be no moral blame attached;264 they are just being themselves.  

In addition to the physical and mental impacts, there is also the question of the 

infringement of legal rights associated with such harm. Considerations around whether 

such infringements are lawful will be returned to, but it is important to recognize that 

there are several fundamental human rights which are, prima facie, likely to be 

infringed by the Regulations.  In particular, rights securing dignity, privacy and the 

expression of personality all seem inevitably impacted.265 

Once all of these possible impacts are considered it becomes more difficult to justify a 

position that the Regulations embrace the characteristics and values of fair play that 

have been articulated.  

One counterpoint might be that the attitude required by informal fair play requires a 

respect for the ‘interests’ of the sport, either in terms of ensuring ‘good’ competitions 

or in terms of the continued existence of the sport. In other words, although the 

Regulations do not provide for equal opportunity for all but that is perfectly justifiable 

since they provide equal opportunity for the majority and also help ensure close and 

meaningful competitions, thereby maximizing the preference satisfaction of all the 

parties engaged in athletics.266 Athletes with relevant DSDs clearly do not have their 

preferences satisfied, but norms required by informal fair play mean they ought to 

accept the Regulations because they are in the ‘interests of the sport’.  

These observations reveal a possible tension within the concept of fair play; between 

fairness and justice (and the rights of individuals) and the ‘interests’ of the game. 

Although not dealing directly with this problem, Loland observes that norms of 

informal fair play only arise as a result of voluntarily entering into a rule governed 

practice and, therefore, within the non-consequentialist framework of what is 

 

263 A point made Kyle Knight, one of the experts appearing on behalf of Ms Semenya before the CAS 
(Semenya, para. 202). 
264 A point emphasised by the CAS panel (Semenya, para. 468). 
265 Krech, 2019, 74-75. 
266  For example, Loland argues that ensuring good competitions ought to be part of the normative work 
of the concept of fair play (Loland, 2002, p. 107, p. 110) 
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‘right’.267  This would tend to suggest, when considering how to act in accordance with 

fair play, priority should be given to considerations of what is ‘right’ over what is ‘good’. 

It is arguable, therefore, that if the IAAF wants to ensure and promote fair play it ought 

to prioritize individual rights over the interests of the game where they conflict.268   

Indeed, such an approach seems to be embedded in the in the IAAF’s constitution, 

which situates fair play within its purpose of respecting individual rights of 

participation. Yet, from the brief survey of the potential harms caused by the 

Regulations, this does not appear to be the approach taken. 

Accordingly, even if current strained and inconsistent conception of fair competition 

that the Regulations seem to entail is ignored, the impacts of the Regulations on 

individual athletes also seems out of kilter with general norms of fair play and suggests 

some level of dissonance between the Regulations and the purpose of ensuring ‘fair 

play’ set out in the IAAF’s constitution.  

 

Was exclusion or medication necessary to further the aim of fair play? 

As has been advocated, this thesis assumes that the strength of an instrumental reason 

to take a means is relative to how well the means achieves the end. If there are 

alternative means that better achieve the end, then there is a stronger reason to take 

the alternative means.  Given the potential harms caused to individuals with relevant 

DSDs, a solution that reduces those harms and resonates better with the norms of fair 

play would seem like a more rational solution. If the IAAF believes that the scientific 

evidence is sufficient to quantify the magnitude of advantage then why not 

compensate by having categories based on testosterone or by using a handicap system 

(for example, by reference to time or distance)?269  This might not alleviate all of the 

harms caused by identifying athletes with relevant DSDs, but it would at least remove 

the potential harms caused by requiring athletes to take medication and reduce the 

possibility of over-compensating. Such solutions, arguably, pay more respect to notions 

 

267 Loland, 2002, p. 39. 
268 At least when there is no threat to the ongoing existence of the sport. 
269 Camporesi refers to ‘external modifications’, which I take to incorporate similar ideas (Camporesi, 
2019, p. 703). 
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of justice, fairness, equality and individual autonomy. Unfortunately, whether the IAAF 

did, in fact, consider other solutions is not made clear in Semenya, nor from the 

Regulations, the Explanatory Notes or any other information published by the IAAF. 

This lack of transparency leaves obvious questions about what other reasons and 

motivations might have been influential. For example, if the prospect of handicapping 

is a non-starter, why? Speculatively, the possibility of staggered starts or re-calculated 

finishes/placings might be seen as contrary to the ‘interests of the sport’, but it is not 

immediately obvious why, especially since the IAAF already embraces a similar idea in 

the final events of the heptathlon and decathlon. With regard to both classifying by 

testosterone and handicapping, are they viewed as unsuitable means simply because 

they threaten the male/female segregation of athletics? If so, it seems to reveal 

segregation as an unchangeable starting point, yet, as already argued, it is not clear 

why it should be. 

Regardless, a belief that the solution adopted by the Regulations were the necessary 

or only means of achieving fair competition seems irrational and unjustified since other 

suitable means that might better achieve that end do not appear to have been 

considered.  

 

Furthering fair play - summary 

It has been argued that in light of the Rawlsian sense of equality of sporting opportunity 

articulated above, the Regulations seem to adopt a conception of ‘fair competition’ 

which is at odds with the basic ideals that underpin a just distribution of sporting 

rewards. This is true even if one accepts a binary model of sexual status as a starting 

point. Such a conception might have been avoided had the scientific evidence been 

clear in showing that the performance advantage enjoyed by athletes with relevant 

DSDs was as large as that enjoyed by typical males or disproportionately large by 

reference to some rational, objective reference point. However, the science seems far 

from clear and there remain legitimate concerns over the IAAF’s evidence, which seems 

to paper over some significant gaps and issues of scientific integrity.  To borrow a 
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phrase, ‘the numbers matter’270, but the problems with the numbers seem to have 

been papered over.  

At present, in order to view ensuring ‘fair competition’ as an objective and 

instrumentally valid reason at all, it seems necessary for the IAAF to hold two 

contrasting beliefs about the meaning of equality of opportunity in athletics (between 

the meaning achieved by the Regulations and the meaning seemingly intended as part 

of its constitutional purpose of ensuring fair play) and, given the selection of events to 

which they apply, seemingly between different events within athletics.  

Even if the concern about the conception of ‘fair competition’ embraced by the 

Regulations is ignored, it is far from clear that the Regulations would appreciably 

further the IAAF’s constitutional purpose of ensuring fair play, which, it has been 

argued, also embraces wider values and characteristics that are not reflected by the 

Regulations. The lack of consideration of other suitable means that might better 

achieve the end seems particularly irrational in this regard. 

Furthermore, it should be emphasised that the IAAF’s constitutional purpose of 

ensuring fair play is not sex or gender specific; it is to ensure fair play for all participants. 

That the IAAF have not investigated potential unfairness in male athletics any further 

before creating regulations compensating for the advantage that testosterone 

provides) seems rationally questionable and evidence of the IAAF’s failure to recognise 

its ultimate, constitutional purpose.  If the assumption is that endogenous testosterone 

works the same way in everyone, then given the wide range of ‘normal’ endogenous 

testosterone present in men (7.7n/mol – 29.4nmol/L)271 it would seem to follow that 

it would be potentially unfair for a male athlete with a testosterone level of 7.7nmol/L 

to compete against a male athlete with a testosterone level of 29.4 nmol/L.  

Consequently, it is also arguable that the Regulations result in an understanding of 

equality of opportunity and fairness that is inconsistently applied between the male 

and female categories.  

 

270 A phrase used by the CAS panel in Chand, one that was highlighted by Pielke et. al (Pielke et al., 2019, 
p2) 
271 Handelsman et al., 2018, p. 6. 
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Ensuring meaningful competitions 

In a sporting context, ‘meaningful competition’ seems likely to be understood as 

referring to close competitions where outcomes are uncertain and is, therefore, similar 

to what Loland identifies as a ‘good’ competition.272 Given the context and purpose of 

Regulations and the observations already made about the IAAF’s beliefs concerning the 

magnitude of advantage that testosterone provides, this seems like a justifiable 

interpretation of what the IAAF meant. Assuming this is correct, then ‘meaningful’ 

competition is different to fair competition because it has a more utilitarian flavour, 

emphasising that the Regulations seek to protect the ‘interests’ of athletics by creating 

competitions that maximise the preference satisfaction of all those engaged in the 

sport.273  

If the Regulations do ensure meaningful competitions in this sense, then it is arguable 

that another of the purposes of the IAAF might be furthered by them; the  general 

promotion and development of the sport (Clause 4.1(a), IAAF Constitution), which 

might provide a further ‘instrumentally valid’ reason. 274   The argument being that 

athletics will be more appealing to potential participants (who benefit from close 

competitions which push them to achieve their best) and other stakeholders (for 

example, fans, and sponsors who want the excitement that comes from uncertain 

outcomes).  

However, the belief that the Regulations ensure ‘meaningful competitions’, again, 

seems to raise rational problems.  

The most obvious is that such a position requires an objective and consistent reference 

point for determining what is ‘meaningful’; in other words, some clarity on how close 

competitions ought to be.  Yet, the IAAF does not appear to have attempted to provide 

one. Instead, the Regulations just focus on a particular source of performance 

 

272 Loland, 2002, pp. 137-138. 
273 Ibid. 
274 Although, given the structure of clause 4(a) it might be argued to refer only to promotion and 
development of the IAAF, it seems reasonable to assume one of its purposes would be about protecting, 
nurturing and developing the ‘social practice’ of athletics. 
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advantage that may provide a ‘significant’ advantage in relation to some events. Such 

evidence that there is about testosterone-based performance advantage and margins 

of victory,275 as has already been considered, seems extremely limited and does not 

seem to suggest that the margins of victory of athletes with relevant DSDs are out of 

kilter with margins of victory enjoyed by athletes without DSDs. In other words, it 

seems a fairly irrational and arbitrary way of ensuring meaningful competition within 

female athletics or across athletics as a whole. If promoting and developing athletics 

requires meaningful competitions, then it is arguable that the principle of instrumental 

rationality should require regulations that ensure ‘meaningful’ competitions in all 

athletic events regardless of underlying reasons for individual athletic advantage.  

Perhaps a focus on specific events and causes of athletic advantage might be justified, 

but as has already been argued in relation to the pursuit of fair competition, such a 

justification would seem to require clear scientific evidence regarding the magnitude 

of the advantage. If the evidence on the quantification of performance advantage 

provided by the Bermon Studies is accepted, then ultimately the result may be to make 

competitions minimally closer in the events to which the Regulations apply.276 

However, this seems a relatively minimal achievement of the IAAF’s relevant 

constitutional purpose concerning the development of the sport.  

In comparison to ‘fair competition’, it is perhaps easier to accept on the basis of the 

current scientific evidence that the Regulations might further the purpose of ensuring 

meaningful competitions (and therefore developing the sport) simply because some 

competitions might be closer. However, this would seem to be such a minimal 

contribution towards the IAAF’s constitutional purpose that the strength of it as an 

instrumental reason also seems minimal. 

 

Participation 

As has already been touched on, the IAAF’s constitution clearly identifies protecting 

individual ‘rights’ to participate in athletics as one of its core purposes. In addition, 

 

275 Provided by Dr Bermon and Prof. Tucker in Semenya. 
276 Although even that minimal claim seems questionable, as has already been discussed. 
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Clause 4(b) recognises the IAAF exists to encourage participation at all levels of 

athletics. As such, protecting or promoting participation seems like a further 

instrumentally valid reason that might support the implementation of Regulations.  

That said, exactly how the IAAF views the Regulations as furthering this purpose is not 

made clear in the Regulations, the Explanatory Notes or in Semenya. The Explanatory 

Notes do make clear that the IAAF believes female277 athletes would be discouraged 

from competing against male athletes because they might perceive that competition 

would not be ‘fair or meaningful’, but they say nothing directly about ‘whether those 

it considers athletic females would be discouraged from competing against athletes 

with relevant DSDs.  However, given its belief that legally female athletes with relevant 

DSDs have the same relevant physiological advantages as typical men, it is logical to 

assume that the IAAF also has a belief that those it considers athletic females would be 

put off participating in athletics if there were no eligibility restrictions on athletes with 

relevant DSDs.  

However, no evidence is provided to support this contention. Whilst it may be plausible 

to appeal to intuition and accept, without empirical evidence, that fewer legal females 

would choose to enter athletic competitions if they had to compete against men, it 

does not follow that we should accept (without evidence) that there would be a 

detrimental effect on participation in athletic competitions if those the IAAF consider 

as athletically female  are still required to compete against legal females with relevant 

DSDs. Such skepticism is fueled by the fact that the IAAF’s evidence as to the actual 

magnitude of performance advantage does not suggest that outcomes will be 

inevitable.  

Nor, rationally, should the possibility of a negative impact on participation be 

discounted, since it seems intuitive that the Regulations will have a negative effect on 

participation of athletes with DSDs or who may think they have a DSD or even potential 

athletes who have complex sexual or gender identities. Furthermore, the IAAF’s 

purpose is to encourage ‘participation in athletics’, not simply to encourage 

participation in elite athletics. As a consequence, it would seem necessary to consider 

 

277 Explanatory Notes, p. 1.  
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the potential effects on participation outside the elite level, where participant 

preferences are less likely to be so concerned with winning or even close competitions.  

Given the possibility of less intrusive ways of compensating for the advantage that 

testosterone is said to provide then, again, it is arguable that the Regulations may well 

not be the best means for achieving the aim.  

Of course, the possible negative impacts on participation caused by the Regulations are 

just speculation, but then so is the IAAF’s implicit suggestion that the Regulations will 

ensure participation.  Accordingly, it is arguable that the IAAF has not considered some, 

potentially significant, objectively relevant considerations when reaching a belief that 

the Regulations will contribute towards participation.   

Medical Care 

In Semenya the IAAF asserted that that the Regulations will help some athletes 

(especially those from poorer countries) receive medical care for conditions of which 

they were unaware.278 In terms of its constitutional purposes, then protecting the 

health of athletes could be seen as part of its purpose of ensuring athletics is 

undertaken in a spirit of solidarity (Clause 4.1(j)), since supporting any athlete would 

seem to fit squarely within the semantic understanding of the term.279  

However, whilst it is possible that the Regulations will result in athletes finding out 

about an unknown medical condition and could be seen as supportive by some, it is 

highly doubtful that most athletes with DSDs would view the Regulations as supportive 

given the issues of physiological and psychological harm (and consent) that have 

already been mentioned. There is also the obvious possibility that athletes might not 

want to know about a DSD they may have.  

Perhaps more fundamentally, it is difficult to square the contradiction of the 

Regulations excluding or limiting athletes from participating and, at the same time, 

furthering solidarity since excluding or limiting participation is clearly unnecessary to 

provide medical help and support. Accordingly, it is argued that providing medical 

 

278 Semenya, para. 306. 
279 The Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary explains solidarity as ‘support by one person or group of 
people for another because they share feelings, opinions, aims..’. 
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support for athletes is not an instrumental reason that can support the Regulations, all 

it can do is seek to ameliorate the harm caused by them.  

 

Social goods 

In Semenya the IAAF suggested that by allowing women to excel in sport the 

Regulations would deliver ‘numerous’ social goods, such as ‘creating inspirational role 

models.280 Such a suggestion draws on the idea that the Regulations are justified and 

necessary as a means to ensure sexual equality between men and women. As such, its 

validity and strength as an instrumental reason seem to rely on an appeal to external 

legal and social norms on sexual equality and therefore, on an external understanding 

of male and female that, it is argued, is based on a wider number of factors than those 

accepted by the IAAF for the purpose of athletics. Such a position would appear to 

leave the IAAF holding inconsistent understandings of ‘female’. 

The important issue of complying with legal norms on sexual equality will be turned to 

shortly. However, before doing so, it is important to appreciate that there is no 

evidence that the Regulations are likely to result in an increased number of female 

athletes being viewed as role models. The implicit suggestion seems to be that athletes 

with relevant DSDs were preventing those who the IAAF view as athletically female 

from becoming role models; a suggestion that ignores the possibility of legally female 

athletes with relevant DSDs being female role models and also the probability that 

those the IAAF view as athletically female can still be role models, even if they do not 

‘win’.   

Furthermore, if ‘social goods’ are introduced as a reason justifying the regulations this 

seems to invite an evaluation of the net benefit to society, including the impact of the 

Regulations on the attitudes of society more generally towards individuals with atypical 

sex and gender identities. This is not an issue that the IAAF seems to have addressed 

despite asserting that the IAAF respect such individual choices. 

 

 

280 Semenya, para.305. 
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Legal and social norms concerning equality 

It was suggested that sexual equality, as well as sporting equality, is one of the reasons 

that the IAAF now gives for the Regulations. However, it is argued that there is an 

inherent difficulty in the IAAF using this as a contributory reason for the justification of 

the Regulations,281 as opposed to simply a justification for segregation of male and 

female.   If it adds anything as a reason, it is because it appeals to external social and 

legal norms concerning the understanding of male and female and, therefore, would 

seem to require an understanding of female that is wider than the sense of ‘athletic 

female’ created by the Regulations. In other words, such a reason supports regulations 

that protect all legal females, with or without a relevant DSD.  The potential difficulties 

are twofold. First, by requiring those with relevant DSDs to suppress testosterone 

levels, the Regulations potentially disadvantage a subset of legally female athletes, 

since, in contrast to athletic females, athletes with relevant DSDs are unable to make 

use of their natural, genetic abilities.282 Second, on any understanding of fairness, equal 

opportunity for all legal females should require, as a minimum, that the Regulations 

ensure that athletes with relevant DSDs are not disadvantaged vis-à-vis other female 

athletes by their requirement to reduce testosterone levels.283  

Furthermore, how such a reason relates to the IAAF’s constitutional purposes is not 

straightforward, and, therefore, neither is its potential value as an instrumental reason. 

 

Clause 4.1(j) of the IAAF’s Constitution has been highlighted as central to arguments 

about whether ensuring fair competition is an instrumentally valid reason. However, 

Clause 4.1(j) also refers to preserving rights of participation ‘without unlawful 

discrimination of any kind’ and as such makes an overt commitment to respecting 

external legal norms concerning non-discrimination and equal treatment. The IAAF’s 

stated purposes also embrace the Olympic Charter, which requires respect for 

international human rights instruments and emphasizes respect for human dignity as 

 

281 As a means of sex verification. 
282 Of course, the appeal of such an argument depends on one accepting that the ‘Rawlsian’ sense of 
fairness should not be constrained by a binary sexual classification as a pre-condition. An argument put 
forward above at p. 54-56. 
283 Something, as has already been argued, that the Regulations do not seem to do.  
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well as the rejection of discrimination of any kind on whatever ground.284 Whilst 

recognising the importance of non-discrimination,  both these constitutional 

references clearly see external legal norms, not as a purpose of the IAAF per se, but as 

norms with which it has on obligation to comply in the pursuit of its purposes. Hence, 

ensuring sexual equality, as a legal norm, does not seem to be an instrumental reason 

that can support the Regulations. Important though it is, its normative significance is in 

determining the most suitable (or most rational) means of ensuring its constitutional 

purposes (such as ensuring fair play or promoting/developing the sport) and, therefore, 

the strength of the instrumental reason for taking any particular means to do so.  

 

It might also be argued that the pursuit of sexual equality, viewed as both an external 

social and legal norm,285 might further the IAAF’s constitutional purposes by ensuring 

athletics is undertaken in the spirit of solidarity (Clause 4.1(j)) and by protecting the 

integrity of the sport (Clause 4.1(e)). However, there are problems with such a 

perspective, not least because there would appear to be more suitable, yet 

unconsidered, means (as already suggested) that might further the cause of sexual 

equality that would not create such a conflict with other external standards and norms. 

More detailed consideration of such conflicts will be undertaken when evaluating the 

instrumental reasons against adopting the Regulations.  

 

Before addressing the legal legitimacy of the Regulations it is worth bearing in mind 

that, as a private organization (a non-state actor), the IAAF is not directly bound by 

international human rights instruments such as the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights (UDHR) or the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). 286 Instead, it is 

bound only to the extent that it voluntarily recognizes such limits on its powers (for 

example in its constitution) or through ‘indirect’ means. Such ‘indirect effect’ can arise 

from the possibility that those subject to ‘private’ regulations could seek to protect 

their fundamental rights in national courts (due to national laws that prohibit 

 

284 International Olympic Committee, 2016, Code of Ethics, Art 1.1 & 1.4. 
285 In other words, norms that are not limited to an understanding of sex created only for the purpose of 
athletics.   
286 Since the IAAF is not a nation state and cannot be a signatory to international human rights 
instruments, a point made by the IAAF in Semenya, para. 293. 
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discrimination between private citizens)287 or from an alleged failure of a signatory 

state to act to ensure that fundamental rights of individuals are protected (for example, 

that an individual did not receive a fair trial).  Accordingly, although the IAAF may not 

be technically bound by international legal norms on equality and non-discrimination, 

the voluntary acceptance of those norms and the prospect of indirect enforcement 

suggests that the IAAF cannot, in reality, ignore them.  

 

Of course, the fact that the CAS panel in Semenya found that the DSD Regulations were 

lawful (and the subsequent decisions of the Swiss Federal court not to interfere)288  

might be taken to be the final ‘legal’ word on the issue.  However, it is important to 

recognize both the limits of the legal decisions and the remaining criticisms that the 

CAS decision (in particular) is open too, not least because of the clear reservations 

made by the CAS panel as to how the Regulations will be implemented in a way that 

remains lawful.289   

 

The Legal issue 

The legal issue in Semenya can be fairly simply summarized; whether, in treating 

athletes with relevant DSDs differently, the Regulations were discriminatory and 

therefore contrary to the IAAF’s own constitution, the Olympic Charter (which it 

purports to embrace) and the laws of Monaco.  Although the context and the forum 

for legal scrutiny (a CAS panel) are not typical of human rights disputes, there is 

seemingly a relatively standardized approach that judicial bodies take to questions of 

discrimination and human rights violations, both in national and international 

contexts.290 First, there is consideration of whether there was a breach of the right in 

 

287So, in the context of the DSD regulations, it is possible that an athlete affected by the implementation 
of the DSD regulations in a UK athletic competition could seek to argue that any application of the 
Regulations in the UK breaches the Equality Act 2010. This possibility might have increased given the 
recent decision in Taylor v Jaguar Land Rover Ltd [2020] 9 WLUK 200, which suggests that those with more 
complex gender identities might be protected under the Equality Act (Hunte, 2020). 
288 Press Release of the Swiss Federal Court 30 July 2019, 2019, Swiss Federal Court, Case 4A_248 / 2019 
& Case 4A_398 / 2019, 25th August 2020. 
289 Krech, 2019, pp. 74-75 It is not inconceivable, therefore, that the Regulations could be challenged again 
in the CAS or in a national court if implemented by a national athletics organisation such as UK athletics.  
290 Krech, 2019, pp. 67-68. 
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question (here a right to not be discriminated against).291 Second, if there is a breach 

of a ‘qualified’ right (such as non-discrimination), then the question becomes whether 

such a breach can be justified. Only if it cannot be justified is there a violation of the 

right. ‘Justification’ generally requires weighing the impact on the rights of individuals 

against ‘the public interest’ or other ‘legitimate’ aim. As Rivers points out, this is a 

complex question which requires a rational decision maker to take into account 

numerous factors such as (i) the importance of the impacted right(s) (ii) the extent to 

which the right(s) will be limited by the measures taken (iii) the importance of the 

public interest/aim that is being pursued (iv) the extent to which the public 

interest/aim will be realized by the measure  and then, ultimately, (v) whether the 

benefit to the public interest (or extent to which the aim is furthered) outweighs the 

cost to individual rights.292 In legal discourse, rather unhelpfully,  the term 

‘proportionality’ can be used both to describe the whole justification question (i.e. in a 

wide sense), and to describe just the ultimate cost benefit calculation at (v) (i.e. in a 

narrower sense). For clarity, this thesis will use ‘the justification question’ to refer to 

proportionality in a wide sense.  

 

In examining the justification question judicial bodies tend to apply broadly similar legal 

‘tests.293  First, does the measure pursue a legitimate aim. Second, the extent to which 

the measure is actually capable of achieving that aim. Third, whether the measure is 

the least intrusive means of achieving the realization of the aim. Fourth, whether the 

measure is proportionate (narrow sense). As a framework for its decision, this is 

broadly the approach adopted by the CAS in both Semenya and Chand, albeit ultimately 

reaching different conclusions.  However, despite the use of an appropriate 

framework, it has been argued that the CAS fell short in its application of it294, a view 

that will be echoed and amplified. 

 

 

291 In Semenya, at this first stage, the Regulations were found, prima facie, to infringe a right not to be 
discriminated against due to sex and/or gender and birth traits.  
292 Rivers 2006, p. 181. 
293 Krech, 2019, pp. 67-68; Rivers, pp. 180-181, 2006, Klatt M. and Meister M., 2012. 
294 Krech, 2019, p. 66. 
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In considering criticisms of the decision in Semenya, the different aspects of the 

justification question will be considered in turn before addressing the consequences of 

any shortcomings for the burden of proof and the limits of legal scrutiny.  

 

Criticisms of the CAS decision  

Legitimate aim 

Typically, the issue of discrimination arises in the context of infringement of individual 

rights by a state (or some branch of it) under an international treaty (such as the ECHR) 

or by one individual against another in the context of national laws that enshrine a right 

not to be discriminated against.295 In an ‘international’ context, states seem to have a 

large degree of flexibility to define the legitimate aim.296 That said, the relevant human 

rights instrument will set some kind of objective framework for determining what is a 

legitimate aim, which tends to require that the measure secures the fundamental rights 

and freedoms of others or protects the just requirements of morality.297 In the context 

of national legal norms and individual or organisational actors, it is suggested that 

identifying a legitimate aim requires the court to identify a real business need.298  

However, how ‘legitimate aim’ translates to ISFs, who are neither branches of the state 

nor fundamentally commercial in nature, is not so well established.   

Yet despite a lack of clarity about what a legitimate aim means in a sporting context, 

the CAS panel in Semenya gave little consideration to it either by reference to the 

‘public interest’ (i.e., rights of participants who’s interests the Regulations supposedly 

protect) or the IAAF’s ‘business’ or organizational needs. Instead, the legitimate aim 

was simply accepted as ensuring ‘fair competition in the female category of elite 

competitive athletics’.299 This may well have been because this was not disputed by the 

parties, but whatever the reason, it seems to have resulted in a failure to consider the 

legitimacy of the aim from an objective perspective. It is argued that, at the very least, 

 

295 Such as the Equality Act 2010. 
296 Rivers, 2006, pp. 175-176. 
297 For example, Article 29 of the UDHR recognises that rights and freedoms may only be infringed for the 
‘purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting 
the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society’. 
298 Lane and Ingleby, 2018, p. 532, Bilka-Kaufhaus GmbH v Weber von Hartz (170/84) EU:C:1986:204; 
[1986] E.C.R. 1607; [1986] 5 WLUK 96 (ECJ). 
299 Semenya, para. 556. 
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the aim of any measure that results in different treatment must be objectively 

justified300 and, therefore, subjected to some objective scrutiny by a judicial body. 

If viewed in the context of protecting a ‘public interest’ it is far from straight forward 

to identify how the Regulations achieve a legitimate aim since it has never been made 

clear exactly what fundamental rights of those the IAAF view as athletic females have 

been ‘secured’ by the Regulations nor what norms of morality they protect. In 

Semenya, the IAAF argued that the Regulations balanced the ‘right’ of ‘biologically 

female’ athletes to compete separately from ‘biological males’ against the ‘desire’ of 

‘biologically male athletes with female gender identities’ to compete in the female 

class.301 It was also argued that ‘biologically female’ athletes have a ‘right’ to ‘fair and 

meaningful competition’. Ignoring the potential ambiguity already identified with 

regard to the term biological female302, the exact basis for the ‘rights’ of athletic 

females equating to fundamental, legally recognised human rights remains unclear. Yet 

the CAS panel does not seem to even consider this issue, just accepting the assumption 

that the rights of females without a relevant DSD would be infringed.303  

One possibility would seem to be the right against non-discrimination. However, 

infringement of such a right would require that those the IAAF see as athletic females 

were treated differently due to a protected characteristic, not that they were treated 

the same. As a ‘parasitic’ right,304 relying on non-discrimination would also require 

demonstrating that a fundamental human right had been impacted by the 

discrimination. In this regard, by being required to compete against athletes with 

relevant DSDs, it might be arguable that those the IAAF sees as athletic females are 

unable to develop and recognize their ‘economic, social and cultural rights which are 

indispensable for their dignity and the free development of their personality’ (Art 22 

UDHR). However, such an argument would seem to rely on evidence that the size of 

 

300 A point made clear by the European Court of Justice in EARL de Kerlast v Union régionale de 
coopératives agricoles (Unicopa) v Coopérative du Trieux (C-15/95) EU:C:1997:196 at [35] (Lee, 2019, p. 
647). 
301 Semenya, para. 285. 
302 See pp. 14-15.  
303 Semenya, para. 554. 
304 In the ECHR, for example,  the right against non-discrimination is not a ‘stand-alone’ right, it can only 
be raised as an infringement issue where there is difference in treatment in an area of life that is in some 
way linked to other, more fundamental rights protected by the ECHR (Davis, 2016, pp. 153-154). 
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advantage enjoyed by athletes with relevant DSDs is so large that the dignity and 

personal development of athletic females is in some way infringed either by not being 

able to earn sufficient income or by not being able to challenge for victory. Either claim 

seems difficult in light of the uncertainty surrounding the scientific evidence. Both 

claims also seem to require acceptance of winning and the fulfilment of external goals 

(such as economic success) as necessary for the personal development and dignity of 

athletes; something that does not sit easily with the conception of fair play that has 

been articulated. 

Furthermore, as a human rights issue, the relevant balance is not between the rights 

of those the IAAF sees as athletically female and the desires of athletes with relevant 

DSDs but between the rights of ‘athletic females’ and the rights and freedoms of 

athletes with relevant DSDs. 

Given the reservations already expressed about how effective the Regulations are in 

furthering fair play and the paucity of evidence about quantification of advantage on 

which the Regulations rely, it is arguable that the only things secured by the 

Regulations for ‘athletic females’ are a slightly increased chance of winning and the 

perception of fair competition. If this is true, then it is something that seems difficult to 

balance against the likely interferences with the human rights and freedoms of athletes 

with relevant DSDs that the Regulations seem to entail.  

By contrast, if viewed in the context of private law rights, the furtherance of ‘real 

business needs’ seems unhelpful for determining if the aim of ISFs is legitimate, since 

ISFs do not exist primarily for commercial purposes. What does appear intuitively 

relevant to assessing the legitimacy of the aim of an ISF is its constitutional purposes.305 

Yet the IAAF’s constitutional purposes were not really considered at all.  

Reference to the IAAF’s constitution would have, hopefully, highlighted that ‘ensuring 

fair competition in the female category of elite competitive athletics’306 should be 

viewed as merely a means to a larger constitutional purpose, and should not, 

 

305 After all, identifying ‘business needs’ as a framework for assessing the legitimate aim of a commercial 
organisation would just seem to reflect the primary reasons for a commercial organisation to exist (making 
profit). 
306 Semenya, para. 556. 
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therefore, be automatically viewed as a legitimate aim in its own right. Ultimately, to 

its own constitution, the IAAF exists to ensure it preserves the rights of every individual 

to participate and to ensure fairness in athletics, not only to protect the rights of a 

majority of elite female athletes. When it comes to considering the later steps in the 

justification question, the difference becomes important.  

Accordingly, it is argued that the CAS panel provided rather too much flexibility for the 

IAAF to determine what the legitimate aim was, paying too much respect to the IAAF 

as an autonomous regulatory body. It neither considered how legitimate the aim was 

by reference to the fundamental rights secured by the Regulations or by reference to 

the IAAF’s constitutional purposes. If it had, as will be discussed below, a different 

decision may have been reached.  In summary, it is argued that a failure to consider 

the legitimacy of the aim at all inevitably contributed to an insufficiently intensive 

review of the justification.  

 

To what extent is the measure capable of achieving the aim?  

However, the legitimate aim is described, it seems that ensuring fairness (within only 

female athletics or within athletics as a whole) is key. Yet it is difficult to consider how 

well the Regulations achieve such an aim unless ‘fairness’ is explained and articulated 

as an objective concept, for example, by considering the meaning of fair play and 

equality of opportunity in sport, something that the CAS decision does not do.  This 

thesis has suggested that any objective sense of fairness relating to genetic pre-

dispositions has to make a relative comparison between genetic factors that are known 

(or are suspected) to influence athletic performance or, at least, make a comparison 

against some objective reference point by which it is possible to say an advantage is 

too large. However, the majority of the CAS panel seem to miss this point and conclude 

that the performance advantage provided by testosterone is so ‘significant’ that the 

regulations are needed to ensure fair competition.307 The questions remain, significant 

compared to what and who’s definition of fairness?  

 

307 Semenya, para. 580. 
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Accordingly, even if fairness within female elite athletics is recognised as the legitimate 

aim, the minimal consideration given to the meaning of fairness in a sporting context 

and the absence of evidence about the relative magnitude of advantage that 

testosterone provides suggests that the CAS panel’s evaluation of how well the 

Regulations achieved the aim is, at best, underwhelming. A point that is only 

emphasised by its approval of the choice of events that are regulated, which for 

reasons explained above, seems to highlight some potential inconsistencies about 

what is fair, inconsistencies which presently seem difficult to justify  

If the legitimate aim was actually recognised as being to ensure fair play in athletics as 

a whole, then consideration of the extent to which the Regulations achieve that aim 

would have also bought into focus the need for further investigation (and evidence) 

about whether regulation and compensation might also be needed in the male 

category.   

 

Were the Regulations the least intrusive means of realizing the aim? 

Regardless of how the legitimate aim is defined, the question here is whether there is 

a method of compensating (and no more) for the performance advantage that 

testosterone provides that is less intrusive on the rights of those who will be affected 

by the Regulations. This raises very similar issues to those already discussed concerning 

the extent to which the Regulations are a ‘necessary’ or ‘suitable’ means for achieving 

the aim of ensuring fair play.  

In identifying potential human rights intrusions, we might expect a detailed 

consideration of relevant human rights instruments, such as the UDHR or the ECHR as 

a framework within which to consider potential intrusions.308 However, the panel’s 

deliberations on justification make little reference to such instruments and there 

seems like a less than complete consideration of the potential harms as a result. Of 

particular relevance are the right to dignity, the right not to be subjected to degrading 

treatment (Articles 1, 22 UDHR, Art 2 ECHR),  the right to bodily integrity and autonomy 

 

308 Larson, 2011, p. 239. 
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(which, although not protected as a specific right, has been interpreted to come within 

a right to security of the person (Art 1 & 3 UDHR & Art 5, ECHR), the right to freedom 

of expression, the right to privacy/private life (Art 12 UDHR, Art 8 ECHR), the right to 

not be discriminated against (Art 7 & 22, UDHR, Art 14 ECHR), the right to recognize 

one’s economic, social and cultural rights indispensable to one’s dignity and the free 

development of one’s personality (emphasis added) (Art 22 UDHR).   

The CAS panel does refer to the right of bodily integrity when considering the 

requirement for athletes having to undergo invasive medical examination but the 

majority of the panel seems to balance this intrusion against the possibility that such 

examinations may exonerate athletes from being suspected of doping and thus protect 

their reputation.309  But in reaching this ‘equilibrium’ it is not at all clear what weight 

the panel attaches to which factors nor that all relevant factors have been considered. 

For example, the decision ‘notes’ that the medical examinations might be unwelcome 

and distressing, and that there will be some psychological harm caused to athletes, but 

the severity of harm does not seem to be considered. ‘Unwelcome and distressing’310  

would seem to seriously underplay the likely psychological consequences of being 

required to undergo such an invasive procedure, one that may be medically 

unnecessary, may result in an athlete being told she has a different sexual status to the 

one she has associated with since birth and which may have significant negative 

cultural and social consequences for the individual athlete.  After all, sex and gender 

identity are arguably some of the ‘most defining and fundamental characteristics of 

personhood’.311  

Furthermore, no consideration is given to the issue of bodily integrity or autonomy in 

the context of the requirement to take medication to suppress testosterone, despite 

the panel accepting the general evidence about potential side effects (and of those 

actually experienced by Ms Semenya). Nor is any consideration given to the underlying 

issue of the extent to which athletes give their free and informed consent, despite this 

being of key significance in justifying interferences with bodily integrity and 

 

309 Semenya, para. 601. 
310 Ibid. 
311 Wiesemann, 2011, p. 218. 
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autonomy312  and despite the potential consequences to an individual’s personal and 

economic development if they do not agree. The only occasion where consent is 

discussed relates to the data used for the Bermon studies, where the panel concluded 

that there was no infringement of the law of Monaco regarding use of athletes’ data 

despite there being no evidence of express consent for such use.313 In any event, just 

because the Bermon studies may not have breached the national laws of Monaco does 

not make the question of a right to bodily integrity and the need for free and informed 

consent irrelevant considerations in the wider context of the potential infringements 

of individual athlete rights. It is worth noting that the Convention on Human Rights and 

Biomedicine specifically prohibits medical intervention ‘under duress’.314 Whilst the 

meaning of duress in this context is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is clear that 

respect for such a requirement is concerned with ensuring free consent as a basis for 

medical treatment. Wieseman has even gone so far as to argue that rights to bodily 

integrity and autonomy can be extended to incorporate a right for athletes not to know 

about medical conditions that affect them, clearly a right that would be infringed by 

the DSD Regulations.315 Accordingly, it seems clear that the extent to which athletes 

with relevant DSDs actually give their free consent to the Regulations and its 

consequences is a question that was not fully addressed by the CAS panel in Semenya 

(or indeed by the IAAF) but one that seems extremely significant to issues of 

proportionality, rationality and the integrity of the IAAF.  

The CAS panel does also refer to the issue of privacy and recognizes that the nature of 

the Regulations (in the context of elite athletes) will result in what are extremely 

personal issues being played out in public.316 Quite rightly, the panel recognizes that 

this, on its own, does not mean the regulations are not justified, but neither does it 

attempt to consider the extent of the psychological harm that is likely to be incurred 

 

312 Herring and Wall, 2017. 
313 Blood was originally given for anti-doping purposes.  It is worth noting that using data for a different 
purpose to that which it was originally taken without express consent seems slightly at odds with some 
more general legal norms on data protection, such as the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation.   
314 Prof. Cornelius in Semenya, para. 281. 
315 Wiesemann, 2011, pp. 217-218. 
316 Semenya, para. 605. 
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given all of the potential infringements identified above may well happen in the public 

spotlight.   

At the very least it seems clear that the Regulations result in the IAAF making a 

designation of an individual’s sex which is likely to contradict the athlete’s own 

understanding of themselves. The suggestion that such a designation is made only to 

ensure fair and meaningful competition and is not intended to question the sexual 

status or gender identity of athletes with relevant DSDs317 does not obviate the need 

to consider the likely impact of such a designation.  From the athlete’s perspective, it 

is reasonable to think they are left questioning both their sexual and gender identity 

and also their role in athletics, elements that must be absolutely central to their 

understanding of ‘self’.  

As a consequence, some meaningful consideration of the impact on an individual’s 

autonomy, their rights to develop their personality and their economic interests might 

be expected. Yet such deliberation seems conspicuous by its absence.  Taking one  

example, no real scrutiny is given to the IAAF’s suggestion that athletes have a choice 

about whether to  undergo treatment because they could compete in a different event, 

despite the likely consequences of this choice.318  Nor, it might be pointed out, is there 

any recognition of the asymmetry involved in suggesting that athletes with a relevant 

DSD can select another event if they do not want to medicate when it is equally possible 

for those the IAAF view as athletic females to self-select into events in which they think 

they may have increased prospects of success..   

In addition to shortcomings in terms of the level of deliberation about possible human 

rights infringements, it is argued that the CAS panel avoids a fundamental question. 

Rather than consider whether the Regulations are the least intrusive means of 

achieving the legitimate aim, it seems to accept the IAAF’s view that the Regulations 

were the only means of achieving the aim and, therefore, were necessary.319  The result 

being that the infringements were viewed as an inevitable consequence of pursuing 

the legitimate aim. However, it is suggested that not all of the infringements are 

 

317 IAAF DSD Regulations, 2019, p. 2. para. 1.2(e) 
318 Incidentally, a choice that is also available to athletes who do not have a DSD. 
319 Semenya, para. 569. 
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inevitable even if it is accepted that relevant DSDs need compensating for. For 

example, the issue of required medical treatment and the consequential human rights 

concerns320 could be removed if the performance advantage provided by testosterone 

was compensated for using testosterone categories, or a time/distance handicap. Such 

solutions would also remove or lessen the possibility of over-compensation resulting 

from the uncertain effect of medication on individual athletes. Yet it seems that the 

Panel does not entertain the possibility of an alternative method of compensation or 

even deliberate on whether the IAAF had considered one.  

The ‘justification question’ is sometimes described as whether a sledgehammer has 

been used to crack a nut. Following that analogy, there did not seem to be any 

consideration about whether or not a smaller hammer was available.  In defence of the 

panel, this was not an argument put before them. However, the consideration of other 

means to achieve the aim seems such a fundamental aspect of assessing the 

justification and rationality of the decision that it surely needed to be taken into 

account.  

 

Do the Regulations represent a ‘net gain’? 

If we ignore the criticisms just outlined, then the question looks more like the one the 

CAS panel addressed; whether the infringement of rights is balanced by the extent to 

which ‘fair competition in elite female sports’ is achieved by the Regulations. 

Making a quantitative or objective comparison between rights infringements and the 

extent to which the Regulations help towards securing fair competition is, of course, 

extremely difficult; there is a sense of comparing apples and oranges.  

However, as has been argued, in picking out one genetic factor as being unfair with, at 

best, limited and contested direct evidence about the actual and relative magnitude of 

performance advantage, the Regulations demonstrate a view of ‘fair competition’ that 

does not necessarily sit easily with the IAAF’s constitutional purposes nor the ideals of 

fair play they appear to embrace. The fact that no other stable genetic inequalities that 

 

320 Particularly about autonomy, consent and bodily integrity. 
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might provide similar performance advantages are addressed (or considered relevant) 

by the Regulations clearly places a limit on the extent to which the regulations can 

achieve ‘fair competition’.321 As does the slightly irrational selection of events to which 

they apply. If, as argued, sporting fairness is taken to mean evening out stable genetic 

advantages that are too great,322 then, rationality would suggest that any regulation 

should compensate for all known genetically based performance advantages which 

pass the threshold and should do so across all events where they may have influence.323   

Furthermore, the means of compensating for the advantage (medical suppression) 

would not seem to provide fair competition or equality of sporting opportunity within 

the female category given the real possibility that medication might cause athletes with 

DSDs to be disadvantaged, not merely have their advantage negated.  

As a consequence, it is arguable that the Regulations offer minimal ‘gain’ in the pursuit 

of a more objectively understood sense of fair competition. On the other hand, the 

Regulations would seem to produce numerous and potentially severe impacts on the 

rights and freedoms of those individuals to whom they are directed. It may still be 

possible to rationally conclude that they offer a net benefit, but the benefit is currently 

far from clear or, to make use of a word used repeatedly by the IAAF, ‘significant’. 

If the legitimate aim is viewed as ensuring fair play across athletics, then the level of 

realization of the aim reduces further since the Regulations ignore the potential 

advantages of testosterone in male athletics, other stable genetic factors that might 

result in significant performance advantages, not to mention other norms of fair play.    

 

 

321 Of course, this does not mean it cannot do so, and it is accepted that there may be a justifiable reason 
to single out functional testosterone. However, as already argued, even where a binary categorisation is 
a pre-condition of fair competition in athletics, compelling evidence of the actual performance advantage 
is needed.  
322 Within a female category or more widely. 
323 It would also suggest that further investigation is undertaken into ones that are suspected of providing 
such advantage. 
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Burden of proof 

In its analysis the CAS panel made clear that the IAAF had the burden of proving that 

the Regulations were justified and proportionate.324 However, in accepting the IAAF’s 

scientific evidence as sufficient to demonstrate relevant DSD athletes have a 

‘significant’ advantage, it is arguable that the burden of proof was actually reversed. 

Such an observation arises partly from the sequential approach that the panel took and 

partly from viewing the scientific issues as questions of ‘legal’ fact that needed 

determining in a binary way. 

First, despite the level of uncertainty about the magnitude of performance advantage, 

the CAS panel made what appears to be a binary finding of fact325;  that testosterone 

does provide a ‘significant’ performance advantage to athletes with relevant DSDs. 

Only then did it move on to consider the issues of justification and proportionality of 

the Regulations.  However, such an approach seems to sever considerations about the 

strength and reliability of the scientific evidence from the justification question. Yet the 

strength of the scientific evidence seems crucial to the issue of how likely the 

Regulations are to achieve the aim of fair competition. In other words, it is argued that 

the panel ought to have considered the level of consensus (and clarity) of the scientific 

evidence in determining the extent to which the Regulations are likely to achieve the 

legitimate aim.  

By approaching the scientific issues as a question of legal, binary fact the risk of 

scientific uncertainty is, inappropriately, placed on those that are subjected to the 

discrimination.326 As has been mentioned above, it seems to require that DSD athletes 

prove a negative; that they cannot run 10-12% faster than those the IAAF view as 

athletic females. 

 

 

324 Semenya, para. 540 & 541. 
325 Something that is often necessary in a legal context where an authoritative and final determination is 
necessary. 
326 Krech 2019, pp. 74-75. 
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Criticisms and limitations of legal scrutiny – summary 

As an adversarial judicial body, the issues that the CAS considers are significantly 

influenced by the questions they are asked to address and by its judicial function; it can 

neither address issues not in dispute nor make the decision in place of the IAAF.327 Such 

limitations need to be appreciated.  Nevertheless, there do appear to be some justified 

criticisms of its approach. Particular criticisms relate to failing to consider the 

legitimacy of the aim, failing to consider the meaning of fairness in sport, failing to 

consider what fundamental rights are actually being protected by the Regulations, 

failing to consider the full impact of the harms caused against the ‘rights’ being 

protected, failure to consider if there were the less intrusive means of achieving the 

aim and failing to account for the relative uncertainty of the scientific evidence in 

determining that the Regulations were justified and proportionate. In summary, there 

appears to have been an inadequate ‘intensity’ to the review of the IAAF’s justification. 

Considering that the IAAF has some degree of quasi-legislative, public function in 

creating rules that affect individuals’ rights and duties and yet has a relative lack of 

democratic accountability, it is suggested that the intensity of legal review should have 

been greater. Instead, the CAS seems to have undertaken a minimal review and 

accepted the argument that all the IAAF needed to do was demonstrate an honest and 

good faith view that had a reasonable basis.328 Such criticism about the intensity of the 

review seems equally valid in relation to of the subsequent decision of the Swiss 

Federal Court.329 

It should also be highlighted that the CAS decision was not a unanimous one and some 

significant reservations were expressed about whether the Regulations would remain 

justified and proportionate in implementation. 330  If, for example, further evidence 

established that oral contraceptives are not an appropriate mechanism for reducing 

testosterone levels because of side-effects or because of the difficulty presented to 

 

327 Semenya, para. 551 
328 Semenya, para. 303 
329 Swiss Federal Court, Case 4A_398 / 2019, 25th August 2020   
330 Semenya, para. 616 
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athletes of consistently maintaining appropriate levels of testosterone, then the 

Regulations may lose their proportionality.331  

In terms of the limitations of the CAS decision to a wider ethical evaluation of the IAAF’s 

process, it is submitted that in light of these criticisms about the intensity of its review, 

the CAS decision offers relatively little additional strength to the instrumental reasons 

for adopting the Regulations as a means to ensure fair competition, therefore, to the 

question of how rational the decision was in a wider context.332 Furthermore, the 

reservations identified by the CAS relating to how the Regulations would be 

implemented serve to highlight the possible practical unsuitability of the Regulations 

as well as the issue of whether there were more rational alternatives.  

 

Summary - instrumental reasons justifying the Regulations 

Of the reasons that have been asserted (or implied) by the IAAF as justifying the 

Regulations, there is little doubt that the IAAF places greatest weight on ensuring fair 

and meaningful competition and sexual equality.  

In terms of ensuring fair competition, then its value and strength as an objective and 

instrumental reason seems undermined by an apparent dissonance between the 

meaning of fair competition that appears to result from the Regulations and the 

meaning of fair play in the IAAF’s constitution. Such dissonance seems to arise primarily 

from a reliance on relatively uncertain scientific evidence about the actual and relative 

magnitude of performance advantage that testosterone provides to athletes with 

relevant DSDs and a consequently subjective basis for believing that any advantage 

provided is ‘unfair’. It is also undermined by an apparent failure to consider other 

potential solutions for ensuring fair competition.  

In terms of ensuring meaningful competition, if that is understood as ensuring close 

competitions and uncertain outcomes, then the Regulations only minimally seem to 

achieve this purpose and do so relying on the same uncertain scientific evidence and a 

 

331 Krech, 2019, p. 75. 
332 A point that was perhaps being alluded to when the CAS was explaining that it is not charged with 
evaluating the IAAF rule making processes. 
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concept of meaningful that also seems subjective and unexplained. Again, the 

consequence is that its strength as an objective, ‘instrumental’ reason seems 

significantly diminished. 

In terms of legal norms on sexual equality, then the fact that the Regulations have 

received qualified approval from the CAS and, indirectly, the Swiss Federal Court may 

provide some additional strength to other instrumental reasons that support the 

Regulations but there remain  rational concerns about how ‘lawful’ the Regulations are, 

particularly given the relative scientific uncertainty about quantification of 

performance advantage, the lack of scrutiny concerning the legitimate aim of the IAAF 

and the extent to which the Regulations were a necessary means to further the IAAF’s 

relevant aims.  It does seem arguable that sexual equality, viewed as part of the IAAF’s 

purpose of protecting the integrity of the sport, could contribute to justifying the 

Regulations, but again it is not a straightforward argument (as will be considered 

below).333  

The other reasons that might count in support of the regulations (participation, medical 

care and social goods) seem, for different reasons, to have no, or minimal strength as 

instrumental reasons.  

In summary, it is suggested that whilst some of the IAAF’s stated reasons may appear 

objective and instrumentally valid reasons that justify the implementation of the 

Regulations, on closer evaluation, their normative force appears limited.  Although, 

speculative, it is tempting to suggest that there are some additional reasons and values 

at play that are not necessarily instrumentally valid and do not appear to have been 

acknowledged as contributory reasons.  

 

Perhaps most influential are the reasons why male/female segregation appears to be 

an unmoveable vantage point from which fair (or meaningful) competition is judged.  

When little was known about either the underlying reasons for the ‘male advantage’ 

and when there was less recognition of DSDs, categorisation by reference to a binary 

model of sexual status may well have been appropriate (and rational) for ensuring both 

 

333 See pp. 107-112. 
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fair play and the consequent need to protect female athletes in general,334 but that 

does not necessarily make it so now. If testosterone levels are the reason for the ‘male 

advantage’ and seemingly, provide a sufficiently quantifiable advantage, then we have 

gone beyond simple observations about men being faster than women and the 

consequence would seem to be that segregation by sex is not necessarily needed as a 

means of ensuring fair play or ‘protecting’ female athletes. As has been argued already, 

it is simply one means or trying to ensure fairness across athletics.  It has been 

suggested that the challenges presented by athletes with relevant DSDs do not 

necessitate abandoning sex classification since gender segregation has its place in 

society.335  Whilst this is one possible perspective, it is not a reason that has been given 

by the IAAF to justify the Regulations and nor is it a claim that seems easy to rationally 

justify given the purposes for which the IAAF exists.  

 

There also appears to be a belief that the Regulations represent the only or most 

suitable way of compensating for any performance advantage that testosterone 

provides.  Yet the reasons for such a belief are opaque. Perhaps compensating by 

reference to testosterone categories or time/distance handicaps are inherently 

problematic to the IAAF’s purposes and values, but it is not obvious why they would be 

any more problematic than the harms caused by the Regulations.   

 

It is also tempting to think that the perceived need to do something in response to the 

reactions of those the IAAF view as athletic females who, perhaps understandably, 

have the perception that they are not receiving their just rewards. But as the 

organization responsible for the sport as a whole and for achieving the purposes for 

which it exists, satisfying subjective perceptions should only weighing in its decision-

making process if it relates to furthering those purposes.  

 

 

334 i.e., to protect all females incorporating a broader understanding of female than the sense employed 
by the Regulations 
335 Loland refers to this line of argument (Loland, 2020 p. 588). 
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Perhaps most controversially, it has been argued that the Regulations demonstrate a 

belief that only certain types of ‘typical’ females should be able to excel in athletics.336   

 

Whether any of these speculative reasons did influence the decision is not really the 

direct concern of this thesis, what matters is that value and strength of the only 

contributory reasons that have been put forward to rationally justify the Regulations 

seem questionable given the current lack of clarity on the scientific evidence, the 

selection of events to which the Regulations apply and the choice of method by which 

to compensate. 

 

Maximisation of expected utility  

As has been discussed in the methodology, where a rational agent decides to take an 

action that furthers a particular purpose amongst a ‘set’ of purposes, rationality would 

seem to require that the agent considers and weighs the impact of the action on the 

other purposes within its ‘set’ to ensure that the action furthers its purposes as a 

whole. It was suggested that this is particularly important when the agent’s set of 

purposes are public, and it needs to justify its decisions externally.  It was 

acknowledged that practical limitations mean that the extent to which the (negative) 

consequences need to be considered will depend on the context and resources 

available and what is reasonable. However, at the very least this places some 

requirement to weigh the extent to which one purpose is achieved against the negative 

impacts on other purposes which are apparent (and which require minimal resources 

to consider). 

When considering the IAAF’s ‘set’ of constitutional purposes there would appear to be 

two purposes, in particular, which are likely to be negatively impacted by the 

Regulations; (1) ensuring athletics is undertaken in a spirit of solidarity and friendship 

and (2) protecting the integrity of athletics by adhering to standards of conduct, ethical 

behaviour and principles of good governance. 

 

336 Krech notes the effect of the regulations have almost exclusively been to affect women of colour from 
the Global South (Krech, 2019, p. 70). 
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Solidarity & friendship 

 As already observed, Clause 4(j) of the IAAF’s constitution protects the right of all to 

participate in athletics which is undertaken in a spirit of solidarity, friendship and fair 

play. In its everyday use, the essence of solidarity is about providing mutual support.  

Referring to the general sporting norms that were discussed in the context of fair play, 

solidarity recognizes the nature of sport as a co-operative social endeavour where 

respecting the interest and freedoms of others is of central importance. The reference 

to friendship would seem to underpin this understanding further. In a sporting context, 

the Sports Governance Observer explains solidarity as recognizing responsibility 

towards internal and external stakeholders,337 which it is suggested, encapsulates an 

obligation to support all participants in athletics and, perhaps also, to recognise 

obligations towards others who have an interest in athletics.  

The key point is that discrimination and exclusivity are, in essence, the opposite of 

solidarity. So, whilst it is arguable that exclusion and discrimination might help ensure 

athletics is conducted in a spirit of fair play or to ensure meaningful competition, it is 

not easy to argue that discrimination and exclusion can help ensure solidarity; it’s a 

contradiction in terms.    

The IAAF have argued that the Regulations to do not exclude athletes with relevant 

DSDs since such athletes can suppress testosterone levels, compete in non-regulated 

events in the female category or compete against men. However, as has been 

suggested already, such options seem only to create a Hobson’s choice; hardly the most 

inclusive result. In any event, even if some aspects of the Regulations can be argued to 

be inclusive, it does not detract from their overall exclusive nature, a point that is 

recognised by the CAS panel in finding that the Regulations are, prima facie, 

discriminatory.  

Accordingly, it seems clear that the Regulations detract from athletics being 

undertaken in a spirit of solidarity and friendship. This is one of the prices to pay for 

 

337 Geeraert, 2015, p. 39. 
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seeking fair and meaningful competition in elite female athletics through the means of 

the Regulations.  

 

Integrity & good governance 

Article 4.1(e) of the IAAF’s constitution sets out one of its purposes is to ‘protect the 

integrity of Athletics and the IAAF by developing and enforcing standards of conduct 

and ethical behaviour and implementing good governance’.  

Of course, references to ethical behaviour, standards of conduct and ‘good’ 

governance begs questions about what moral norm system is being used to judge 

ethical from unethical and good from bad.  The fundamental premise of this thesis is 

that rationality is the most appropriate moral norm system from which to evaluate the 

IAAF’s conduct. Indeed, the submissions of the IAAF about the rationality of the 

Regulations in Semenya would seem to provide some evidence that the IAAF sees 

rationality as an important standard for it to adhere to, at least for the purpose of legal 

proceedings. To avoid repetition, observations already made about the rationality of 

the IAAF’s approach will not be repeated and the focus here will be to consider the 

extent to which the IAAF’s approach to implementing the Regulations has adhered to 

other external standards of conduct and ethical behaviour.  

As has been highlighted, there are clear ethical concerns about the extent to which the 

scientific evidence relied on by the IAAF adheres to normal standards of scientific 

integrity,338  not all of which seem to have been satisfactorily dealt with in Semenya. In 

addition to the obvious concerns about the certainty and reliability of the evidence as 

to quantification of the performance advantage, there seem to be some remaining 

concerns about the independence of the scientific experts and the use of athletes’ 

personal data for purposes that were not expressly consented to; something that 

Camporesi suggests is intuitively unethical.339 There is a lingering feeling that the 

scientific evidence has been manipulated to achieve a pre-determined policy objective 

with scant consideration of external norms and standards of integrity. As Koh et al. put 

 

338 Franklin et al., 2018; Menier, 2018; Pielke et al., 2019. 
339 Camporesi, 2019, p. 701; see also Prof. Blockman in Semenya, para. 242. 
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it, there is a clear sense of a ‘square data peg’ being used to plug a ‘round policy 

hole’.340 With regard to the interplay of science and legal policy making, it interesting 

to note that in Semenya Dr Bermon not only offered evidence as to the quantification 

of the performance advantage and the reasons for it, but also felt it appropriate to 

offer an opinion on whether the performance advantage (and the source of it) was 

‘fair’;341 yet this is surely a ‘policy’ concern of the IAAF and beyond the remit of his 

expertise. 

From a medical treatment perspective, in addition to issues of autonomy and consent, 

there would also seem to be some serious ethical concerns within the medical 

profession about the appropriateness of requiring medical treatment for athletes that 

are otherwise healthy. The Word Medical Association has gone as far as to suggest that 

doctors and physicians should not agree to treat individuals who do not have a ‘medical 

need’.342 

A further significant concern is that the Regulations necessarily create a unique 

definition and standard of female for the purpose of athletics that ultimately relies on 

the single metric of useable testosterone. Whilst this is clearly within the powers of the 

IAAF,  the result seems to jar with external standards and practices in medical and legal 

spheres.343   

Accordingly, it is arguable that the Regulations may well detract from the integrity of 

athletics in as much as they fail to conform to rational standards and also to other 

external standards of conduct and behaviour. 

  

 

340 Koh et al., 2018, p. 3 <https://www.lawinsport.com/topics/articles/item/not-by-gender-not-by-sex-
but-by-testosterone-saith-the-iaaf-international-athletics-and-the-new-female-eligibility-
regulations>Accessed 30/8/2019. 
341 Semenya, para. 326. 
342 Camporesi, 2019, p. 700; World Medical Association, 2019, Press Release [WWW Document]. World 
Medical Association. <https://www.wma.net/news-post/physician-leaders-reaffirm-opposition-to-iaaf-
rules/.> Accessed 9/9/2020.  
343 Krech, 2019, p. 75. 

https://www.lawinsport.com/topics/articles/item/not-by-gender-not-by-sex-but-by-testosterone-saith-the-iaaf-international-athletics-and-the-new-female-eligibility-regulations
https://www.lawinsport.com/topics/articles/item/not-by-gender-not-by-sex-but-by-testosterone-saith-the-iaaf-international-athletics-and-the-new-female-eligibility-regulations
https://www.lawinsport.com/topics/articles/item/not-by-gender-not-by-sex-but-by-testosterone-saith-the-iaaf-international-athletics-and-the-new-female-eligibility-regulations
https://www.wma.net/news-post/physician-leaders-reaffirm-opposition-to-iaaf-rules/
https://www.wma.net/news-post/physician-leaders-reaffirm-opposition-to-iaaf-rules/
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The extent to which the IAAF adhered to principles of good governance 

References to standards of ‘good governance’ seem to suggest recognition and 

acceptance of an additional, objective and yet more contextual requirement of 

integrity. Over recent years there have been an increasing number of studies on the 

meaning of ‘good governance’ in a sport and there are now well-established sets of 

good governance principles in sport utilised in both literature and policy.344 Despite 

variations, they generally reflect a core of well accepted aspirational principles about 

processes and policies of ISFs that revolve around accountability, transparency, 

democracy, treating stakeholders fairly and equally and ensuring there are control 

mechanisms on those wielding power.345 Indeed, the IAAF, as a member of the 

Association of Summer Olympic International Federations (ASOIF), has seemingly 

committed itself to implementing five key principles of good governance;346 integrity, 

transparency, democracy, sports development & solidarity, and the adoption of control 

mechanisms. Obviously, some of these principles have already been referenced in 

terms of the extent to which they are impacted by the Regulations (for example, 

integrity and solidarity), but it is helpful to highlight the additional instances of conflict 

between the Regulations and these principles.   

 

Good governance – transparency 

As has been explained, the IAAF set out the key aspects of its rationale for introducing 

the Regulations both in the Regulations themselves and its Explanatory Notes. This has 

since been supplemented by its submissions in Semenya. However, as the IAAF does 

not seem to publish minutes of its executive meetings (nor a summary of them), it is 

difficult to ascertain what other reasons were considered and weighed in determining 

that the Regulations were necessary, proportionate and furthered its constitutional 

purposes. Particular factors that, rationally, ought to have been considered but appear 

to have been overlooked (or seemingly required further consideration and 

investigation) have already been suggested; the meaning of ‘fair play’ in sport, the 

 

344 Chappelet and Mrkonjic, 2013, pp. 5-6; Mrkonjic, 2016, p. 4.  
345 Ryall et al., 2019, p. 2.  
346 ASOIF, 2016, pp. 6-7. 
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influence of other genetic factors on performance outcomes across all athletic events, 

the role of environmental factors in influencing performance, the possibility of 

testosterone influencing performance outcomes in male athletics, the reasons for 

retaining male and female categories in light of the conclusion that testosterone is the 

only explanation of male performance advantage, the role of history and tradition in 

justifying segregation, the extent to which athletes can be said to consent to medical 

intervention and treatment and, last but not least,  the possibility of other less invasive 

means of compensating for the advantage that testosterone might provide. Even 

where some of these issues were touched on in Semenya, that does not necessarily 

mean that they were considered before the Regulations were implemented. Nor are 

these examples intended as a full list but serve the purpose of demonstrating a lack of 

transparency in the decision-making process. 

Ultimately a lack of transparency leaves room for speculation about the reasons for 

implementation of the Regulations and makes it more difficult to communicate the 

objective rationality of any decision. In absence of full transparency, it is difficult to 

ignore suggestions that the Regulations are driven by a conscious or sub-conscious 

desire to retain separate male and female categories and a particular vision of the 

female ideal rather than instrumentally valid reasons such as ensuring fair play or 

developing the sport.    

 

Good governance - democracy 

The ASOIF’s governance task force report  seems to view democracy in terms of the 

process of electing members to executive bodies and in ensuring representation of key 

stakeholders in the sport’s governing body.347 However, it is suggested that democracy 

goes further than this and should include wider participation by both internal 

stakeholders (such as athletes and national federations, clubs etc.) and external 

 

347 ASOIF, 2016, p. 7 
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stakeholders (the public, governments, NGOs and those interest in human rights) in 

the creation and development of specific policies.348 

Although issues of transparency prohibit significant analysis of the democratic input of 

stakeholders, Karkazis et al. have shed some light on the evolution of the Regulations. 

They observed that although a range of stakeholders were consulted (including human 

rights experts, female athletes and a representative of the intersex community), there 

were obvious limitations (in terms of the composition of the IAAF’s working group, the 

selection of stakeholders asked to input in to the decision making process and the 

clarity of the goal to be achieved).349 What input athletes with DSDs had into the 

continuing process up to the introduction of the DSD Regulations is far from clear. 

However, it might be noted that according to Karkazis there was, apparently, only one 

representative of the intersex community (a non-athlete), who inputted into the 

working group, which, given the potentially disproportionate effect on athletes with a 

DSD and the potential impact on non-athletes with DSDs, might be considered 

somewhat of an underrepresentation.  

 

Good Governance – Control Mechanisms 

Control Mechanisms are clearly of importance in a governance context to ensure that 

those within an organisation cannot abuse positions of power. The IAAF has adopted 

an Integrity Code, which aims, amongst other things, to promote fair play and prevent 

corruption.350 However, the remit seems to focus primarily on cheating (doping) and 

preventing corruption, rather than a wider sense of integrity that might include checks 

and balances designed to ensure decisions are taken in accordance with external 

standards and norms (such as scientific or legal ones).  For example, there does not 

appear to be a role for the IAAF’s independent Athletics Integrity Unit in making 

decisions on how rules, such as the DSD Regulations, might impact issues of integrity 

or fair play.351  Again, due to a lack of transparency about the decision-making process, 

 

348 Geeraert suggests a failure to take into account views of a wider range of external stakeholders 
inevitably adds to legitimacy ‘gaps’ Geeraert, 2015, pp. 15-20.  
349  Karkazis et al., 2017, p. 9.   
350 IAAF, 2017.  
351 IAAF Constitution, Article 71.1. 
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it is difficult to assess the extent to which the IAAF’s Integrity Unit (or its predecessor) 

had input into any aspect of the Regulations. Nor is it clear what other mechanisms 

were used to limit the potential for individual or majority preferences to drive the 

implementation of the Regulations.  

 

Good Governance – summary  

Even on the basis of such a short survey of good governance principles, it is possible to 

make a case that the IAAF has fallen short in relation to some of them. After all, it seems 

reasonably clear that more could have been done to consider the views and rights of 

those principally affected (for example, through at least considering compensating by 

methods other than medication), to be transparent and to involve relevant 

stakeholders in developing the means of dealing with the perceived problem. The lack 

of obvious role for the independent integrity unit in decisions concerning rule creation 

perhaps suggests the need for additional control mechanisms in this regard as well.  

These shortcomings mean it is at least arguable that the implementation of the 

Regulations may well have had a negative impact on achieving the IAAF’s purposes of 

ensuring integrity and good governance. The significant volume of criticism aimed at 

regulations, both from a human rights perspective and a scientific perspective is 

perhaps testament to that.  
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Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis was to evaluate the rationality of the IAAF’s decision to 

implement the Regulations. In recognising that rationality, like sexual status and 

gender, is not, in reality, a binary concept, the inevitable result is an evaluation of how 

more or less rational the IAAF’s approach is. However, it is argued that such an 

evaluation remains important since it offers a perspective on the effectiveness of the 

IAAF as a rational agent and, perhaps, highlights some of the reasons why it has 

struggled to justify its approach externally. Although there are clearly limitations on 

the conclusions that can be drawn about a rational agent’s general effectiveness from 

the evaluation of a single decision, it is suggested that such an evaluation can highlight 

aspects of an agent’s decision making that might be problematic if repeated in the 

future. Furthermore, given the importance of the decision to the rights of individual 

athletes and the possible influence of a high-profile organisation (such as the IAAF) on 

attitudes towards individuals with atypical gender identities, there would seem to be 

value in scrutiny of the decision.     

It has been suggested that whilst the pursuit of fair and meaningful competition in 

female athletics seem (initially at least) plausibly valid instrumental reasons for 

introducing the Regulations, on closer evaluation, the normative force of such reasons 

seems underwhelming.  

First, the strength of them as instrumental reasons capable of justifying the Regulations 

is undermined by the inconsistent and subjective approach the IAAF seems to have 

adopted as to the meaning of ‘fair’ and ‘meaningful’ competition.   

With regard to fair competition, it has been argued that in order to have any resonance 

with the meaning of ‘fair play’ in the IAAF’s constitution, the Regulations ought to have 

respected a Rawlsian sense of equality of sporting opportunity and recognised the 

need for an objectively consistent basis for determining which genetic pre-dispositions 

are considered fair or unfair. Such an outcome could have been achieved by reference 

to the relative magnitude of the performance advantage that any genetic pre-

disposition provides as compared against each other or, at least, by reference to some 

sort of objective reference point such as an acceptable margin of victory. This claim 

seems equally true, whether binary segregation by sex is taken as a pre-condition to 
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fair competition or not.  With regard to ensuring meaningful competitions, again there 

ought to have been an objective and consistent reference point from which it is 

possible to determine competitions as ‘meaningful’ or not. However, the IAAF has not 

provided clear evidence of the performance advantage that athletes with DSDs actually 

have, nor (given such evidence that it has put forward) an objective or consistent 

reference point against which it has singled out increased testosterone caused by 

relevant DSDs as a genetic pre-disposition which needs to be compensated for. To 

underline the point, reference need only be made to the selection of events to which 

the Regulations apply, where it is difficult to find any semblance of objective, consistent 

or rational justification since the regulated events do not align with the IAAF’s own 

scientific evidence about the performance advantage that testosterone provides. It has 

also been argued that questions also remain about the possibility of needing to 

compensate for testosterone-based performance advantage in male events.   

Furthermore, the IAAF’s chosen means for making competition fairer or more 

meaningful (exclusion or medication) also seems difficult to reconcile with the pursuit 

of fair and meaningful competition, however those terms are understood. The 

acknowledged yet unknown impacts of medication on particular individuals means that 

any sense of adhering to sporting equality of opportunity or of protecting meaningful 

competition seems to have been marginalised when adopting the solution. That 

alternative (and perhaps better) means of achieving fair and meaningful competition 

do not appear to have been considered at all is a problem that further reduces the 

rationality of the decision. 

Even if such problems are ignored and it is accepted that the Regulations do help 

achieve fair and meaningful competition within female athletics, it still needs to be 

recognised that achieving fair and meaningful competitions in female athletics is not 

the end to be achieved; it is itself merely a means of furthering the IAAF’s constitutional 

purposes of ensuring athletics is undertaken in the spirit of fair play and developing the 

sport.  Ultimately, even if the IAAF had been able to provide an objective basis for 

determining what was fair and meaningful and the magnitude of performance 

advantage was clear and relatively ‘too large’, the Regulations do not necessarily 

significantly contribute to ensuring that athletics is conducted in ‘the spirit of fair play’ 
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or to ‘developing’ the sport.  Whilst compensating for testosterone in only female 

athletics might, arguably, make elite female competitions a little fairer and slightly 

more ‘meaningful’, it is suggested that the Regulations could only ever minimally 

advance fair play across athletics due to their narrow focus on one sub-group of 

athletes and one stable genetic inequality.  Furthermore, there remains a dissonance 

between the physiological, psychological and legal harms caused by the Regulations 

and the characteristics and ideals of fair play. In particular, the Regulations seem to sit 

uncomfortably when viewed against characteristics such as equality, empathy and 

respect for others and ideals that recognise sport as an essentially playful activity and 

as a forum for striving to be one’s best, regardless of the outcome.  Although the 

Regulations might better satisfy the (understandable) winning preferences of those the 

IAAF views as elite athletic females, such a result does not align easily with fair play.  

Nor is it at all clear that making competitions marginally closer in some events will 

‘develop’ the sport through increased participation and interest in the sport as a whole; 

there is simply no empirical evidence to support this.  

In addition to the underwhelming reasons for adoption of the Regulations, it has also 

been suggested that there are instrumental reasons not to adopt the Regulations; 

namely that they would appear to harm efforts to ensure athletics is undertaken in the 

spirit of solidarity and friendship and also, potentially, the integrity of the sport by 

failing to adhere to external scientific and legal norms as well as standards of good 

sporting governance. It also seems plausible that the Regulations are heading against 

the ‘flow’ of wider social attitudes that are more accepting of atypical sex and gender 

identities.352 

Accordingly, whilst it might be possible to argue that the introduction of the 

Regulations was rational in the sense that some rational, reasonable people would 

recognise that the Regulations could minimally further some of the IAAF’s 

constitutional purposes, it is argued that they were far from the most rational 

response. Had key relevant considerations been considered properly (such as the 

IAAF’s constitutional purposes, the meaning of fair play and equality of opportunity in 

 

352 Camporesi, 2019, p. 703. 
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sport, the uncertain state of the scientific evidence and the full significance of the 

human rights implications) it is hard to justify the Regulations as being near the top of 

a list of most rational responses. With reference to what has been about the 

maximisation of expected utility, it seems possible to label the decision as a bad 

choice.353 

Whilst the legal scrutiny of the decision to date seems to endorse the minimal rational 

justification for the Regulations, the intensity of the legal scrutiny remains open to 

criticism, as does the possibility of the lawfulness of the Regulations being questioned 

in the future.354 Furthermore, given the limits of the legal scrutiny, such legal approval 

does not undermine the argument that, in implementing the Regulations, the IAAF is 

being, at best, a minimally effective rational agent. 

When considering potential lessons to take from IAAF’s approach, three aspects seem 

to stand out. First, that in justifying the Regulations, the IAAF seems to have played 

relatively minimal attention to its constitutional purposes. As an organisation that has 

a set of formal and publicly stated purposes, a clear, transparent and rational 

justification of how the Regulations achieved those purposes seems the logical starting 

point. Instead, the starting point seems to have been the segregation of male and 

female athletics and protection of those it views as athletically female athletes.  

Second, in relying on uncertain scientific evidence about the actual magnitude of 

performance advantage, what has been achieved is a veneer of objectivity about what 

is fair and unfair and what is meaningful, but one that masks an inherently subjective 

determination. Furthermore, in doing so, there appears to have been a failure to fully 

respect both the limits of the conclusions that can be drawn from the available 

scientific evidence and also the relevant conventions and standards of scientific study. 

This potential manipulation of scientific evidence to fill a ‘policy hole’ raises a more 

general question about the IAAF and its approach to scientific ‘knowledge’ in rule 

creation. 

 

353 Bales suggests that the rightness of a decision might ultimately be judged by whether it contributes 
towards a ‘good state of affairs’ (i.e. the achievement of the IAAF’s ultimate aims) no less than any other 
alternative would ((Bales, 1971, p. 259).  
354 Something that is now happening at the level of the European Court of Human Rights.  
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Third, there appears to have been a lack of transparency in the decision-making process 

and, as a result, it seems tolerably clear that there were reasons that influenced the 

decision which remain opaque. It has been suggested, speculative, that such reasons 

might include: a historic and institutionalised attachment to male/female segregation; 

a need to be perceived to be doing something; and, possibly, an institutionalised view 

of what it means to be a female athlete. As Loland observes, historical and sociocultural 

observations do not make a moral justification.355 Similarly, nor do historical and 

sociocultural perspectives make a rational one, especially when their value as 

contributory reasons are not considered against an organisation’s constitutional 

purposes.  

In summary, it is argued that the Regulations have, at best, a minimally rational 

justification and their implementation has highlighted some more general concerns 

about the IAAF’s approach to rule creation. That the Regulations have received 

approval by the CAS and the Swiss Federal Court despite such a minimally rational 

justification tends to highlight a possible lacuna in legal accountability of ISFs and also 

in the protection of rights of individual athletes.   

Finally, some observations on the specific case of Caster Semenya. Whilst the IAAF may 

view her (and other athletes with relevant DSDs) as athletically male, that does not 

mean she automatically benefits from an unfair advantage. Whilst it is for the IAAF to 

determine the sense of male and female it wishes to adopt and to determine what is 

fair or unfair, it needs to do so from a rational, consistent and objective starting point. 

What constitutes fair or unfair advantage needs to be consistently applied to all 

participants across all events so that like cases are treated alike. The IAAF might have 

done this by showing that athletes like Ms Semenya do, in fact, have the same 

performance advantage as typical men356 or, by providing evidence that the advantage 

is disproportionately large compared to some other objective reference point. 

However, The IAAF has not yet provided clear evidence of either and as such it seems 

difficult to conclude that she (or other athletes with relevant DSDs) have an unfair 

advantage, unless you are prepared to accept the IAAF have little rational or objective 

 

355 Loland, 2020, p. 587 
356 If a binary classification is viewed as a pre-condition to the division of sporting rewards.  
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constraint on what it views as fair or unfair.  Such a conclusion seems particularly 

justified when the mechanism of compensation is considered, which may well go 

beyond simply negating any advantage that Ms Semenya has.   
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2. IAAF Eligibility Regulations for the Female Classification (the DSD Regulations) 

3. IAAF’s Explanatory Notes to the DSD Regulations 
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